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Abstract
The central thesis of this submission is that the learning and
teaching of Management in Higher Education can be a relational,
performative and provocative process. The thesis takes my
own professional practice as a management tutor, working in
an English university to study, as I developed and articulated
pedagogical practices that have been promoted within a Relational
Constructionist perspective. The innovations of practice discussed
in this thesis include: first, the creation of more equally co-
constructive rather than subject-object relations between students
and academic tutors, secondly the development of a provocative
use of theory and academic content and finally a use of narrative
in developing a performative learning cycle in contrast to common
realist assumptions of experiential learning.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

CHAPTER 1
Introduction: The Development of
Provocative Learnin~
This thesis is built upon a collection of papers that illustrate the
developments I have made in my professional practice as an
academic tutor within British Management Higher Education. I
seek to describe a relational social constructionist perspective
(Gergen, 1994; Hosking et al, 1995) from which I suggest that
my tutorial practice makes sense and demonstrate how the
possibilities that such a perspective illuminates might be put into
practice. The six papers themselves were written over a period of
4 years so demonstrate the development of different themes, from
an early articulation of how a student's relationship is built with
an academic tutor to a more considered proposal of what I call a
provocative pedagogy.

A Chronolo~ical Narrative

In telling any story, the choice of where to start is somewhat
arbitrary but I enjoy dating the genesis of my interest in pedagogy
to a particular night some seven years ago. I could not sleep
and so at about three in the morning I found myself preparing
the PowerPoint slides for a lecture to my Organisational Change
students. In this particular lecture, I was using Friere's (1970~1993)
concept of subject-object relations to illustrate how change is
created relationally and how conventional change literatures
that privilege the initiative of change agents acting as knowing
subjects will lead to rendering other organisational participants as
passive objects. This, I argued, not only empowered the interests
of hierarchy but also exaggerated the power of senior managers
to achieve. I gave a series of examples of subject-object relations
each demonstrating how the object was left passive and so unable
to act upon their own initiative. The stream of examples poured
furiously from my keyboard: "I manage you, I motivate you, I
empower you" the litany of examples went on until I heard myself
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Provocative Learning

rehearse "I teach you." The effect was immediate and salutary.
Up to that moment, I had taught at Coventry University for about
5 years and had been a popular lecturer using, unquestioningly,
learning and teaching practices that centred on lectures and
seminars. In each case I assumed a strongly tutor managed
approach although often claiming that my use of seminar activities
and assignments were student centred. In a moment of epiphany,
whilst preparing that lecture, I began to re-examine my practices
in the light of the social constructionist perspective that had been
influencing the content of my teaching for about two years.

The effect on my teaching continued to develop over the next
couple of years. My initial interest was how to develop more
co-constructive relations with my students. Two initiatives at
Coventry University provided a framework for my developing
exploration of new learning practices that could facilitate a
"dialogical" as opposed to a"banking" learning (Freire, 1970~1993).
The first was the introduction of a virtual learning environment
WebCT; the second was the launch of a work based learning
master's degree. I started writing about my educational practice
shortly after I applied for membership of the Institute of Learning
and Teaching in Higher Education (ILTHE). As I had written my
application, I had been struck by how significant certain writers
had been on my development as a learning facilitator. It was
interesting to note that not many of these writers were from the
field of Higher Education pedagogy. A paper grew as I explored
the logic and premises that were influencing my practice and forms
the substance of the chapter 2 of this thesis.

A Social Constructionist starting point (or Provocation)

In the chapters that follow, different terms are used to capture
the social constructionist ideas that inform my practice as an
academic tutor. I use the terms Relational Perspective, Relational
Constructionism or Social Constructionism interchangeably How
these ideas have influenced different practices will be discussed
again in each chapter. There will be some repetition but in
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Chapter 1 Introduction

each case, the same core ideas have been approached and used
somewhat differently. In this brief introduction I wish only to
outline three basic premises that have acted as starting points
for my inquiry and shaped the methods of my ongoing inquiry
into practice development, what I have considered important in
terms of academic contribution, and how I have written about my
emerging practice.

The first of these three key premises is that a relational
constructionism focuses on the ongoing performance of relating.
This follows Pearce (1992) who contrasted a constructionism of
products, such as discourses, social realities or norms, with a
privileging of processes by which we construct ways of "going
on" or "language games" (Wittgenstein, 1953). A central tenet of
such an attention to relational processes of construction is that no
particular outcome can be championed as correct, appropriate or
desirable. In this way the work that follows is in stark contrast
with much that has been written about higher education pedagogy
(e.g. Laurillard, 1992; Biggs, 1998), who have clear understandings
of what are the goals of high quality higher education. For these
writers the end of a higher education is the development of an
ability to describe, understand and theorise causal relations that
make the world the way it is. For both Biggs and Laurillard,
process is seen as a journey toward a preset outcome that is
facilitated by a skilled academic tutor. The skill of the tutor
is, therefore in their use of theories that explain the nature of
students and how they best learn. Such theories, of course, can,
be treated from a relational constructionist perspective as, in
themselves, socially constructed products. In seeking to put a
relational constructionism to work in my tutorial practice, theories
of pedagogy have played a lesser role, therefore, than writings
on relational processes. I discuss, elsewhere in this submission,
a provocative role that academic theory can play in developing
practice and ideas from writers such as Laurillard, Biggs and
Ramsden (1992) were provocative of my emerging practice.

The second key, relational constructionist premise is that
the performance referred to above is unavoidably social.
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Provocative Learning

Shotter's (1995) concept of "shared intentionality" captures the
understanding of relational processes that are negotiated and not
at the behest of one party, such as an academic tutor. Gergen
(1994) illustrates these social processes by arguing that in any
relating an "act" will remain equivocal until it is "supplemented".
Gergen goes on to demonstrate how any series of act-supplement
interactions may lead to a sense of what is "real and good". From
this perspective of a social performance, subject-object relations
become problematical, as the privileging of an active, knowing
subject (academic tutor) over passive, knowable objects (students)
is likely to render participants insensitive to the ability of student
activity to shape tutorial action. Even those pedagogic works that
emphasise conversation or interaction between tutors and students
(e.g. Laurillard, 1992; Salmon, 2000) still position the academic
tutor as skilled manager of these relationships and so position the
tutor as an active, knowing subject.

The third relational constructionist premise that has shaped
my work is the idea that these performative, social relations are
generative. By this I mean to emphasise that relational processes
are not considered as stages on a journey between preset points
of start and outcome but that relational processes are inherently
generative, creating people and worlds anew. Newman and
Holzman (1997) make the same point by contrasting common
understandings our location within history with their more
performative phrase of "history making". Shotter's (1996) term
"social poetics" has become a helpful concept as I have explored
new tutorial contributions to learning relations. In using the
term "poetics" Shotter drew on the Greek word 'poesis' meaning
creation to emphasise that moment-by-moment relations instigate
and shape how that relations go on and so author new "kinds of
conversationally structured realities" (Shotter and Cunliffe, 2003).
This approach to process contrasts significantly with other HE
pedagogical approaches where there are clearly defined outcomes
to which tutors aspire for their students. Most commonly, these
outcomes are articulated in cognitive terms of understanding
or ability to describe and theories (Bloom 1956, Laurillard,
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Chapter 1 Introduction

1992, Biggs, 1998) but critical approaches will seek to shape
that understanding in terms power relations (Grey et al, 1996;
Reynolds, 1998).

And so .. . (Implications for the focus and writing of this
thesis)
The above three premises have had significant implications for
my inquiry and for the issues to which I have attended in writing
the papers that constitute this thesis. Certain subjects have come
strongly into focus whilst other topics that might commonly be
expected to be a part of a pedagogical thesis have faded into the
background. There are three implications that I want to discuss
before outlining the structure of the thesis and detailing the
contents of each chapter.

First, the primacy that is given to relating within Relational
Constructionism has led, inevitably, to a foregrounding of learning
relations. In several inquiries, I have sought to explore how my
actions as a tutor have promoted work with students that could
become co-constructive in ways that were not typified as subject-
object relations. Examples of such inquiries include my work
with Virtual Learning Environments (see chapter 3), Work Based
Learning (see chapter 2), 'provocative' learning practices (see
chapter 5) and the use of poetry (Ramsey, 2005b; chapter 7). In
these studies, relational premises of the generative potential of
relational processes centred my attention on the outworking of
relating rather than the use and testing of any theory about the
nature of students' learning. As a consequence, the literatures
that have resourced this work have been drawn from disparate
literatures of therapeutics, performance studies and social
psychology which have explored discursive approaches to those
disciplines.

In the chapters, that follow there are many references to literatures
from Higher Education pedagogy but whist they furnished me
with possible practices there were key differences in assumptions.
In different ways, contrasting pedagogical literatures shared three
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assumptions that differ to relational constructionist assumptions
referenced in my inquiries. First, all these writers take as
uncomplicated a starting point that Higher Education is a cognitive
process of describing, understanding or interpreting. Secondly, for
all these authors, with the exception of Bruffee (1998), the unit of
analysis is the individual student. It is the individual student who
constructs a developing understanding oE concepts and develops
his or her chosen course of action. Finally, and related to the
second assumption this cognitive activity precedes and determines
student actions. The thesis, therefore, focuses on discussions of
literatures that foreground relations and provide the academic
grounding for my inquiries and development of practice

The second implication of drawing upon relational assumptions
is the attention I give to learning as a relational process that is
generative of new practice. This, again, takes my tutorial practice
and this thesis away from seeking cognitive understanding of
theory that is to be applied. The empirical material I use consists,
in the main, of student reflections on their activity that emerged
from and within learning relations that we created together. I
sought, not so much to discover attitudes and provide evaluations
of those relations but to explore what students did differently
because of classroom conversations and activities. This does not,
therefore, constitute a contribution to knowledge as might be
expressed by a knowledgeable individual, rather it demonstrates
socially constructed or'communitied' (Ramsey, 2005a; and
chapter 6) learning. An illustration of this point occurred in
correspondence with an anonymous referee of a recent paper
(Ramsey 2005b; and chapter 7 of this thesis). The referee asked
me if my learning, during the study, had been single or double
loop learning (Argyris and Schdn, 1974). Whilst I was able to
identify new interests that could be described as demonstrating
double loop learning, I argued that this was to miss a key point.
As the inquiry had gone on the students, my colleagues and I
had created new relations, new agenda for learning and new
classroom practices. These could not be separated from the context
and identified as belonging to one person. They were a social
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performance and they have influenced further social performances
that subsequently have been co-created with different groups of
students.

The final implication of 'my' relational constructionist premises
has to do with methods of reflection. As I explored the impact that
constructionist perspectives of person and learning were having
on my work, I was also encountering problems in developing a
reflective practice that enabled me to consider my professional
practice without assuming a realist epistemology. All the reflective
practices that were available to me then (Kolb, 1984, Henry, 1989)
assumed an independent, agentic reflector who was able, with
some degree of objectivity, to know of an experience and act, as
an individual, to change their practices. Relational constructionist
premises do not start with such assumptions and so a new
'reflective' practice would help me. I tell the story of the narrative
learning cycle that I developed at this stage of my inquiry in
chapters 6 and 7.

Centring Practice: methodological considerations

A central building block of this thesis is its focus on the
development of my professional practice. Along with the
relational premises discussed above, this focus has shaped the
nature and objectives of the inquiries that I have made over the
last 7 years. Two consequences for this thesis flow from this
focus. First, whilst I have drawn, at different times on the research
methodologies of Action Research (Lewin, 1948; Marshall, 1999;
2001; Reason and Bradbury, 2001), Co-operative Inquiry (Reason,
1988, 1994, 1999), Grounded Theory (Glaser and Strauss, 1967),
Ethnomethodology (Garfinkel, 1967) and Ethnography (Agar,
1986) my aim has never been to achieve an accurate description of
the world within which I teach, the students that I work with or
the development of theories of underlying principles upon which
to base my tutorial practice. As I discuss, again, in chapter 7 issues
such as reliability or validity that are commonly central concerns
of research (Altheide and Johnson, 1994) are not significant in this
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Provocative Learning
dissertation. Where I have used inquiry methods from the above
traditions, my aim has been to inform my contribution to a social
practice not to produce an accurate account of what had happened.

So, what ways are there for assessing the quality of my inquiry
and practice? Watson (1994b) argued that one way of assessing
the quality of research was its utility. Reason and Bradbury (2001)
have argued that action research should deal in "questions of
enduring consequence", amongst which would be questions of
outcome and practice. From within a relational constructionist
perspective, the usefulness of any inquiry will be locally
constructed and appreciated. The value of my developing practice
as a tutor is constructed as I and 'my' students relate. It is for this
reason that I have used a considerable amount of my students'
work and words as evidence upon which to base my reflections.
For it is has been as students engaged their learning with work that
we can see indications of any difference that learning has made
to their practice. As I argue in chapter 7, given the constructive
effect of relating, it matters not that I base my actions on accurate
or inaccurate understandings of others' actions. Rather the value
of these actions can be seen as I and students create new learning
relations.

I have coined the term ethno-experiment (Ramsey, 2004a; 2005b)
to capture these relational, performative and constructive
processes and outcomes of inquiry. As I discuss in chapters 2 and
7, the world of learning and teaching is not described, analysed
or theorised in the succeeding chapters; it is created and re-
created and these (re)creations are narrated in students' work
and reports and these provide invitations to me to join in further
performances. My readings of the material (student comments,
notes and assessed work) may not have been correct or wise but
they were the conversational contributions that helped shape my
actions. The material that I present in the appendices and discuss
in the following chapters should not be considered so much as
raw material for my analysis and interpretation as, rather, the
envíronment in which I could hear others speak to inform my
practice.
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Chapter 1 Introduction

The second consequence of my focus on practice can be seen

in the thesis' relation to existing literatures of learning and
teaching in Higher Education. The point I want to stress is that
a practice centred inquiry such as is recorded in this thesis is not

an application of theories. This is not applied research; rather the
relation between literatures, theory and practice can be seen as
provocative. Academic theory is not raised to an authoritative
place determining practice but as one participant voice in an
ongoing relational, conversational performance. The development
of my practice, as a tutor, emerges from performances of learning
and teaching constructed in ongoing relating between myself,
students and managers, colleagues and readings of different
literatures, both from Higher Education and from other fields.

Overview of the Thesis

This thesis is constructed in three sections. The first section
focuses on the relationship between academic tutor and students.
Chapter 2 explores the way I have used work based learning (wbl)

initiatives to develop new learning relations with students that are
typified less by subject-object relations and more by co-generative
learning. In particular, in this chapter, I look at how focusing
learning on students' work restricted my tutorial power to dictate
what learning should be done and how it could be demonstrated.
Instead of a tutor-directed syllabus of learning, this paper describes
negotiated learning with power more equally distributed between

tutor and student. This shift in relations had several implications
that are discussed. First, learning became more performative
than cognitive. Secondly, the relationship between students
and academic theory became one of engagement rather than
application. Thirdly, the academic tutor's practice moved from
a focus on 'taught content' to a focus on learning relations with
students. Finally, I argue that such practice was emancipatory in
a way that some writing on critical pedagogy has failed to achieve
(Ellsworth, 1989).
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Chapter 3 also explores tutor-student relations but this time
looking at work with younger, undergraduate students. These
students were generally not in work and certainly were unlikely to
be in managerial positions. As such, some of the moves towards
equalising power differentials between academic tutor and student
discussed in the previous chapter were not available to me. In this
paper, I discuss the role of Virtual Learning Environments using
Information and Communication Technology. The key themes of
this paper are (1) the use of internet material and sites to resource
students as independent leamers and (2) the foregrounding of
student-student relations as environments to help learning, thus (3)
a reduction in the centrality of student-tutor relations. Evidence
from student feedback and comments was used to evaluate to what
extent these processes had been successful and this discussion
includes an appreciation of the context of British undergraduate
management education within which this inquiry took place.

The second section focuses on how theory and research findings,
what are commonly considered the content of learning within
management education, can contribute to management education
without reference to ideas of foundational knowledge transfer
(Bruffee, 1999). Again, there are two papers in this section.
These two papers are my most recent work and are extensions
of conference papers. Chronologically they emerge out of the
discussions I started in chapter 2, where I discussed students'
changed relationship with academic theory. In that chapter,
I wrote of students "engaging" with academic theory rather
than applying it. Later work (that I discuss in chapter 7) left me
puzzled about the role and usefulness of academic theory and
so this second theme in my overall inquiry emerged. These two
papers explore (a) how I arrived at a current moment in my use
of academic theory and (b) some of the tutorial and classroom
practices that make sense in the light of this treatment of the
academic content of learning.

The first paper (chapter 4) discusses one possible use of academic
theory that fits within relational constructionist premises. I term
this a provocative use of theory. Having contrasted this use of
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theory with two other common understandings of theory, the
paper then illustrates how a provocative use of academic theory
supported two managers in their managerial practice. I suggest
that these two mangers illustrate where theory was generative of
new managerial practice and where theory projected into the daily
activities of their managerial lives offering them critique of their
practice and alternative possibilities.

The second paper (chapter 5) takes at its starting point the
problems that the above, provocative treatment of academic
teaching content implies for taught academic programmes and
academic tutorial practices. The main part of this chapter discusses
three of my current tutorial practices; the use Farrelly's (Farrelly
and Brandsma, 1972) provocative therapeutics, a use of poetry in
classroom discussions and the use of ethno-experiments as a part
of a student assessment strategy. These practices are not espoused
as being a final work on classroom praxis; indeed, in the case of
poetry, some of the limitations of this medium are recognised.

The final section stands apart from the two previous sections as not
being in chronological order. As I explained above, in the course
of my inquiry into my academic practice, I found that the reflective
practices available to me, with their assumptions of knowing,
agentic reflective practitioner were not proving helpful to my
inquiry. Alongside the 'story' that is told in sections one and two, I
was developing a reflective practice that used narrative to help me
foreground the social and performative influences on my tutorial
practice.

Chapter 6 is a paper that was published last year in Marragement
Learning. In this paper, I first identified limitations in experiential
learning models, as typified by Kolb (1984). Secondly, I discussed
the potential of narrative to support reflective practice and then
constructed a Narrative Learning Cycle that I argue addressed
these problems. Chapter 7, the final chapter in this thesis, is a
follow up paper, also published last year in Action Research. In this
paper, I tell the story of how I used the Narrative Learning Cycle
to help an inquiry into the use of poetry in an undergraduate,
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Organisational Behaviour course. Despite being published during
the same year as the earlier paper, this chapter was written some 4
years later. It introduces the narrative learning cycle and explains
some small modifications in my wording of the cycle. Having told
the story of a particular inquiry and highlighted some learning, I
then discuss the implications for reflective practice or first person
action research. Finally, I review the contributions that I had
previously suggested a narrative learning cycle could make to
reflective practice.

Given what I have written above about a role for theory in
developing practice or the objectives of this thesis not including
some accurate account of pedagogical practice, it would make
little sense to write a formal concluding chapter. Instead, I offer
a brief'afterword' in which I identify some future lines of inquiry
that emerge from this series of studies. In doing so, I hope to
be consistent to the ideas articulated earlier in the thesis, that
learning is provocative of new actions and that a scholarly study of
academic, tutorial practice will continuously invite and contribute
to new inquiries and developments in that practice.
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CHAPTER 2
The Academic Tutor as Paraclete:
facilitating new, emancipatory learning
relations

Introduction

Freire (1970~1993) introduced the idea that education can be either
oppressive or emancipatory. His argument was that education
based upon a"banking" concept and developed within subject-
object relations would (re)create relations of dominance and
oppression. In contrast, Freire argued for a"dialogical" pedagogy
with significantly revised relations between tutor and student. For
the most part the attention of researchers (e.g. Laurillard, 1992;
Ramsden, 1992) has been focused on the activities and strategies of
tutors or students but rarely, if ever, has the relationship between
them been more than that of subsidiary interest in academic
journals. This paper promotes the processes of relating to a
prominent position of interest, and explores how developing
dialogical or co-generative learning relations may be achieved
within work based learning, (WBL).

This paper expounds a social constructionist (Dachler 8z Hosking,
1995; Gergen, 1994; Shotter, 1993) or relational (Hosking 1999)
reasoning behind my own involvement in WBL courses and
philosophy. WBL has often been linked with the development of
competencies in the workplace (Brennan 8z Little, 1996). Whilst
constructionist premises create practice that is harmonious with
much WBL practice, I will outline differences in emphasis and so
practice that become sensible when relational premises are taken
seriously. In particular, I will discuss how relational premises
promote co-generative relations between tutors and students. As
this is done, I argue that WBL is capable of a role in facilitating
critical, emancipatory learning and practice development and not
just the development of competence (Barnett, 1994).
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Chapter 2 The Academic Tutor as Paraclete

This paper is arranged in three parts. First, I outline some key
relational treatments of knowing and person-making. Not all
of them have been previously referenced as contributing to the
development of higher education and learning and teaching
processes. However, each of these concepts contributes to our
understanding of self, and in particular, they contribute to
understanding of self in relation to other. The particular self-other
relationship that I wish to consider is the relationship between
tutor and student. As will become explicit, I am unhappy with the

very concept of a'Teacher', and I will tend to use the term 'tutor'
as a shorthand title only, referring to a person who specifically
narrates himself or herself as a learning facilitator. Similarly, use
of the terms student or learner is complicated with issues of status
and relative power. Learner carries with it concepts of cognitive
learning which will not fit easily with the performative perspective
that I hope to develop. I will use the term student in order to
differentiate, where necessary, those who undertake higher
education without being employed to do so.

Drawing on the work of psychologists such as Vygotsky and
Shotter, the philosophy of Wittgenstein and the concept of
"legitimate peripheral participation" (Lave 8z Wenger, 1991), I want
to build an approach to learning as a generative process, where
tutor and student are seen as equal co-creators of performance

that we could call learning. This contrasts with common
understandings of teaching as a process of transfer of knowledge
from an expert to others less expert (Laurillard, 1992). As students
learn a discipline or subject, they become members of a particular
knowledge community (Bruffee, 1999). The process of becoming
involved in joining a particular community can be seen as a
performance, or a creating of what Vygotsky (1978) called a zone
of proximal development (zpd). Taking this as a goal, a tutor's job
can be seen as a process of inviting students into these zpds, and
contributing resources to their performing in new ways.

Having outlined some important relational premises, the second

part of the paper expands on the implications of these premises

for practice in Higher Education. These implications fall into three
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general themes. First, there is an emphasis on learning as active,
performative and developmental; students (or learners) are able
to do more than they could before embarking on a programme
of study. This emphasis on performance is at the expense of a
common privileging of cognitive processes. A second theme is
related to the first, in that the emphasis on performance requires
a shift in a tutor's attention toward joint performances of learning
relations and away from subject content. Both these shifts already
outlined have a consequence in terms of radically reformulated
relations between tutor and student. I argue for a new metaphor
of tutor-student relations, that of Paraclete - from a Greek verb
meaning to call alongside.

The final section of this paper takes the form of an articulation of
how I have sought to work out these premises and implications
in my own practice. This is necessarily a personal account and no
attempt is made to evaluate the achievement of success. Rather, I
will seek to reflect on theory and practice.

Relational Premises and their Relation to Higher
Education

We can talk about knowledge as being either foundational or
relational. Bruffee (1999) suggests that knowledge can be treated
as foundational - in that, we assume that there are facts and truth
that exist quite separate to any approaches or methods of discovery
and learning. In contrast he suggests that we can treat knowing as
being relational; that is what we know is constructed in relation to
socially negotiated values, assumptions and practices. There is no
direct contradiction in these two approaches. It is not that one is
correct and the other is wrong, rather that each approach is based
upon different assumptions and brings with it distinct benefits and
problems.

One cannot sit here in England at the start of the 2151 century and
not be aware of the huge contribution of the foundational view of
knowledge to the natural sciences and technological development
of our society. At the same time, however, the triumphs of
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foundational knowledge should not blind us to its limitations.
For those of us in the knowing business there are significant
problems in the foundational approach to knowing. Can we know
objectively, without any bias or do we know, as Shotter (1993) has
argued, from `within' a perspective? Woolgar (1996) constructed
an account of doing science as a social process within which
solutions, facts, and observations are constructed every bit as much
as discovered. In contrast to a foundational approach to knowing,
a relational perspective (Gergen 1994; Dachler 8z Hosking, 1995)
suggests that knowing is a process of giving meaning to acts,
gestures and words, spoken or written. Such meaning is negotiated
in the relation of text to context. . The pen in my hand is only
sensible as such in relation to contexts such as writing as a form
of communication, the medium of paper as opposed to slate and
the understanding that those who we wish to communicate with
will understand the symbols with which we write. The process is
negotiated because the referencing of these particular contextual
narratives includes the rejection of the other contextual narratives.
For example, referencing its aerodynamic shape, it would make
perfect sense to describe this object in my hand as a missile. That
I do not and neither, I suspect, do you says as much about our
shared culture as about the object in my hand.

Wittgenstein (1953) suggested that reality could be treated as a
language game, where reality is constructed using "language
tools". Learning in such a concept becomes a process of being able
to "go on in relation" with others. We could take this idea further
and argue, as has Bruffee, and speak of "knowledge communities".
I prefer Lave and Wenger's (1991) term "communities of practice",
because it shifts our emphasis away from cognitive towards
an action process. We, therefore, can talk of learning as being
the process of becoming a recognised member of a particular
community of practice. From a relational perspective, it is not
possible to have universal measures that mark such an entry.
Instead, we have socially negotiated processes of warranting.
So, the apprentice, or would-be engineer must be able to do
those things that the community of engineers expects of a time
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served or professional engineer. This is a contested issue. As
Brown and Duguid (1991) illustrate, there are always alternative
warrants available. Taking Orr's study of photocopier repair
representatives, Brown and Duguid show how the company's
formal, we could say foundational, training practices became
increasingly disregarded by the representatives. Instead, they
shared their expertise using stories, telling of occasions when
they had faced similar problems, and how they had resolved the
problem. As representatives developed an ability to tell stories
that proved helpful to others, so they were warranted as members
of that community of practice.

Knowing in relations of power

How we handle such potential conflict within education is vitally
important to the learning process that we are involved in. It is also
unavoidably tied up in the outworking of power within learning
relations. Feminist and Critical pedagogies (e.g. Ellsworth, 1989;
Reynolds 1997) have challenged what they see as the pre-eminent
power position of the academic tutor to define what might be
considered worth learning (the curriculum), how it is to be learned
(pedagogy) and how that learning is to be recognised (assessment
strategies).

Eisler (1990) has suggested two models of how we relate. A
dominator model is typified by distinctions, categories, differences
and ranking. One voice is privileged over others. In contrast,
a partnership model is typified by linkages, relatedness and
connectedness. Eisler suggests that the dominator model has
historically been the dominant model of relating, to the extent
that we are not aware of it existing; we just take it for granted as
natural. The Dominator model supports various ways of going
on. For example, a dominator model facilitates ideas of right or
wrong, realistic or unrealistic and promotes one against another.
Within the Management Education community, for example, we
tend to privilege that which we consider realistic and value that
which is considered practical (Chia and Morgan, 1996). Linked
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into this idea, as with our earlier illustration of a pen, certain ideas
are denigrated as being unrealistic or, perhaps, utopian and, in this
way, such ideas lose their power to influence our actions.

I need to be clear about one point. I am not arguing here for a
relativistic'anything goes' approach to learning and the validation
of that learning. Quality standards are not to be thrown out the
window! Rather, I am arguing that such standards should be
considered to be in ongoing negotiation. As flat-earthers can
testify, the general presumption of what is factual can change,
frequently with good evidence. In the same way, we need to set
our quality standards and enhancement processes within live,
negotiating, developing communities of practice rather than in
tablets of stone. By negotiation, I mean that we should be aware of
those processes, discourses (Foucault, 1979) and assumptions that
silence alternative voices: not because they are wrong but because
our location within the ranking intelligence of a dominator model
will tend to blind us to what alternative voices can offer.

If we see learning as the ability to discern categories and
distinguish between those categories' attributes and effects, then
we may find that we leave undeveloped and un-regarded the
skills of acknowledging and embracing the increased potentials
of differences (Hosking, 1995). So, for example, we may tend to
look for stable structures rather than creative processes of relating
or we may tend to privilege learning that 'banks', to use Freire's
(1970~1993) term, correct knowledge rather than learning that links
alternative ideas to promote new practice.

The very label, dominator model, carries with it connotations
of power and this is an issue that was dealt with directly by the
Brazilian educationalist Paulo Freire (1970~1993). Freire argued

that much of what passes for education is in effect little more than
domestication. It is as if we domesticate our students into being

'clones' of ourselves. I do not doubt that nearly all of us involved
in Higher Education would recoil in horror at such a suggestion,
and yet Freire used an intellectual concept of subject-object
relations to illuminate how this is occurs. The English language
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enables us to build a concept of self as a powerful, active subject.
The personal pronoun 'I' is clearly differentiated from any context.
'I' am the subject and author of my actions (Wetherell 8z Maybin,
1997). Entitative, or essentialist, understandings of self (Hosking
and Morley, 1991) separate us from our peers. We can be seen as
either as the active subject or passive object.

Freire argued that much of the leadership in society, and this
would include university lecturers, implicitly assumes an active
subject role, leaving no other position for our students than that
of a passive object, there to be 'done tó, there to be taught. For
the humanist Freire, this was a moral, political and educational
issue. In working out subject-object relations, he argued that
we dehumanise those we lead, teach or even empower. From
a constructionist perspective, whilst the moral imperative
might be equally offensive, it is less of an issue than the simple
impossibility of an individual, agentic subject. Shotter (1993), for
example, argued that realities are constructed in conversation
and went on to illustrate that conversation is jointly intentional
rather than the sum of different participants' intentions (Shotter,
1995). From a constructionist perspective, all action is ineluctably
joint action. We are unavoidably in relation and our actions only
make sense within those relations. Taking Shotter's argument of
joint intentionality further we could identify relating as a prime
reality, as with prime numbers, incapable of being meaningfully
divided. The power of such an argument in terms of learning
and teaching is that no longer should we examine the actions of a
'teacher' and student separately but consider them as parts of each
other, meaningless in isolation. Freire's subject-object relations are
co-created between tutors and students. Taking my earlier point
that most of us involved in Higher Education would be horrified
at the thought of us domesticating our students; the concept that
conversations are jointly intentional suggests a way in which,
despite teachers' best intentions, there are relational processes
constructing realities that are not within our control. We are no
more the sole authors of our actions than the writer is the sole
author of her text (Barthes, 1977). However, we can, relate with
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students in ways that invite more equal, co-generative relations
and WBL provides some tools that are supportive of this agenda.

It is at this point that a relational pedagogy is distinguishable from

a critical pedagogy of management education (Reynolds, 1997;
1998). From both perspectives, there is an issue of asymmetric
power, but whilst critical theorists resource their critique through
according power as a possession to the tutor this becomes less
meaningful as ontology is accorded to relations rather than
possessive individuals. Instead, power is seen in the way that

certain actions are affirmed or denigrated. Gergen (1995) explored
the way that relations can create appreciations that accord certain

actions power over others, but in so doing they also empower these

actions as "real and good". So, whilst a critical pedagogy focuses

on tutor-student relations solely in terms of the tutor's power over

student's actions; a relational perspective shows that this is a joint

construction, and facilitates an exploration of ways in which tutor-

student relations can create'power tó act in new ways. It is in this

way that I argue that a relational pedagogy can be emancipatory in

ways that a critical pedagogy can not be. This is especially possible
when the learning is linked to students' professional practice in
WBL.

Knowing in relation

Gergen (1994; 1995) argued that what we consider "real and

good" is constructed in "act-supplement" relations. Any action,

gesture, expression or word is capable of communicating many

meanings. It is only as that act is supplemented with another act

that a particular meaning is opened up as one that can resource
'going on' in relation, that is be considered as the 'real' meaning.

As an example, consider a lecturer giving a student some advice

concerning the impact of her personal life on her studies. Many
alternative stories of this advice could be told. The advice could
be narrated as kindly and wise, culturally ignorant or offensive.
Depending on how the student supplements the advice-act, for
example by reordering her personal life, raising her eyebrows or
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walking out of the office, a new relational reality will be created. It
matters not that the tutor's advice was kindly intended, the 'new'
reality is not within her determination; it is, from a relational
perspective, a joint construction.

If we start drawing these disparate arguments together, a relational
perspective invites us to consider learning as a process of co-
ordinating relations with others in a way that allows all, or most
parties involved to assert that some new activity can be done
now that could not be done before. Tutors and students from
different perspectives and academic disciplines may word this
slightly differently. For example, academic perspectives that value
'knowledge that' (Ryle, 1949) highly will seek to assure themselves
that the student is more capable of displaying that discipline's
expected knowledge whilst disciplines that value `knowledge
how' more highly will seek to find ways of assessing processual
skills. There are countless variations possible. However, what is
consistent is that a relational perspective invites us to attend to
action that is generative of new ways of relating. Furthermore, a
relational perspective blurs the edges between tutor and student;
both are seen as contributing to jointly constructed, new realities
(learning). In this light, the tutor as a deliverer of learning becomes
nonsensical. Instead, we are offered a relationship where tutors
can learn alongside students

One concept of a learning relationship has been provided
by the Russian developmental psychologist Lev Vygotsky
(1978). Vygotsky was working at the same time that Piaget
was propounding his ideas on child development. Vygotsky
demonstrated in experiments that children who could do, for an
example, tasks of an eight year-old's developmental stage on their
own could complete the tasks of 10 or 12 years with the help of an
adult. Vygotsky called this the Zone of Proximal Development
(zpd). Vygotsky's purpose was to counter Piaget's assertion that
development led learning and demonstrate that learning was
social and that it led development. Since the 60's Vygotsky's work
has become increasingly influential (Bruner, 1975; Newman 8z
Holzman, 1993), with most of researchers' efforts going into the
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role of the adult, or tutor in managing the zpd on behalf of a child.
Newman and Holzman (1993; 1997) offer an alternative use of the
zpd.

Instead of discussing the zpd in terms of specific child-adult
relations, Newman and Holzman argue that zpds are created
wherever people are in relation. From this perspective every
relationship is potentially developmental, that is capable of
producing learning. In a further shift from much of the previous
interpretations of Vygotsky's work, Newman and Holzman also
attended less to the actions of the adult or tutor in forming a zpd
arguing that zpds are negotiated in relational processes and not the
product of design by one participant in those relational processes.

Achievement of 12 year old

Support
from adult

i Zone of Proximal
Development

Achievement of 8 year old tasks

Figure 1

In terms of adapting Vygotsky's work for use within Higher
Education, Newman and Holzman's re-interpretation of the zpd is
immensely helpful. Crucially, their work leads us to attend to zpds
in a somewhat different way. In figure 1, we can see the zpd as
Vygotsky might have conceived it with the focus on the horizontal
lines marking out the relative levels of achievement. This reflected
Vygotsky's main concern, which was the impact of social relations
on learning and development. In figure 2, the emphasis moves
from what can be done in relation to how that relating is done. It
is this shift that I wish to emphasise in developing emancipatory
learning processes.
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Student Tutor

Relational
Development

Practice

Figure 2

We can summarise the key issues raised by taking a relational
perspective on learning and teaching in Higher Education as
follows:

. Learning is an active process of becoming, that is gaining
warrant as a member of a community of practice or developing
the skilled activity of being able to go on in relations with
members of that community

. Tutors and students co-creating subject-object relations through
their learning~teaching activities may obstruct the active and
generative contributions of the students because of asymmetric
power relations

~ Some learning~teaching methods - relative to others - may
facilitate the different but equal co-creation of emancipatory
learning relations.

Implications for tutor and student practice:
the co-creation of emancipatory relations
The first implication for students is that as learning is treated as
a process of becoming so the practice of learning changes as well.
Indeed Newman and Holzman (1997, Holzman, 1997) write more
of development than learning. The benefit of such a change in
label is that it helps us shift our focus from theorised cognitive
processes towards action, relationship and performance. Bruffee
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(1999) and others (Brown and Duguid, 1991; Lave and Wenger,
1991) have used the idea of becoming members of a community of
practice to capture this active, changed perspective on learning as
performance. There is a limitation in this nomenclature in that it
carries the implication that there is an end to the becoming - that
is when you gain warrant as a member of a knowledge or practíce
community. However, other learning approaches do not leave this
limitation. For example, Newman and Holzman's developmental
approach explicitly promotes "revolutionary activity" and "history
making". Here, and in co-operative inquiry methodology (Reason,
1988; 1994), learning is seen as transformational, collaborative and
ongoing. These aspects of learning are not just restricted to the
student for if, as has been argued above all action is joint action,
then the tutor as well must expect her realities to be transformed.
As a consequence, we have radically transformed relations
between student and tutor, where subject-object relations are
transformed into co-generative development.

In addition to the transformed relations with students, tutors
will also find that their role is radically re-created. If learning is
no longer considered the acquisition of mind-stuff: facts, causal
relations etc. (Hosking, 1999) then the tutor's role can shift its
focus from content to the process of learning. The tutor will need
to attend to issues such as student choice, learning strategies,
developmental activities and relationship building. Each of these
activities means something slightly different when used from a
relational perspective

The tutor's new role can be described as being that of a Paraclete.
In using this term, I am referencing Jesus of Nazareth's description
of the Holy Spirit' who he said would "teach you all things..."
The Greek word variously translated as comforter, counsellor or
advocate in English versions is a combination of 'para-' meaning
"alongside" and `-kalein' meaning to call; a Paraclete can therefore
be seen as one who draws alongside to offer assistance. It is
this image, of the tutor accompanying students in their learning
that I want to explore in more depth. The working out of this
role of Paraclete will involve the tutor in being an invitation and
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contribution to students, rather than a deliverer and assessor of
knowledge. The tutor is an invitation as her actions both constrain
and promote certain ways for students to go on. The very practice
of a tutor, in a Higher Education institution, co-ordinating a
module or course is an invitation to students to investigate the
potential of that module to add value to their own practice.
Additionally, whilst earlier arguments about joint, ongoing and
negotiated construction of reality challenge the authority of a tutor
to deliver foundational knowledge; still a tutor obviously can be a
contribution to students' learning, hence the term invitation rather
than, say, direction. A tutor has almost certainly read more widely,
conducted research or practice within a particular discipline. This
experience can be a contribution to students as they seek to learn
and develop new practice.

I have argued above that the tutor may be constructed as being
invitation and contribution. The choice of words is deliberate, as
I want to avoid writing in terms of the tutor making an invitation
or contribution. To do this would be to ascribe agency to the
tutor and recreate the subject-object relations against which Freire
(1970~1993) argued. Additionally, these twin roles are practiced
simultaneously; there are not times when a tutor is 'playing'
invitation and other times contribution. Finally, these roles are
performed socially. Each contribution act invites the student
to go on in relation. That might mean that students reject the
contribution act or use it as an invitation to actions that leave the
tutor surprised! Similarly, invitation acts will contribute to the
emerging relational development environment.

Creating Relational Development Environments in Higher
Education: working with work based learning.
There is a sense in which negotiated WBL provides content-less
education. Instead of a Higher Education institution offering
a syllabus leading to an award, WBL provides a structure
within which students can receive support in their learning. I
emphasise the negotiated element of the label, as it is possible to
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use the workplace to deliver directed learning. Instead, I want
to explore how WBL can support the more equal, co-generative,
learning relations between tutors and students discussed above.
Working with colleagues at Coventry University and University
College Northampton, I sought to shape programmes of learning
- Certificate, Diploma and MA in Management - that moved the
student from tutor-structured learning toward student-structured
learning. Such an approach provides scaffolding for students
increasingly to structure their own learning. I will draw on three
aspects of the changed tutor-student relationship we evolved
in the first three years of WBL programmes at Coventry and
Northampton Universities to illustrate how WBL offered space to
develop new ways of handling content and process issues.

First, learning was structured around student-owned issues,
problems or opportunities. We had a specific goal in working
this way; that the learning would be immediately relevant to the
student in their workplace. However, two other qualities of this
approach emerged over time. First, the choice of learning topic
substantially changed the power relations between tutor and
student. Given that the topic to be learned had its grounding in
the student's workplace, expertise about the topic was shared
between the student and tutor. Put simply, however much I might
doubt a student's description of their workplace, I could never
claim the authority to gainsay it. This had a substantial impact, for
example, on the choice of which theories to explore. Rather than
the tutor having complete authority to stipulate the theoretical
content of a course, we could only offer possible theories from
which the student could select those that they deemed more
relevant. Of course, that choice had to be justified and argued.
The second quality of the student experience was that development
was considerably more holistic than simply cognitive. Not all my
colleagues would articulate Vygotskian ideas on development, but,
from different epistemological positions, we shared an experience
of students learning by doing more and different things because of
their participation in the programme.
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Both these aspects are illustrated in the work of one student, Steve,
who managed a large complex in the entertainment industry.
During his first year on the course, Steve was going through a
difficult time, with his superiors making considerable demands
on him without providing any support for how he could achieve
his targets. At the same time, he was also struggling with his own
team's inadequacies. An extract from his learning log illustrates
this:

13'h Jan

I have asked for the next Department Manager meeting
tomorrow to spend some time on my project, I will set the
ground rules tomorrow and see what happens.

Film Programming:

I sat down with K and I on Monday explained that one of the
basic parts of their job was to ensure that the weekly advert
didn't contain any errors. I asked them how they were going to
ensure that this week was completely error free. I even got their
promise that there would be no mistakes.

Thursday, the weekly advert hits the leaflet and there are two
errors.!

Either there wasn't concentration by K, or my message just
didn't get over to him, maybe he didn't take me seriously.

My attitude on Monday was firm but considerate, I praised K
for his hard work up to date. Maybe I should of talked more
about consequences for failing to ensure error free.

Will talk to K on Friday, ask for his reasons for the errors, get
him to ensure next weeks is perfect. Mention consequences for
failing

( I, K line manager, should be dealing with this, why have I
taken over this responsibility?) Is it because I cannot trust I to
do it properly
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There followed several further entries that reflected upon this
situation. At an action learning set meeting, I asked Steve what
he was doing to help 'K'. He replied that he had made clear the
requirements of the job. I repeated my initial question and again
Steve told me how he had told 'K' of company regulations. I
asked again what he (Steve) was doing to {ielp 'K' improve. This
repetition confused Steve, so I asked him if he saw any parallels
between his relationship with his own boss and his relationship
with 'K'. A later entry in one of Steve's reports illuminates a
response:

"So I instructed them to concentrate on this one project and
that I would help them with the actual Action side of the PDCA
cycle. It is worth noting here again that my company has often
just made demands on my managers and myself without
offering help. It could have been in the past that my own style
of management was influenced by this head office approach
and my offering now of help to them on this their project,
could have been the catalyst that influenced their decision to

give this project their attention...

At first glance, there appears to be an acceptance of my
contribution, but other entries revert to the issue of Steve taking
others' responsibilities. The key learning issue that Stez~e saw
in this ongoing situation was to do with accountability and
delegation. In a series of entries, Steve wrote of his reading and
his attempts to change his management habits of correcting his
subordinates' errors. The language Steve used was very much
about becoming a different manager, very much about learning
how to leave others to do their work. I may, as a tutor, wish for
Steve to focus on issues of how he supported his staff but WBL
did not allow me to determine Steve's learning and although his
learning looked uneven at times his learning log did demonstrate
his wrestling with issues of delegation and accountability using
ideas from different sources.

The second aspect of the learning experience that intrigued me was
that I found that in helping students to develop reflective skills,
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we could no longer simply apply theory to work scenarios. There
was a very active sense that theory and practice engaged with each
other, providing an environment where each could promote and
critique each other. The learning was generative, in that it did not
just mean the absorption of theory, research findings and causal
relations. Instead, students and their tutors built practice using
theory but frequently developing it beyond the original scope of
the theory. Here again the ways students handled their context
was important. In another conversation, Bob challenged me to
make social constructionist ideas practical:

Bob': If there is some way to 'do' social constructionism rather
than talking about it - what does that look like?

Caroline: how do you do social constructionism? ..how long have
you got..
Let's start with three principles: (and see where they get us)
1) looking for co-ordination rather than to get things right
2) acting in ways that gives others more rather than less space
3) attending to the moment-by-moment ways that things either
grow or diminish and seeking to influence those.
does that sound vague, yes I guess that it does. But experiment
with those three rules for a couple of days and see how it
affects your work, what do you find yourself doing, how do
others relate with you? does anyone notice a difference? is it
positive in some way? What new ideas appear to make sense?
What new options become noticeable?

Bob: I suppose this can be very scary to managers who feel the
need to control and to staff who prefer the safety of less space.
On reflection I wonder how much I~we currently try to get our
staff to fit in, rather than finding ways to give space for staff
to contribute, and for them also to contribute in ways they can
(not specifically in ways that I want them to).

What has made the big difference for me is what you said
about the'managing within conversations'. I was thinking

1 The following conversation is extracted from a Computer Mediated
Conference. T'he full correspondence is to be found in the collection of evidence.
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that - with my nursing hat on - a manager should provide
unconditional positive regard and always work for the right
solution, or within a group conversation, for the outcome that
best suits everyone. A form of manipulation with some good
intentions at heart, instead of being a control freak and getting
the group~team whatever to do what is in the best interests of
the manager.
What I see now is that the manager must have some intention
(possibly direction or wisdom on the intended change), but it is
how the manager influences the contributions that are part of
the moment, as well as providing the right opportunities and
support etc. Not about good intentions or the right solution,
but something that has been co-developed, or co-created.

Caroline: On the issue of giving space, here your email was not
only interesting but also powerful and insightful. Have a look
at the work of Frank Barrett on Improvised Jazz. Frank comes
up with some fascinating ways in which we could use this
model of working to promote creative change.
Again, I was really impressed with the way you are wrestling
with these ideas. I think that it's important that in saying
that we co-construct our organisations, I am not saying
that managers are unnecessary or have to be all democratic
and participative. rather managers do have the right to a
contribution to how we go on in our organisations. It cornes
back to that principle 2 again as to whether our contribution
to a working relationship opens up or closes down options for
those working with us?
What do others think, have you any experiences to share?

Vic: Trying to stimulate a degree of self-organization in a team
which had developed a learned helplessness [my words].
Attempts to foster development foundered on the fact that
people sought the "safety" of imposed solutions and could
not accept responsibility for development in spite of several
attempts to free people frum existing constraints.
This sounds like Bob's point on some people wanting to have
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clear boundaries set out (and managers being comfortable
imposing control)

Here we see Bob and Vic exploring new ideas, testing them in
their workplaces and drawing on other theoretical frameworks. In
doing so, they stretched me into wrestling with ideas that I had
not confronted before. For tutors, these two qualities of negotiated
WBL - the shared expertise and generative learning - meant that
we were very much co-learners with our students. That is not to
minimise our contribution to students' learning and development
but it is to locate that contribution within ongoing, negotiated
and co-constructed relational development practices. Students
brought to the programme considerable experience and expertise
from which tutors gained, the classroom was forsaken for offices,
hospitals and factory floors. Without our educational 'castles'
the academic tutor's authority to deliver was mitigated. In its
place was left contribution and invitation to new ways of practice
that could only be validated in the students' own, local work
environment. Yet this is not to say that the tutors had no role,
rather that the role shifted from a deliver of knowledge to being a
Paraclete, an invitation and contribution to a shared performance
of learning.

So What?

This paper has used constructionist premises of knowing, as
a negotiated social process, to develop learning and teaching
practices that are consistent with these premises. Two shifts in
practice have been noted above that have significant generative
potential for those who facilitate learning, from whatever
epistemological or ontological assumptions they work. First, a
new co-generative learning practice has been developed. The
move away from foundational treatments of knowing towards
relational and contextual treatments of knowing facilitates more
equal power relations between tutor and students, as the students'
local knowledge of work based problem situations contributes to
the negotiation of a learning syllabus.
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Secondly, it follows from this first point that learning centred

on the development of managerial practice within work based
contexts, where tutorial contribution is treated as provocative
rather than authoritative, can be seen to be emancipatory. Rather
than the student being required to apply some foundational idea
of knowledge or best practice, they are empowered to use such
knowledge or practice in relation to their local context. In a sense,
this article is an example of this process.

Finally, it is not just the student who is emancipated in these
new learning relations. In contrast to Critical Pedagogies (Grey
et al, 1996), where tutors have the responsibility to manage class
activities in such a way as to empower their students, a relational
practice of WBL provides more space for student and tutor to
develop new managerial, tutorial and learning practices. In
empowering more equal, co-generative relations between tutor and
students, a relational practice of WBL emancipates the tutor from
being the expert responsible for all learning to being a Paraclete,
inviting and being invited and contributing and receiving
contribution joining with students in new learning relations

Endnote

1 This quotation is taken from The Christian Bible, John's Gospel,
ch. 14 vs. 25. New International Version, inclusive language
edition, London: Hodder and Stoughton
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Chapter 3
Using Virtual Learning Environments to
facilitate new learning relationships

Introduction

A common concern amongst academics in relation to Virtual
Learning Environments (VLE) is over the social skills necessary
in using the electronic media (Gerrard, 2002; Williams, 2002).
Alongside this concern is an increasing awareness of the
importance of student-tutor interactions for student learning
(Laurillard, 1992). This paper argues that VLEs can contribute
to improved and developmental relations between tutors and
students. A key point, however, is that the relationships are
likely to be changed from those developed in conventionally, or
didactically, taught courses and in this paper, I will explore how
this might happen. I will not be arguing that VLEs are the only,
or even the best method for developing these relations but I will
argue that they do have a role in facilitating new, participative,
mutual and more conversational student~tutor relations and more
supportive and engaged student~student relations.

This paper is structured in two parts. The first part deals with
some of the social constructionist or relational (Gergen, 1994;
Hosking, 1999; Shotter 1993) premises that influence my own
practice as a university tutor. In particular, I will outline important
issues of how knowing, and so learning can be understood. I
use Bruffee's (1999) helpful distinction between foundational
and relational knowledge. From this starting point, I build an
argument that learning can usefully be considered as a process of
becoming a member of a knowledge community or a community
of practice (Brown 8z Duguid, 1991; Lave and Wenger, 1991). This
perspective on learning, as the active becoming a member of a
community of practice, foregrounds processes of relationship
building - tutor~students and student~student relationships. T'hese
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relational issues are then addressed in a study of work on three
undergraduate modules. This study is described as being very
much a work-in-progress and rather than finishing the paper with
conclusions, readers are offered ways of going on (Wittgenstein,
1953) that are argued to make sense given the evidence of the
study.

Knowing, Learning or Becoming?
Bruffee (1999) contrasts two different kinds of knowledge. The
first he calls foundational knowledge that is typified by ideas of
facts and theories. Foundational knowledge is predicated on the
assumption of a real world that is 'out there', even if it is only
imperfectly apprehensible. Learning within this perspective
therefore involves the acquiring of knowledge that certain
things or truths are the case, and that they have certain verifiable
and causal relations upon each other. In contrast, relational
knowledge stresses that what we can know is always in relation
to assumptions and socially developed practices from which we
start the learning process. So, for example, we could claim to
know about the sales of a product from an economic perspective,
a marketing perspective or a sociological perspective. Each of
these perspectives draws rhetorical strength in relation to different
ontological assumptions and different epistemologies. Sometimes
these different ways of knowing will apparently contradict each
other. Even when they do not contradict, the different perspectives
will foreground alternative'realities'. Using the sales example, the
economist might well emphasise growth in a national economy,
the marketer a particular promotional strategy and the sociologist
developments in fashion and social structures.

The philosopher Wittgenstein (1953) used the metaphor of
a"language game" to capture the local ways in which such
knowledge claims are discussed; the realities that any of us
describe only making sense within those language games. Shotter
(1993) argued that we can only know from within a perspective;
there is no potential for a universally verifiable truth. Social
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Constructionists argue, therefore, that any kind of knowing is
inevitably a social process where what we treat as "real and good"
is constructed as acts are supplemented (Gergen, 1994) in such a
way, and with such regularity, that communities come to take them
for granted as if they were naturally real, and therefore knowable.
'Knowing' is, therefore, always partial, always temporary.
Within such a conception of knowing, learning can be treated,
in Wittgenstein's terms, as the ability to "go on" in relation with
people within a certain language game or community of practice.

The importance of these points in relation to learning and teaching
is that rather than having some universal measure of 'correct'
knowledge against which to measure our students' knowing we
only have ways of going on that are warranted as knowledgeable
by certain knowledge communities, or communities of practice
(Bruffee, 1999; Lave and Wenger, 1991). From this perspective,
learning therefore is a constructive rather than discovering
process, for as tutor and students build relations, so they also
construct ways of going on together that are warrantable as being
knowledgeable, or not. A social constructionist approach to
learning and teaching consequently foregrounds relationships and
developmental practice.

Relating as Learning
In order to illustrate the importance of different processes of
relating and their impact on learning, I will discuss two contrasting
'types' of relating. First, Freire (1970~93) argued that much of what
passes for education is little more than domestication. He used
the idea of subject-object (S-O) relations, where tutors, and other
society leaders, were treated as active subjects imposing their own
concepts of knowledge upon those learning. In this way, Freire
argues learners were treated as passive objects, denied agency or
self determination. Since the seminal work of Morton and S~Ij~
(1976a 8z b), the development of higher education pedagogy has
been towards active learning (e.g. Biggs, 1999, Ramsden, 1992). It
is reasonably straightforward to argue that didactic methods of
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teaching are more than likely to develop S-O relations between
tutor and students. It is, perhaps, less obvious that many more
student centred learning styles still recreate S-O relations. For it
is still generally the tutor who defines what is to be learned, how
it is to be learned and how that learning should be assessed. The
consequences of S-O relations are potentially serious to learning
processes. First, it places power for the choice of what is to be
learned almost solely in the hands of expert tutors. Secondly, the
positioning (Davies 8z Harré, 1990) of students as objects of our
teaching is likely to engender passive learning amongst them
(Laurillard, 1993).

A contrasting conception of learning relations is provided by the
Russian, developmental psychologist, Lev Vygotsky. Vygotsky
(1978), following research with children, coined the term Zone
of Proximal Development (ZPD) to capture the difference social
interaction could make to children's potential. In his original
work, Vygotsky was focusing on issues of child development.
More recent interpretations of the ZPD, (e.g. Bruner, 1975), have
concentrated on the role of adults in encouraging children's
learning. Newman and Holzman, however, (1993, 1997) have
extended the working of ZPDs into adult developmental practice
and their work has particular relevance to learning facilitation
in Higher Education. Newman and Holzman's argument is that
all relations are potentially developmental, where learning is
a negotiated and performed outcome. Within this conception
of learning relations, we can see a coming together of different
strands of constructionist thinking in relation to learning. First,
learning is seen as being constructed in ongoing relations.
Secondly, learning is seen as being performative, that is a process
of becoming. Finally, learning relations are seen as co-generative,
rather than because of S-O relations where active, expert tutors
teach, or facilitate students to learn.

Two questions about learning relations arise from these three
strands of thinking. First, how can tutor-student relations be re-
created in non S-O but co-generative relations? Such a change in
relations will inevitably involve a shift in control of learning, its
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contents and processes, from tutor to tutor and student in relation.
Secondly, how can similar, co-generative learning relations be
facilitated between students? The remainder of this paper sets out
a study that sought to explore these questions, and demonstrate
how the use of VLE's can contribute to the creation of relational
learning environments.

... and so for the use of VLEs:
As intimated above, the use of VLEs has been linked by some
teachers with a risk of distancing tutors and students. A relational
perspective emphasises the building of learning relations and
so such a dístancing between tutor and student might appear
a serious problem. The study outlined below suggests rather
the reverse of the fear; that a use of VLEs can resource enriched,
although significantly re-formed learning relations. For a
relational perspective shifts a VLE from being a tool for the
delivery of module content and offers it as a nexus, a meeting place
for students and tutors. Perhaps it is worth shifting emphasis
away from 'virtual' and placing it on 'environment', for a relational
treatment of any medium focuses on how it promotes relations to
go on.

A Methodological Note
Methodologically, this study reflects the work of Marshall's
articulation of first person action research (Marshall, 1999; 2001).
Conducting what she would call "cycles of inquiry"; my interest
was in examining what happens when I acted in a certain manner.
I have coined the term ethno-experiment to capture the process
of what I do in my ongoing inquiry into professional, tutorial
practice. There are three reasons for the use of this term. First,
I wish to emphasise the local-ness of any 'finding'. I make no
truth claims that can be generalised from my reflections and
collected 'data'. Secondly, I want to emphasise the methods by
which students and I"go on" (Wittgenstein, 1953). Finally, the
experiments are inevitably interventionist and action centred. As
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with Lewin (1948), I was seeking to improve relationships and

not just study and describe them. However, methodologically,
this paper differs from Lewin's work in certain crucial respects.
Lewin's cycle of planning, execution and reconnaissance can
be seen as a single agency evaluating its own success or failure.
Ethno-experiments on the other hand, like other participatory
action research methods (Fals Borda 8z Rahman, 1991; Reason,
1988; 1994), see the feedback of the students not as information
upon which the researcher can act, but as part of an ongoing co-
construction of learning relations.

In the case of this study, I developed module websites for
two second year Organisational Behaviour and one level3
Organisational Change modules that provided substantial resource
bases for student learning. At the same time, I drastically cut the
number of hours of formal, class contact time and in so doing
cut class sizes in half. In order to be able to attend to some of
Marshall's "outer ares of attention" I asked the students halfway
through the modules to record their experience of the course

under three headings: the three best things of the module, three

things that they would like improved and three things that they
would do differently in the second half of the module. There were

two cohorts studying similar Organisational Behaviour syllabi;
the first cohort, of 67 students, was asked to respond using the
review section of the module website. The second cohort, of 240
students, was asked to fill out a form during a seminar. In each
case just under a half of the students provided responses'. Whilst,

on occasion, I have counted the number of similar responses in
order to gauge whether there was any sort of trend amongst the
students, I am not making any truth claim but rather I was doing

two things. First, I was building evidence to provide prompts

for future activity or "going on" in relation with students and
secondly, I was consciously providing space for the students to
shape my own practice as a tutor. On reflection, I am aware that

still too much power in the shaping of our relations is within my

own control for a genuinely collaborative research approach.
Reason (1988) has noted that collaborative inquiry, in a group
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where there are particular power differences, is rendered difficult.
He particularly refers to a tutor exploring learning and teaching
with his students (Reason, 1988). It was for this reason that I used
Marshall's first person action research method, rather than a more
collaborative method.

The study: Using VLEs to develop learning relations

Student-Tutor relations

In seeking to engage the relational premises that I have outlined
above with my professional practice as a tutor I sought to support
students in developing as active learners. It follows, therefore,
that my goal was to develop practices that do not encourage the
subject-object relations that Freire (1970~1993) argued would
position students as passive objects. I aimed to re-position
students and myself as co-learners. This was and is, apart from
anything else, an issue of power. I needed to cede some of the
power I would have had within a conventional, or foundational,
understanding of a module tutor to the students. Issues such as
my authority to determine the syllabus, the marking scheme and
assessment strategy all come into question. For example in terms
of delivering the content of the module, I was able to shift from a
system where I delivered lectures, which could be interpreted as
structuring and limiting what was to be learned, to a system where
I provided guided reading for students. In this way, I could point
them to alternative treatments of issues and provide them with the
space to reach their own judgements. I also amended seminars
from being structured around tutor designed activities to being
structured around students' learning needs for the conduct of their
assignments. Finally, one of the assignments was peer assessed.

I sought to provide students potential company on their journey
through the year of the module. A VLE provides three tools by
which I could accomplish this aim. First, by designing web pages
and links I was able to resource students' own learning. I tended
not to write any more than brief introductions to topics and tended
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not to link to websites that sought to explain a topic. Instead, I did
point to literatures and, usually although not exclusively, a core
text book asking questions that were designed to help the students
explore and understand a rich texture of alternative approaches to
a topic. Secondly, the VLEs that I have used have all offered the
scope for discussion fora or message conferencing. Many of the
questions that I asked or activities I encouraged were designed to
promote conversation in such an environment. I gave students
a commitment that I would log onto the discussion forum every
working day during term time. Finally, the questions and activities
that I designed provided some structure for the students' learning.

Many of these shifts in practice resemble Knowles (1980; Knowles
et al, 1998) concept of Andragogy, which he proposed as a theory
of adult learning in contrast to a more child centred pedagogy.
Knowles argued that the need for a revised learning theory for
adults centred on assumed differences to child learners within
school or college environment. Three of the 6ve key assumptions
Knowles refers to are apposite for the discussion of the three
modules for which I developed VLE resourced learning. Two
of the assumptions link together. First, an adult's need to be self
directed in their learning and secondly that motivation for learning
will emerge from an adult's perceived needs and interests. The
third assumption that is relevant is that experience is the richest
source of adult learning.

From an andragogical perspective the situation, especially for the
two level two modules was not promising. First, the students
had had very little opportunity for gaining experience of formal,
work organisations. Secondly, for most of the students these
modules had not been a choice but a compulsory part of their
degrees. Finally and in part as a consequence of the previous
point, many students were not able to identify their own need to
learn about Organisational Theory. So, for Knowles, these three
problems would suggest a more pedagogical approach, rather
than the student centred, andragogical approach that I adopted
with these students. There is, however, a significant difference
between Knowles' analysis and a social constructionist perspective.
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For Knowles the difference between adult and child learners is a
Piagetian one of development; an adult is, in essence, different to a
child, their essential needs, orientations and attitudes are different.
Learning and teaching practices should, Knowles would argue,
therefore be different. If, on the other hand, we take Vygotsky's
(1978) ZPD seriously then an alternative is possible. Rather than
talking of development being a state of affairs - that is, for example
an adult stage of development or a child stage of development
- we can talk of development as a performance (Newman and
Holzman, 1997) within zones of proximal development.

Bruner (1975) uses the term scaffolding to propose an idea of an
adult supporting a learner, within zones of proximal development.
Whilst I would argue that scaffolding can be thought of in subject-
object terms, still it provides a helpful analogy that captures an
emerging learning relationship as students develop skills and
confidence in managing their own learning. Of course, the idea
that students develop during a year long module, whilst gratifying
to tutors, also points to potentia] problems in the conduct of
the module. Students frequently do not arrive at the start of
a module in the second year equipped and confident of their
ability to manage their own learning. This is especially the case
if they have been used to more traditional (or dare I say it yet:
old fashioned?) methods of teaching at school or in lecture based
first year modules. I am frequently challenged that since most
other lecturers give lectures that they cannot all be wrong and so
logically, to many students, I must be wrong. For students, used
to working in foundational concepts of knowledge and teaching
I, as a tutor, am positioned as an expert, who knows all the details
of the module content. It follows, therefore, that my job is to make
the transfer of that knowledge as painless and easy as possible. To
do anything else can be described as lazy, inept or even arrogantly
malicious.

All these accusations were levelled at me, in particular over the
issue of not giving lectures and getting students to peer assess
each other. "How can we learn if you refuse to teach us?" "Your
lectures are great, why don't you give more?" "How can I mark
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objectively? You're the expert, it's your job" were just some of
the comments that were made to me during the conduct of these

three modules. On the other hand significant numbers of students

(about ZOo~o form each cohort) commented on the benefits of the

class activity of marking their peer's work, as they learned the
issues that tutors considered important and how to interpret the

assessment criteria~.

Taylor (2000) focused on student competency, as he argued for
a need to develop the students as self-directed learners. He
suggested that computer resourced studies suffer because of a lack
of preparation of students to study in this manner. In order to
remedy this problem, Taylor outlined an introductory programme
of about a week where issues about self-directed learning were
addressed. From my own experience, such a short course is
inadequate to the task Taylor sets it. The experíence of the students
studying on these three modules is that it took much of the year in
order to develop the skills to master self-directed learning. Central
to a constructionist approach to learning is a move away from an
individualist conception of learning orientation or competence.
Instead, as has been argued above, we are offered people as
participants within zones of proximal development. Rather
than positing the individual learner and tutor as the unit of our
analysis, we are offered ongoing relations as constructive of such
competence and orientation. Such a constructive process takes
time. Although Biggs' (1999) constructivist approach is different to
a constructionist3 treatment of learning, his concept of constructive
alignment is immensely helpful in handling the learning process
by which a tutor can use the assessment structure of a module to
facilitate learning development throughout the course of a module.
I have increasingly used portfolios as a method of giving students
greater input into the shaping of their learning and now ask the
students to identify evidence of development through the course
of the module as one of the assessment criteria for the portfolio
assignment. The emphasis has moved away from learning as a
transfer of knowledge to the development of learners in relation.
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However, a key emphasis of a relational approach to learning is
that ownership of learning is shared and negotiated within zones
of proximal development. Such an emphasis marks a significant
shift from historical treatments of learning and teaching, where
the ownership module design was located firmly in the hands of
an expert, knowledgeable tutor. It is, of course, open to serious
question as to whether students have ever learned what the tutors
intended. However carefully structured and brilliantly delivered
a syllabus is, students have a way of deciding what they learn
for themselves. Lecturers have little control over to which issues
students attend or what students read - my heart sinks as I see
some of the internet dross that students consider'research' for their
assignments!

Within limits, therefore, a key goal of my co-ordination of the
level2 module was to share with students the ownership of
the module learning. By this, I mean that I wanted to leave
the direction of the module more open ended, giving space for
students to determine more of what they learned, when they
learned and how they learned. There were limits of course, as
constructed in other relations that I was, and still am party to,
such as with co-ordinators of level 3 modules, course leaders and
the college modular scheme, as well as with students taking the
module. It is a vital relational insight that any action is negotiated
within a multiplicity of ongoing relations, hence all action being
unavoidably "joint action" (Shotter, 1993). The constraints
of a modular scheme prerequisite and award map structure
significantly impact upon the freedom that can be offered to
students in their first two years of university study. It becomes
more feasible to offer students some freedom to select areas of
particular interest in final year modules. For example in the final
year module on organisational change I was able to suggest to a
student, who was planning to go into counselling as a career, a
somewhat different reading list to another student planning to go
into teaching.

Even within the limits of a first or second year module, it was
possible to leave space for students to manage their own learning
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as several comments from students illustrate:

"Enables us to do own research, which will be good for the
dissertation"

"I learned a lot about discrimination in the work place
through the wide variety of reading I did in order to write my
assignment"

Neither of these two benefits was specifically mentioned as a
goal of the assignment to which these two comments refer. For
each of these students the assignment offered some space for
the development of their own interests. For other students the
ownership involved being able to choose their own time for
working on the module. Many students used the flexibility
of fewer lectures to structure when they worked on their
Organisation assignment'. Other student comments on the issue of
topic choice and independent learning included:

"You are able to choose from two essays which one you want to
do."

"The questions leave room for the answers to be different"

"The assignment inspires independent learning and initiative"

"It has given me more confidence in writing essays and
researching them. At first I thought it was a bit scary but after
completing it I now realise that it is not a impossible task and
I rather enjoyed finding out other information from different
sources that I had never really looked at before."

The last point raises a more contested area, for many students
objected to the lighter tutor hand on the module. Whilst there
were no students who wrote of the increased ownership of the
module needing improvement, several did see the reduction in
formal tutor led sessions in terms of a lack of support:

"I think we should communicate more with Caroline about the
structure, not just have to look on web.ct"

"More lectures or seminars on the topic"

"More regular lectures, maybe once a fortnight, so we can
make sure we are heading in the right direction"
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Interestingly the number of students who commented favourably
about the lack of lectures was about the same (at 30"~0) as those who
wanted more lectures; sometimes the same student would make
both comments! Where the message from students became clearer
was in the desire for more seminars, if we add those requests, then
the figure of students wanting more tutor led, formal sessions went
up to 88o~o of the responses. Disappointingly, from my perspective,
students had not made appointments to see tutors in their learning
sets. This did improve somewhat when there was a set based
assignment, but very few students took the opportunity offered of
time, in small groups, with tutors. Conversations with students
indicated that the reason given for this centred on the idea that
"you only go to see lecturers when you've got a problem." I would
want to add to that a reflection on how late the students left their
preparation for assignments. This would link to another comment
made that "I had nothing to talk to you about", which would not
be surprising if they had done no reading!

Supporting student-student relations

A significant discovery made by Bruffee (1999) in the development
of his own 'teaching' practice was the strong link between
collaborative learning and successful outcomes to the module. He
tells of how students who had a strong network of friends with
whom they studied tended to gain higher grades. One of the
most common comments made by students (in about 350~0 of the
responses), was that the material on the module website enabled
them to share the workload and support each other. Many students
welcomed working with a team and made comments such as:

"Being in groups was good as u could assist each other"
"Working in learning sets was very beneficial. A lot of work
was covered in a relatively short space of time. Got input into 2
essays without having to actually do both"

"questions that interlink, to encourage team interaction, team
members can offer help with answers as topics similar"
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It was also interesting to note how frequently working better as a
group was mentioned as one of the things that students would do
differently in the second half of the module.

The encouraging of students to work collaboratively grew out of
a constructionist interest in the power of relations to invite people
into developmental growth, where new ways of going on become
possible (Newman 8z Holzman, 1997). In conducting the three
modules, the use of VLEs facilitated student-student learning
relations in two ways by empowering students to shape their own
learning. First, the tutor was absent from many meetings, so the
potential deference given to tutors' views, as if they were 'gospel',
was less possible. Additionally, when groups did interact with me
they could do so with the strength of a group. In this way some
of the power differentials commonly experienced in relations
between tutors and students were addressed, albeit imperfectly.
These two relational developments enabled me to adopt (and be
positioned by some students in) more participative relations with
student groups. For example, I could share my own struggles with
difficult writing - a move that addressed students' expectation that
a tutor, as the expert, was there to make learning easy. I could
now offer my opinions and interests as being just one voice in a
debate, rather than as having the authoritative final word. Finally,
I was able, often, to negotiate an alternative position for myself as
a companion rather than a distant 'other', distinct and guarding
the citadel of knowledge. This last point appears to coincide with
Salmon's identification of e-moderator roles in terms of welcoming
and encouraging students (Salmon, 2000), although a significant
difference between the modules I co-ordinate and Salmon's e-
moderating is that she assumed electronic conferencing as the only
form of communication. The situation for a VLE resourced, but
still campus focused module is both more complicated and simpler
than that! On the one hand, relations are synchronously developed
face to face which helps with problems of student isolation. On
the other hand, however, the ability to meet face to face can
allow students to avoid the harder and more vulnerable work of
putting their thoughts into a written format in a discussion forum.
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Consequently, there was less writing on the VLE than I had hoped.

The modules' emphasis on strong student-student relations was
not without problems. Especially where grades were concerned,
several students demonstrated a significant lack of trust in their
peers.

"I did not like exchanging notes with other group members, as
it did not inspire a full understanding of the text."

"Assignments shouldn't be posted on the discussion forum
before the deadline date, it gives others an unfair advantage. I
know its not a competition but why should I do the work for
someone else."

On many occasions, students came to tutorial staff complaining
about problems in getting others to take their share of the
workload. A further development of this age old problem of
working in teams developed as increasing numbers of students
funded there studies by taking part time jobs for a significant
number of hours each week (many if not most of them 20f hours
per week) and more students were living at home and commuting
considerable distances to college, often only on days that they had
formal classroom sessions.

One of the more immediate benefits of the use of VLEs in
facilitating learning was the discussion forum or conferencing
system available on the VLE packages that I useds. These tools are
not unproblematic. For example, at a time when a few students
were very unhappy with grades that they had been awarded
during the peer assessment process, there was a sustained personal
attack on myself and the methods that I was using in running
the module. Quite apart from the hurtfulness of some of the
comments, this correspondence had three negative effects. First,
many students switched off the forum as "it was getting a moaning
shop" or "it's irrelevant to me". Secondly, the correspondence
appeared to feed upon itself, creating a negative impression of
the students' opinion of the module that was not supported by
evidence from module feedback forms filled in by many more
students. Finally, I found it increasingly hard to keep my promise
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of looking at the discussion forum every day, as I noticed myself
becoming more and more nervous about what I would find there.
I remember reading one student lamenting that "I have never felt
so demotivated and demoralised." I wondered if she was even
remotely aware that she was having a very similar impact on me!

A more positive experience was had in a level 3 module on
organisational change. For this module, I included the use of the
discussion forum in the assessment strategy. Whilst a surprising
number of students appeared to be happy to lose 150~0 of their final
grade, the majority of students took part in conversations, asked
me questions, shared newfound insights, worried, enthused and
debated using the forum. I was surprised and delighted at the
depth of some of the conversations, many of which, by the end of
the second term, did not need any contributions from me. I was
able, in Salmon's (2000) words to "stand back" and allow students
to use the forum in order to test out their emergent understanding
of the module.

What next?

So does the evidence above support a contention that the use
of VLEs promotes changed and learning relations? I would be
hesitant to make such a claim. I am conscious that much of what
I do electronically could be done just as well using paper. Rather
than finish this paper with a series of conclusions, which would
imply some sort of verifiable knowledge claim, I want, in the spirit
of my earlier comments about ethno-experiments and the insights
of Wittgenstein (1953), to explore how my colleagues and I intend
to go on from here. I then finish with some comments setting
this study within a wider HE pedagogical context. The evidence
presented above indicates a need for further development in our
tutorial practice in order to develop a use of VLEs that supports the
kind of learning relations that I have argued that it can do. Three
areas have been identified as deserving attention. First, there is
the issue of resourcing developmental student-student relations.
Secondly, the module tutors became aware, as ownership of the
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module was increasingly shared with students, of the potential for
using the processes of student organising to lift key practical and
theoretical issues. Finally, there is a potential to develop processes
by which tutors and students can provide scaffolding for the early
stages of the module, as students are developing the self-directed
learning skills they need to succeed in this module.

I confess that I'm not sure that I have clear-cut plans to address
the problems of supposedly fulltime students having far less
time flexibility to work together, but in facilitating learning
about organising and organisations, I have been able to use
such problems as learning tools. Looking to the future, my
colleagues and I are planning to develop the processes of learning
to provide a more structured use of workgroups, which we will
then be able to tie into the timetabled seminar programme, and
so provide groups with time resources. The downside of this
plan is likely to be a more directive role for the seminar tutors in
organising the workgroups, and this issue will be prominent in
our developmental reflection next academic year. The previous
point also lifts the potential for work to be done on developing
methods for exploring the organising processes of the module
as learning environments. Plans are in construction for a new
portfolio assignment for the level2 module that will consciously
use difficulties encountered by students in organising their studies
as a basis for theory investigation and reflection. This assignment
will require students to develop reflective skills that will need
some tutorial support

Finally, we will be initiating an induction process to the module for
the next academic year, this reflects our experience that students
arrive having only experienced tutor led and structured modules
in their first year at college, and so struggling in the early stages
of the module with the shared ownership of module learning
management. Unlike Taylor (2000), we are not hoping that we
will be able to develop adequate e-learning competence. Rather,
we will be explicitly inviting the students into a new relationship
with their tutors. In effect, we will be encouraging our students
to attend to new dynamics within learning not expecting them to
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become skilled practitioners within a week or so. The exact details
of the induction programme are still being discussed, for example
whether to conduct it during the first week of term or over a longer
period. Whichever programme is decided upon the consequences
for student attendance, performance and confidence in managing
their contribution to the overall success of the module will need to
be monitored.

A shift towards student centred learning is not without its
problems. If we hand ownership of learning to students, we have
to be aware of the possibility that ownership might be 'dropped',
with attendant issues of student anxiety and anger. This has been
exacerbated recently with the introduction of student fees, where
the discourse of a provider-supplier relationship has been quoted
at me increasingly frequently. Having said that, early indications
are that student performance, in terms of grades achieved, is
improving, and many students increasingly appreciate the freedom
that resource based learning offers as they become more confident
of their own ability to manage the process. The use of VLEs is a
significant, although not the only component of providing tutorial
support for learning relations. There is considerable academic
excitement in being a part of a process that is starting to deliver
results but where there is still room for development.

Concluding Comments

It is now some time since this study was completed and a further
cohort of 230 students has been through the level2 Organisational
Behaviour module. Whilst I would still say that this constitutes
work in progress and so is incomplete; some comments about
locating VLE supported learning within a wider HE context
are possible. First, if we are serious about an intent to develop
independent, active learners in Higher Education then we must
seriously question the worth of compulsory elements to a student's
learning. Knowles' (1980) point about the importance of student
self-direction appears to be supported in this study. This becomes
a stronger case if we are to take lifelong learning seriously, for any
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topic missed at initial qualification can be addressed, as the need
for that learning is perceived by the student later. Of course, there
are difficulties here, especially where students are engaging in
professional studies that demand that graduates have a general
understanding and skill in a full range of topics relevant to their
profession. I do not have an answer to this conundrum yet, but
seriously question the efficacy of some of the compulsory learning
on professional courses. That the students are able to tick an
appropriate box does not necessarily mean that they have done
much learning!

Secondly, and related to the previous point, tutors need to spend
a greater amount of time helping students contextualise their
studies. Increasingly, as the module team use portfolio and
reflective assessment strategies we support students grapple with
the relation between theory and their experience. It is here that
I see the tutor's role in "scaffolding" becoming more important.
Undergraduate students, with little work experience need the help
of a tutor to structure their experience and propose worthwhile
questions that can help students engage with academic research
and theory within the context of their experience. Frequently
that 'experience' will need to be generated through case studies,
role plays and practical, laboratory experiments. Nothing new
there it might be thought but the difference is in the use of the
word engagement rather than, say, application or illustration.
Case studies that merely illustrate a theory are common in
organisational text books, but they reinforce the power relations
of S-O relations, rendering students as passive objects, receiving
and being expected to reproduce an authorised wisdom. Rather,
the experience structuring that I am advocating is more open
ended, facilitating student participation in constructing a valid
and thoughtful answer rather than merely a correct one. The
experience is not just limited to classroom activities but can include
part time jobs, working with other students and the very conduct
of the module itself.
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Finally, the development of VLEs to facilitate active, student
centred learning will always be hobbled while tutor owned and
directed learning, with lecturers dispensing part-digested, bullet
point knowledge remains the norm in Higher Education. This is
not to say that the effort is not worthwhile, but to acknowledge
that the development of such student-active learning environments
will not achieve their full potential in the short term. That is
frustrating, but as my old vicar used to say, "if a job's worth doing,
it's worth doing badly"! I remain confident that the move toward
active student learning is inexorable, and that as it becomes the
dominant form, we will see, as has been the case in these level 2,
Organisational Behaviour modules, improved results and learning.

Endnotes

1 It was interesting to note that the students replying via the
intranet provided much richer answers to the questions posed.
The reason for the use of the form for the second cohort was not
profoundly methodological but reflected the use of a different
VLE package that did not have an equivalent evaluation tool.

2 As an addendum to the issue of peer marking, I am now
withdrawing a little from its use. This reflects my concern that
some students award too generous marks, and whilst as a tutor
I am asked to moderate low scoring assignments, I tend not
to be asked to re-grade high scoring work! One consequence
of this that I have noted is that students can think they have
'cracked it' and have performed better than perhaps an
experienced member of a community of practice would say.

3 The two terms, constructivist and constructionist frequently
are used interchangeably. In common with Gergen (1985), I
use the two terms to mean something quite distinct. I identify
constructivism with the maintaining of an individual agent,
whilst constructionism accords agency to social relations with
individual acts being emergent of such relations. For a longer
discussion of this debate, see Hosking (1999) or Shotter (1993).
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4 Here I would confess to having been alarmed by how late they
left their reading! They then, of course blamed me for the stress
they felt!

5 These include WebCT, Learnwise and WebBoards.
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SECTION 2
The Development of a Provocative
Pedagogy

Introduction to Section Two

In the first two papers, I explored how my practice as a
management educator developed especially in terms of developing
new and emancipatory relations. This work is now 3-4 years old
and my early work raised other issues.

First, there was the challenge of Critical Pedagogy (Reynolds, 1998)
that Action Learning based courses, such as the MA Management
at Coventry University and the MA Professional Development
at University College Northampton, are too individualistic and
ignore the social and political forces that shape managerial and
professional activity. Secondly, I was concerned to develop some
more detailed practices as to the how and what of'contribution'
referred to in the second chapter. This led to the third point as
what was the role of academic theory and research in practiced
based learning.

Whilst my own practice has been informed by Critical Pedagogy
and I would broadly place my work within that definition; still I
would want to move a relational pedagogy beyond boundaries
implicit in a Critical stance. This is for two reasons. First, Critical
Pedagogy (e.g. Dehler et al; 2001, Grey et al, 1996; Perriton and
Reynolds, 2004; Reynolds; 1997; 1998) focuses on cognitive
processes of knowing and understanding; learning content rather
than practice and, as I argued in the 'emancipatory relations'
paper, a relational pedagogy will focus more on the students'
and tutors' learning as a performance of becoming. Secondly,
Critical pedagogy assumes a universal narrative that educational
emancipation must include a discussion of power relatiuns and
the impact of political and social processes upon knowledge. As
Ellsworth (1989) has pointed out, there is an irony here as this
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implies tutors still use their asymmetric power relations to define
what students should and should not learn. This leaves in place
the tutor's right to shape learning and limits the ability of student
and tutor to co-create learning that is local in its value to the
student.

Still, I confess that I am concerned that students, especially
those with management backgrounds will tend to look at their
study in instrumentalist ways that focus exclusively upon their
effectiveness as managers and recreate subject-object relations
in their own workplace. The question here concerns how much
I should intentionally contribute to the direction of a student's
learning without abusing asymmetric power relations. Certainly,
as I look at the work of students on two WBL courses that I
manage at present there appears to be evidence as to a different
level of criticality. Students undertaking the MA Organisational
Change appear to be more willing to explore radical challenges
to conventional management theory (see for example the
work of Mike and Kieran in the collection of evidence or the
correspondence between Bob, Vic and myself) than students
undertaking the entirely negotiated MA Professional Development
(for example Steve). Finally, Action Learning has been criticised
for being empty of academic theory (Pedlar, 1997), and yet I can
tell stories of students benefiting from engaging with different
theoretical perspectives.

The question that I have tackled over the last 18 months has been,
therefore: how can a tutor use academic, disciplinary theory and
research in a manner that is facilitative of students developing their
managerial practice. Two papers are presented here. The first
paper develops what I call a'provocative' use of theory. In this
paper, I contrast a relational treatment of theory to that suggested
by Sutton and Staw (1995) and Weick (1995) in a special edition of
Administrative Science Quarterly. I then seek to explore how such
a'provocativé use of theory could add to current Action Learning
(Revans; 1982; Pedlar, 1997) practices within Work Based Learning,
and illustrate learning practices with stories from two students
'Mike' and 'Kieran'. The second paper grew out of a presentation
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I gave at the UACE' Conference in Spring, 2003. It articulates a
developmental practice that I have termed Provocative Learning
and then illustrates three classroom practices that I argue make
sense from within a relational constructionist perspective.

End note

1 Universities' Association for Continuing Education
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Chapter 4
Talking Theory, Constructing Practice: a
Provocative use of Theory
i n Management Development

Introduction

Action Learning (AL) plays a significant part in the design of
many Work Based Learning (WBL) Courses. It is also being
used increasingly in continuous professional development and
management development programmes (McGill and Beaty, 1992).
Marsick and O'Neill (1999) note that interpretations of what AL
is can be so broad as to render the term almost meaningless. One
common definition is that

"Action Learning is an approach to the development of
people in organisations which takes the task as the vehicle for
learning. It is based on the premise that there is no learning
without action and no sober and deliberate action without
learning... the method... has three main components - people,
who accept the responsibility for taking action on a particular
issue; problems or the tasks that people set themselves and
a set or six or so colleagues who support and challenge each
other to make progress on problems"
(Pedlar, 1991 as cited in Marsick and O'Neil, 1999, p 160)

Marsick and O'Neil identify three schools of AL; a Scientific School
(Revans, 1980) an Experiential School (McGill and Beaty, 1992)
largely based on the experiential work of Kolb (1984) and a Critical
School (Marsick, 1990) where the focus of learning is turned on
the assumptions, beliefs and, for Reynolds (1997), the societal
processes and power relations involved in constituting a problem
situation.

For Revans (1980), AL requires a manager to ask two questions.
First, "How well am I doing my job?" and secondly, "How can I
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do better tomorrow?" The only other feature that Revans added to
the AL process was the gathering of a group of managers together
to help each other answer those questions. Revans' concern was
that an emphasis on learning as being an acquisition of theoretical
understanding could lead to managers not seeking the support
that they need. Revans' (1980) account of Action Learning is of an
intensely human and social process

"We live in a callous world, tormented by the need to appear
successful, to be able to stand on our own feet, and we seem to
want to owe it to ourselves not to ask for help." (p290)

As he discussed what blocked learning, Revans identified largely
personal and social concerns; the way we respected or dismissed
people's advice, the way we emphasised past success and
generated "knee-jerk reactions" to situations. As a consequence
the ways he suggested that a learner could overcome such
blockages were also largely social: providing a group of co-learners
she could grow to trust, who would provide space for reflection
and challenge assumptions and faulty information gathering and
interpretations. Revans argued that managers finding themselves
in difficulties did not need to know more. He also argued that
solutions to the perplexitfes of management were not to be found
in theoretical explanations or contingency theories that prescribed
particular courses of action in certain circumstances.

Even though much of Revans' work was done in association with
universities, there is an anti or atheoretical emphasis in it that has
been noted by Pedlar (1997). Revans' own, somewhat sarcastic
comment illustrates how far he saw his work being from academic
theory. Action Learning, he says,

"..is so simple that it takes any run-of-the-mill professor of
management about five years to misunderstand it .." (p251)

Such an atheoretical stance sits uneasily with postgraduate,
university study where academic research, theory and knowledge
creation are essential parts of a university's identity. From a
social constructionist perspective there is much that is attractive
in Revans' work, with its emphasis on social relations in learning.
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However, for those of us involved in designing and managing
learning programmes that lead to an academic award, a question
still arises. Is there no room for academic content or theory in the
design of an academic, work based learning programme?

I want to argue that there is a valuable role for academic theory
within WBL, which the common use of Action Learning methods
(Revans, 1980) can sometimes miss. However, that role will be
significantly different to the role of theory rejected by Revans. For
Revans' work at times appears to be as much a reaction against the
mathematical theories that he found in schools of management
in the '60s, as the development of a useful learning tool for
managers. Consequently, WBL programmes can underplay the
value of academic theory and appear to be about little more than
competencies (Barnett, 1994). This need not be the case and this
chapter explores a possible use of academic management theory
in developing professional learning. In setting out this chapter I
want to distinguish between academic theories and what Argyris
and Schi)n (1974) termed theories of action. As Argyris and Sch~n
comment; theories can be commonsense, practical or academic.
For the remainder of this chapter, my interest is in academic
theory and the practical use that academic tutors can make of
it in supporting managers' develop innovative and considered
managerial practice.

This chapter is split into three sections. In the first, three possible
understandings of academic theory are explored. Sutton and
Staw (1995) suggest that good theory is primarily an explanation
of why things happen as they do. Weick (1995), in commenting
on Staw and Sutton's article, proposes a treatment of theory that
is more a process of sensemaking. Huxham and Beech (2003)
propose that academic theory can be used as "conceptual handles"
simplifying contextual complexities so as to support actors in their
management practice. I suggest that such a treatment of theory
could be called 'provocative', in that its effect is the provocation
of new managerial practice. My focus in the second section is on
possible, provocative uses of theory by managers, illustrating some
of these by recounting two stories of learning told by managers,
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Mike and Kieran. I describe the process by which mangers and
tutors work provocatively with academic theory as Provocative
Learning. In a final section I use the stories told by Mike and
Kieran to contrast a provocative use of theory with other stories
told by Sutton and Staw, Weick and Di Maggio and Provocative
Learning with the three schools of Action Learning identified by
Marsick and O'Neil (1999).

Three Stories of Academic Theory

In order to locate a provocative use of academic theory in some
context it can be contrasted with two other stories of theory:
theory as explanation and theory as sensemaking. A 1995 edition
of Administrative Sciences Quarterly included three related
articles (Di Maggio, 1995; Sutton and Staw, 1995; Weick, 1995)
that discussed what Organisational Theory might be considered
to be, or rather "what theory was not" in the case of Sutton and
Staw (1995). Two treatments of theory are present in the papers
by Sutton and Staw and then Karl Weick. Sutton and Staw (1995)
argue that for theory to be strong theory it must contain some
element of causal explanation with reasoning and logic. Theory is
therefore understood to be a reasoned explanation of cause-effect
relations. The context of Staw and Sutton's essay is significant.
They state that their aim is to help researchers write strong theory.
This strong theory is understood to contribute to knowledge
and point the way to what "may be true" (p381). Theory here
is seen to serve an academic pursuit of knowledge with little
consideration of what use that theory might be in the development
of organisational practice. DiMaggio's (1995) comments on Staw
and Sutton's essay maintains a similar focus on academic readers
with his three views of what theory is; all three views offer ways of
seeing the world or of gaining enlightenment.

Weick (1995) commented that Staw and Sutton were treating
theory as a product, complete and therefore measurable against
some absolute standards. In contrast, he suggested that theorising
was a process including "interim struggles" (Runkel and Runkel,
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1984) such as guessing, abstracting, generalising and analysing.
Of particular note is his suggestion that a key element of theory
construction is a process of reflection on relationships between
symptoms and treatments. The example he gives is of his own
paper (Weick, 1993) on the Mann Gulch disaster in which he
conducted a series of "thought trials... seeing which concepts
made a difference in those symptoms" (p. 389). Weick offers us a
performative'doing of' theorising, a journeying from "one text to
another", an essentially sensemaking process; still the readership
context he references is one of an academic community.

Huxham and Beech (2003), in contrast contextualise their
understanding of theory in relation to managers. For them theory
can be used by managers as "a means of providing conceptual
handles for reflection on their own practice" (p 73). They question
the practicality of theoretical explications of good or best practice
instead they argue that insights can be gained in the tensions
between both conflicting managerial prescriptions and also
conflicting realities within any managerial situation. It is these
tensions that provide the space, they argue, for reflection and
professional development. As an example they write of Huxham's
experience in working with organisations seeking to collaborate.
Conflicting advice can be given to such organisations. They can be
encouraged to articulate clear, shared goals prior to collaborating
or they can be advised to get on with joint tasks without agreeing
aims. These contradictory pieces of advice can be seen as extremes
they argue with most collaborators developing practice somewhere
between these extremes. So managers might well discuss what
would be enough agreement on aims to facilitate collaboration or
what possible aims were held in common or at least compatible.

Huxham and Beech (2003) offer what I call a provocative use of
theory. Their attention is focused more on what managers do with
the theory than on its accuracy or reliability. Practice is developed
through consideration of the tensions and, in this way, theory
contributes to practice rather than determining it. They continue
that this theory of tensions is a practice oriented theory that aids
managers' reflection in a way that can avoid resolution towards
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a'right way'. Huxham and Beech's theory of tensions provides
a significant contribution to a provocative pedagogy. However,
it still assumes an instrumentalist use of theory by an agentic
academic tutor or manager. I want to suggest that a provocative
use of theory has wider options, which I discuss below.

Shotter (2000) argues that there are currently two realms of
academic attention. The first realm of attention is on behaviour:
the events determined by natural causes or social dynamics. The
second is on actions: the wilful, reasonable, self determined acts
of a person. To these two realms, Shotter adds a third realm of
attention that he calls "relationally-responsive" or joint action.
It is within this, third realm that work based learning can be
practiced, as a joint and ongoing construction of zones of proximal
development (Vygotsky, 1978); where the relating of tutors and
managers can be developmental and creative. Shotter calls this
relationally-responsive action a social poetics and stresses how
our actions strike, move and gesture towards new ways of acting
together. In using the term Social Poetics, Shotter is drawing on the
Greek word 'poesis' meaning creativity; academic theory can have
such a generative, poetic relation to managerial practice. It is such
a relationally-responsive pedagogy that I have sought to create.

A second approach that draws our attention to creative, learning
relations is Vygotsky's (1978) Zone of Proximal Development.
In discussing Vygotsky's argument with Piaget over whether
development leads learning or learning leads development;
Newman and Holzman (1993; 1997) contrast "tool-for-result"
and "tool-and-result" methodology. Neither of these books was
aimed directly at the use of academic theory, but we can use their
language in order to develop a relationship between theory and
professional practice. A common quip at the start of management
courses is that tutors are providing managers with a tool box
of theories from which to select in their work. Newman and
Holzman would call this a tool-for-result methodology, where the
theoretical tool is made available to achieve the result of 'good'
management. From this perspective, academic theory is learned,
understood and then applied in the field of management. For
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Newman and Holzman a tool-and-result relationship of learning
and development gives precedence to neither, but rather is a
dialectical unity: inseparable. In developing a'provocative
pedagogy', the theoretical writing and research findings can
be seen as being a component, with managerial practice, of
a dialectical unity. The theoretical and research writing does
not stand free, available to be applied but, rather is as much a
product of relationally-responsive practice as an instigator. It
is a performance being constructed by, recreated by and also
provoking and inviting managerial practice. From within a
'provocative' perspective academic theory can be treated as a
moment (Gustavsen, 2001) in ongoing creative performance. It
is where tutors and managers can "find new beginnings and
beginnings and beginnings" (Shotter 2000) rather than a tool box
for individual managers to use.

Provocative use of Academic Theory: Provocative Learning

I want to suggest that within the context of management education
programmes, and particularly in WBL programmes, academic
theory provokes (re)created practice, hence the term Provocative
pedagogy. Two strands of such a provocative pedagogy can be
identified. The first strand I will call generative as it is built upon
Gergen's (1994) concept of generative theory. He argued that
theory constituted a series of tools for carrying out relations. He
went on to argue that some theories were generative of creating
new intelligibilities; new languages that add to our range of
possible actions. So for Gergen a generative management theory
would be one that offers a manager a new way of going on. This
fits with what a provocative pedagogy will do for much of the time,
but there are times when academic theory also provides a moment
of critique or an alternative perspective on current managerial
activity. In such moments, and both the stories of Mike and
Kieran, told below, illustrate this, academic theory projects into
ongoing activity providing a pause of questioning. So a second
strand of provocative learning can be identified, when academic
theory is projective. The actual term is drawn from an essay by
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Charles Olson (1966) entitled "Projective Verse". In this essay,
Olson argued that rather than a line of poetry being understood in
terms of inetre or rhyme, it could only be understood as following
from the previous line and then projecting into succeeding lines.
Sometimes it is possible, in working with managers, to identify a
particular theory that is generative of new managerial practice. On
other occasions, theories and conversations blend into an emergent
practice within which it is impossible to identify accurately how
a theory is used. I illustrate these different strands of provocative
learning later.

Such conversations need not always represent what might be
considered a'correct' interpretation or application of a particular
theory as articulated within the context of an academic article or
book. Instead, the manager's learning is an engagement of that
theory with their own managerial practice. It has been said in
recent months, about the second Gulf War, that military strategies
do not survive first engagement with the enemy. In the same
way, theoretical insights are likely to change and be constructed
differently when contextualised in a manager's organisation. It is
this transformational quality, that Nowotny and her colleagues
(Nowotny et al, 2001) identify in the contextualisation of theory,
which provides a learning environment. In using the term
Provocative Learning, I also want to emphasise the nature of a
tutor's practice in highlighting and sharing a particular set of
theoretical ideas. I want to emphasise that it is a contribution to
managers' learning but not a completion of it. It is the managers
who take those possibilities and then make them real in their
different contexts, constructing differing realities and practices
as Huxham and Beech (2003) note. The teaching of theories as
best or good practice provides a completion of learning to which
the manager must aim and then apply. A provocative pedagogy
allows managers the space to challenge, doubt and tinker with
theories as, provoked by those theories, they seek to manage in
their organisations.

Shotter (1993) suggests that the application of theory will render
the manager as primarily a reader of circumstances rather
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than being able to function as an author. Shotter's description
of managers as "practical authors" (Shotter, 1993; Shotter and
Cunliffe, 2003) becomes a useful description of an achievable
'learning outcome' of a work based, provocative learning
programme. Whereas many programme learning outcomes specify
competencies in applying particular knowledge bases or skills,
practical authorship implies a more generative process. Mike,
whose work I revisit later gives an attractive description of what
Shotter might mean by a"practical author":

"One of the ways I have been particularly challenged
throughout the MA course has been my government influenced
"one best way" of thinking and acting within my consultancy
practice. This way of behaving was not simply a response to
the pressures of government policy document must do's, but
also to the response of a novice consultant who was without
leadership or anyone to perform with within my specific zone
of proximal development.

I have grown tremendously and have gained a high degree of
confidence in myself as a person, theoretical understanding
and my practice is now more relaxed and creative."

(Mike: 4A)

In another conversation with Mike, I asked him and another
student which theories from their course on the Management of
Change had been most useful. They looked strangely perplexed
and, in the end, could not select any theories; just saying that they
Eelt more confident about their practice as managers. For these
two managers, learning had resulted in a greater potential for
authorship. Kieran's story outlined later illustrates this point as
well.

To summarise the discussion thus far: a provocative use of theory
emphasises the relationship between a manager their practice and
academic theory. It can be argued to work in two ways. First, it
can be seen as a generative process; creating new practices and
secondly it can be seen as projective, a contribution to ongoing,
emerging managerial practice. Of course there is no clear divide
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between these two outworkings of a provocative use of theory;
as can be seen in the stories that follow. Still the two aspects of
provocative learning help as a rhetorical and reflective tool, in
sensitising an academic tutor to possible ways of supporting a
manager's learning. In designing classroom, activities I will seek
out ideas that I hope will be generative for the managers I am
working with. In supervising projects or in supporting a manager
in a particular situation, I may well offer very different theories or
literatures that might speak, or project, helpfully into that context.
Mike's story, in the main, illustrates how he developed a new
leadership development programme following a class involving an
improvised jazz band. Kieran's story, on the other hand, illustrates
how different theoretical writings contributed to his reflections and
emergent practice. Mike's story also shows him reflecting upon his
practice and Kieran developed innovative practice in facilitating
the learning of his team.

Examples of Work Based Learning

The two examples of a provocative use of theory come from
a postgraduate course on Organisational Change. The first
example is taken from a final dissertation from MikeZ, an internal,
organisational development consultant within an NHS hospital
trust. Mike was particularly struck by ideas gained during a
classroom session with an improvised jazz band. His personal
taste was for ancient music and he quickly saw connections
between Barrett's (1998) use of improvised jazz as a metaphor for
organising and Venetian Polyphonic music. He then explored the
potential use of these ideas in a consulting and training project he
was engaged with at his employing trust.

Kieran's story is taken from a shorter assignment linked to a
module on Management Development and Organisational
Learning. Kieran's use of theory is somewhat different. Like Mike,
he was seeking to help a group of staff to develop new skills but
his shorter project focused more on how he tried new managerial
actions as events failed to turn out in the way he hoped. Kieran's
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learning from theory developed as he reflected upon his actions
and listened to his team speak to him and then allowed different
theorists 'speak' into his reflections and so provoked changed
practice.

Mike's Learning

In the second year of the a postgraduate course on organisational
change we run a session with a jazz band improvising and talking
about how they manage the process of playing together, often with
musicians with whom they had never played before. The link
between the playing of the jazz band and managing is made using
Frank Barrett's (1998) articles on improvised jazz as a metaphor
for organising, which the students are encouraged to read before
the session. The band play and talk for about an hour and then
the managers and I continue to discuss the implications of what
we have heard for our own management practice, particularly
with reference to change in organisations. Following one of these
sessions Mike, an internal organisational development consultant
with an NHS hospital trust, told me of his love of ancient music.
He told me that he recognised many of the musical ideas we
had discussed earlier from his own involvement in Venetian
Polyphony. In particular, he was interested in the way that
different musicians contributed to the final piece rather than just
the composer or conductor: the Maestro di Cappella.

Shortly after this conversation, Mike proposed that he used
the metaphor of Venetian Polyphony as a central resource in
conducting a training project with a group of ward sisters at an
NHS trust. Up until this point Mike saw himself as a consultant
using a clinical inquiry method;

However I have not always found this approach easy due to
my tendency to want to help possibly too much by "solving"
the clients "problem" for them, and being caught up in their
own sense of urgency and "quick-fix" mind set. This "quick
fix" approach often suggests that the organisation is sick and
needs curing and puts the consultant in the place of the doctor
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who knows how to "make it all better". Remaining in this
mode of consultancy can contribute to a problem centred view

of organisations and reduces the generative ability to learn as
managers do not take responsibility for diagnosing their own

issues and improve their own situations .

(Mike: 4A)~

Mike then articulates his use of the metaphor of Venetian
polyphony, describing its contribution to his learning how to
'hear' other voices in the project. Mike had been called in to run
the leadership training course by the Trust's senior nurse who
complained that this particular group of ward sisters were not
developing as independent leaders. Mike's task was to help the
ward sisters develop in line with the National Clinical Leadership
programme. To this end he set up a series of 'training' meetings
with the ward sisters and the senior nurse. In his project report,
which is included amongst the appendices, Mike introduced the
participants of his project but now rather than his clients being

"sick" he wrote that:

I compare the ward sisters with the "available musicians"
the Venetian composer would have needed to work with

to not only jointly contribute to the composition of a new
commissioned piece of music but to also work together to
perform it. In the same way I was to particípate with this
available group of individuals to jointly build new constructs
that would lead to the performance of new actions.

(Mike: 4A)

Mike used the metaphor of the Venetian polyphonic ensemble to
inform his consulting practice for this project. As Barrett's (1998)
article on improvised Jazz was informed by social constructionist
thinking, so Mike used constructionist and participatory literatures

to provoke new ways of relating with his clients. Mike worked

with the ward sisters to co-create learning about leadership.
Initially he was the key influence in what was discussed but as the

group matured, the ward sisters themselves started to introduce
issues, for example trust, for exploration. As with a Venetian
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ensemble, Mike positioned himself as a "Maestro di Cappella" in
accepting and promoting the creative input of the ward sisters. He
drew a comparison between the Venetian ensemble and a modern
orchestra contrasting his role to that of a modern day composer or
conductor.

AMaestro di Cappella or composer, as already pointed out,
did not have a choice about the musicians they could work
with. They had to compose around the existing skills and
competencies. Of course, if they were a maestro of any calibre
they would also provide opportunities for development.

(Mike: 4A)

Mike introduced themes alongside the ward sisters; for example
he, in line with the NHS modernisation agenda and the senior
nurse's wishes, introduced issues of leadership, but following the
discussion of trust; that conversation moved in different directions:

The Maestro di Cappella or the composer of a piece of music
did not stand in front of the ensemble and reign over them as
modern day orchestral conductors do. They often played and
led within the ensemble often from the harpsichord or organ,
simply providing the accompaniment for one of the virtuosi
playing a solo piece. Leadership was in effect a partnership
with each member giving way to the other as their part in the
piece took centre stage. This co-ordinating of action within
the framework of the music itself was supported by a common
musical language that supported the going on between the
musicians.

(Mike: 4A)

Now, Mike and the ward sisters were not only using the metaphor
to inform his practice as a facilitator but the group's practices of
leadership. Mike ends his discussion of the project by re-exploring
how leadership can occur. Drawing on the work of Eisler (1990)
and Hosking (1990; 1995) he discusses the problems he foresees for
the group of ward sisters in creating new ways of working within
the subject-object relations of the NHS citing, as evidence, his
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feared inability to create co-creative relations with the ward sisters,
instead being positioned by the ward sisters as an 'alternative
manager'. His conclusion was that progress had been made; he
and the ward sisters had created more of a partnership, rather than
hierarchical, relationship but there was further development to be
made and he intended to carry on with that journey.

What we can see in Mike's story is a way in which a theoretical
discussion provided him with a sort of ineta-metaphor. It
invited him into a different and generative practice as an internal
consultant and provided him with a framework for a wide array
of other literatures. It is interesting to note that following an early
reference, Mike does not discuss Barrett's work on improvised jazz.
It is not that he applied a theory but that it provoked him into a
different line of exploration. It is as if it provided him with a pair of
spectacles through which to see a wide array of literatures as, not
just interesting, but more importantly as practical in his working
context. Mike did not just apply a set of theories but extended
them, contextualised them and enacted the emergent practice with
his co-creators in the project.

Kieran's Learning

Kieran's project learning was significantly different to Mike's and
illustrated a projective way in which management and other theory
can be provocative of learning new practices. Mike's learning
grew as an academic piece of work provoked him to reconsider his
whole practice as an internal, organisational consultant. Kieran's
learning grew as different theories informed his reflective and
day-to-day managerial practice and invited new contributions to
improved team performance.

Kieran tells the story of how he supported members of his facilities
maintenance team in gaining CORG14 gas fitters' registration. Five
years earlier the experience of training had been traumatic for the
team. This time Kieran wanted it to be different. Kieran's first
reflections on the process drew on Hosking's (1999) articulation of
subject-object relations.
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I was always told that, "people will not do the training because
there is nothing in it for them, they need rewarding". This was
a gap in the grading scheme that we had, however that gap has
now been filled so the monetary reward for developing yourself
is now there.

However I still cannot help feeling that this returns us to
subject-object relationships, carrot and stick approach, at the
moment it probably will help; in the future I think trust and
relationships will be the driving force.

(Kieran: 4B)

The previous scenario had seen all who worked on gas appliances
commanded to do the course. Kieran saw this as an example of
subject-object relations, where an active and knowing manager
is able to act upon his passive and knowable staff, in order to
create a desired response. He wondered if moving to a voluntary
scheme would give the fitters more control. Kieran attempted to
work out, in practice, some implications of moving toward a less
subject-object style of management, by ceding some of the control
over choosing who would attend the course. He also decided to
move training off site to reduce pressure on the fitters, involved
the Fitter's team Chargehand in the evaluation and selection of a
training course and the selection was, in part, based on the college's
perceived ability to speak the fitter's language.

the first college I had visited and they were talking
my language, more importantly they were talking the
Chargehand's language too. They offered to come over to the
University and talk to our candidates; this is great I thought,
this person could allay some of the people's fears.

(Kieran: 4B)

The result was not as successful as Kieran had anticipated. Two
of the first three fitters to volunteer for training dropped out of
the course. At this stage Kieran started to investigate what had
happened and how things might be improved.
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This came as a blow for me, I thought I had done everything
right by involving people, asking for volunteers and not
pushing them but still I had failed. At this point I took a step
back and thought to myself, what has gone wrong, why was it
not successful, how could I make it any better?

(Kieran: 4B)

From a tutor's perspective, one can justifiably ask if Kieran
had made any substantial move toward a less subject-object
relationship with his team. For Kieran the idea of developing less
subject-object relations provoked a serious attempt to appreciate
what was going on from a fitter's perspective. He had just done
some reading about narrative approaches to management (Barry,
1997; Ramsey, 2005) and asked the fitters for their stories. The
stories that he was told surprised him; issues raised as important
by the fitters were considered unimportant by managers and
chargehands,

Stories such as "I have only touched gas four times since I
was trained five years ago, I don't feel confident with it". "A
lot of gas work was put out to contract so we dorit deal with
it everyday, if your not dealing with it you soon lose your
competence and confidence". "Eighty percent of what we
learnt we have never used again". Yet the management's point
of view was "the fitting shop has steered away from gas, the
staff didn't want to work on gas, so some of it had to be put out
to contract. I would like to see the fitting section get the gas
works back, it is certainly more lucrative and specialist work".

(Kieran: 4B)

Another story told of fitters benefiting during the earlier training
when part of the study had being done in groups and how that
had been more successful than the individual training. This story
linked in with work that Kieran had been doing on the course
about Vygotsky's (1978) zone of proximal development (zpd).
Kieran reflected that perhaps the problem was not the actual
CORGI training itself but the way the section was organised.
Could a smaller, registered group work together practising,
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gaining the necessary hands on experience and developing their
skills together as a community of practice (Brown and Duguid,
1991)?

Kieran was now moving his focus away from his initial hope
that allowing the fitters to volunteer for training would develop
a less subject-object style of management. His hope had been
that this would make things easier for the fitters to succeed with
their training. His new reading about organisational learning
and the social process of creating zpds moved him to reorganise
the structure of his department and create a dedicated gas fitting
team that would reduce the need for contracting out gas fitting
work. It is interesting, however, to notice that this development
grew out of his consciously listening to others' stories. In doing
so it could be argued he did start to employ a more co-creative
way of working with his team. Issues that Kieran had previously
not connected with training now became more closely linked, for
example the issue of contracting out gas work. Kieran was now
also consciously including the work of Brown and Duguid (1991),
with a view to developing a"fluid evolution of learning through
practice". I am unconvinced that my own reading of Brown and
Duguid would be the same as Kieran's. That, however, is not
relevant; for in using theory provocatively it is less important
that the meaning of any theory is understood 'correctly' but that
it should contribute to the development of managerial practice
that can be reflected up on and so further developed. Here we see
Kieran not just applying theory to his practice but engaging the
taught content of his programme and practice in 'conversation'.
The theory that he has read and heard about is adding to his
reflection and creating with him a new zpd, offering invitations
to new 'riffs', new managerial practices and working relations
(Barrett, 1998). Kieran sums up his learning as follows:

Future learning needs to be developed from an interactionist
viewpoint, which basically does not differ from the
communities of practice viewpoint. The individual is not
an isolated entity who encounters society, but a social being,
shaped by and shaping society. To improve development, we
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need to look from a social constructivist viewpoint. We need to
make the shift from instructor~manager to facilitator. I believe
that the section is now starting to move that way, we are now
involving people in their own development.

(Kieran: 4B)

Kieran's story is does not end 'happily ever after', rather it
represents a work-in-progress. What we can see in this story is a
manager seeking to explore the use of theories to his practice and
taking the time to critique and develop his managerial practice
in reflection. Kieran's project report was a shorter piece of work
than Mike's representing an assignment for one or the course's
modules rather than a final dissertation. As readers we are left
with a situation unresolved but also with a manager articulating
ways ahead that were not on the horizon before undertaking the
project. The theories he used provided him with language games
that enlivened his reflection-in-action and could be contextualised
in the light of evidence he gathered in talking with colleagues.

Action, Theory and Provocative Learning

At the start of this chapter, I noted that Action Learning has been
criticised for being anti-theoretical and I argued that provocative
use of theory offered a way in which academic theory could
contribute to action learning and managerial practice. Having read
Mike and Kieran's stories, can we see any evidence that academic
theory has supported the development of their managerial
practice? Action Learning's major contribution to management
development has been in the increased use of Action Learning
Sets by managers both in formal, award bearing courses and in
organisation based, management development programmes.
Both Mike and Kieran were members of action learning sets and
whilst it does not come out in their reports both told me of the
contribution of those sets to their learning. As Revans (1980)
argued learning is a very social and demanding process, he used
strong language such as "tormented" to capture a manager's need
to be supported in learning. Mike and Kieran told me stories
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of how their learning sets encouraged them, questioned them
and helped them think through their actions as their projects
developed. There are two questions for this chapter to answer.
First, does a provocative use of academic theory contríbute to Mike
and Kieran's managerial practice and development? Secondly,
how can their learning experiences be compared with more
conventional Action Learning methods (Marsick and O'Neil, 1999).

It needs to be remembered, of course, that Mike and Kieran's
reflections, as recorded in this chapter, were a component part
of assessed work towards a taught Master's degree, so we might
expect to see some increased weight given to academic theory in
their retelling of the projects they were involved in. However,
that caveat should not diminish the contribution of academic
theory and research to Mike and Kieran's work. Neither Mike nor
Kieran apply theory to predict and so control the situations they
were working within. Rather, they used their readings of theory
tentatively within the scope of reflective practice. For both of
them, their experience tempered or extended the theory. Within
Provocative Learning managers engage with theory to perform,
with others, new managerial practices. I would suggest that we
can see academic theory contributing in two ways.

First, academic theory provided both managers with an overall
focus for their inquiry and project. For Mike this meant that he
was exploring ways of moving on from his accustomed consultant
role as the provider of solutions toward a rnore co-creative
relationship with the ward sisters. Kieran also was exploring
the theme of developing more co-creative relations between
himself and his staff. In both cases, these managers were relating
with academic theory to construct new managerial practices.
Through their different initiatives both managers kept referring
back to what was, for them, a very new way of considering
management practice. They had been provoked by Hosking's
(1999), Barrett's (1998) and Vygotsky's (1978) work and their
learning extended beyond mere application into generative new
practices contextualised by themselves and their colleagues in
developmental relations
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Secondly, the academic theories spoke into the managers'
reflections critiquing what they were doing, challenging their
assumptions and offering them new ways to go on. Mike was
concerned that the performance of co-construction between himself
and the ward sisters had been constrained by the very hierarchical
nature of the British National Health Service. They had made
some progress, he wrote, towards a more equal contribution but
still he felt himself to be perceived as an "alternative manager" by
the ward sisters. Kieran's story illustrates this projective aspect
of academic theory speaking into his reflection, perhaps because
he faced the more obvious case of his initial ideas not proving
effective. As Kieran reflected upon problems in supporting the
development of his gas fitters, his reading first of Holzman
(1997) and then of Brown and Duguid (1991) suggested different
managerial actions and organisational structures. The point I want
to make here is that rather than just reflecting on past experience
and using others' experiences in support, as would be the case
in conventional action learning (Revans, 1980; McGill and Beaty,
1992), academic theory projected into Kieran and Mike practice,
providing them with what improvised jazz musicians (Barrett,
1998) would call an interruption to their current groove.

We are able also to compare what I have called Provocative
Learning with the three schools of Action Learning identified
by Marsick and O'Neil (1999). The scientific school (Revans,
1980) understands learning as the sum of previous programmed
knowledge and questioning insight. We can see from Mike and
Kieran's stories that a provocative practice of AL, also values
questioning insight but it suggests that new academic theory
can be the provocation of that questioning and can also add new
ideas to the "programmed knowledge". The danger that I have
seen with students following the Experiential School of Action
Learning (McGill and Beaty, 1992) is that they can limit students
to what Argyris and Schdn (1994) called single loop learning
not challenging "governing variables" of their programmed
knowledge5. AL, when viewed as provocative, uses theory to help
managers notice what previously they might not have noticed,
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to deconstruct'taken-for-granteds' and undertake what Argyris
and Schdn would recognise as double loop leaming. In this way
there are similarities with the Critical School of Action Learning
identified by Marsick and O'Neil, where managers are encouraged
to reflect on the assumptions and beliefs that shape their practice.
There are also differences in that the critical reflector's aim is to
examine assumptions that distort their perceptions and so become
skilled readers of any given situation within which they seek to
act. In contrast, AL - when viewed provocatively aims to provoke
managers with new possibilities, so becoming authors (Shotter and
Cunliffe, 2003) of new actions.

A final note can be made about the provocative contribution of
academic theory to extending the benefits of Action Learning.
Both Mike and Kieran read material from disciplines from outside
the canon of Management and Organisation Studies. Mike drew
on ideas from performance and the history of music whilst Kieran
read material from the literatures of development psychology and
primary school education. My own professional practice, as an
academic tutor, draws upon postmodern, American poetics (e.g.
Bernstein, 1986) and Therapeutics (Farrelly and Brandsma, 1974;
Anderson, 1997). In contrast with the arguments of Sutton 8s Shaw,
1995) a provocative use of academic theory does not rely upon its
accurate and replicable representation of a given situation. Instead
it draws upon any theory's poetic potential to strike, gesture or
move (Shotter and Katz, 1996) managers and tutors towards new
actions that can be performed in relation with others.
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Endnotes

1 The term 'tutor' is used through this chapter, as a shorthand
label only, referring to a person who specifically narrates
themselves as a learning facilitator. Similarly, use of the terms
manager or learner are complicated with issues of status and
relative power. Thus the term manager will be used in order
to differentiate, where necessary, those who undertake higher
education without being employed to do so

2 I have not used the managers' real names but use the names
Mike and Kieran to differentiate between the two examples.

3 Numbers in brackets refer to line numbers from Mike's and
Kieran's project reports in the appendices.

4 All fitters~technicians working on gas appliances are required
by UK legislation to registered in the CORGI scheme.

5 an example of this can be seen in Steve's work in the chapter on
Provocative learning methods
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Chapter 5
Provocative Learning: Invitation and
Contribution in Continuous Professional
Development

Introduction

This paper seeks to work out some practical implications of
engaging with a Relational or Social Constructionist perspective in
the practice of facilitating learning within a model of continuous
professional development (CPD) programme for managers. It
builds upon the previous chapter and the provocative use of theory
suggested there. Constructionist premises treat certain taken-
for-granteds, common in learning and teaching, as problematic.
For example 'realities', and so theories about reality, are treated
as ongoing constructions rather than states of affairs. Common
assumptions of learners being independent individuals possessing,
for example, their own learning style are abandoned in favour of
learning being treated as a constructive, developmental process.
With changed assumptions about what can be learned and who
is doing the learning, new learning~teaching possibílities become
available, and this paper suggests and explicates one possible
practice: Provocative Learning.

The paper is divided into three sections. The first is a brief
outline of social constructionist premises in relation to what can
be learned and who is doing the learning. The second section
outlines and discusses three 'provocative' learning methods that I
use with learners and a brief final section reflects upon where these
provocative learning practices are different to other discursive
methods used in university classrooms.
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Constructionist premises relevant to learning and
teachin~ relations

Hosking and Morley (1991) suggest that much of management
practice makes sense from what they call an entitative perspective.
Their arguments are equally relevant to the learning and teaching
process. From an entitative perspective certain entities, be
they inanimate objects, individual people or collectives, can be
described as having boundaries and possessing attributes. For
example, we are able to describe a stone as hard or a person in
terms of their personality or groups in terms of their culture.
Furthermore, as we seek to explain activity from an entitative
perspective, it makes sense to do so in terms of those attributes. So,
a fall hurt because of the hardness of the stone, a person is popular
because of their pleasing personality or a community values
'manly' behaviour because of its culture. Learning, from such a
perspective, becomes the development of an ability to describe
significant attributes accurately and to be able to explain, by use of
theories, causal relations between different entities. Within CPD,
it makes sense to go a step further developing skills in using such
theories to predict and apply the outworking of theories in ways
beneficial to professional practice.

The above treatment of learning becomes just one possible
construction if we work from constructionist assumptions of
the discursive production of world and person. Gergen (1994)
argues that what we treat as "real and good" is constructed
in ongoing relations. So, rather than being a state of affairs,
which we can describe, reality is treated as one amongst many
possible products of conversational processes (Shotter, 1993). The
philosopher Wittgenstein (1953) uses the term "language tool"
to foreground how reality is constructed socially for, he argues,
language is always social. Reality then becomes what he terms a
"language game". Many different language games are possible
and accreditation for 'accuracy' changes in relation to the language
games that are shaping reality construction. Change the language
game and new possible 'realities' become available. Within this
constructionist perspective, learning may be called the construction
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of new possible and socially warranted ways of going on. So, for
example, a manager may read of participative ways of managing
teams and seek to introduce them to her organisation. If however,
colleagues react negatively to such participative techniques,
always hankering after directive management styles, then the
new participative management may be rendered implausible and
maybe irrelevant or weak and so not learning at all.

Learning is therefore to be considered a socially negotiated
process, affirmed not in some form of accuracy measure - correct~
incorrect, realistic~unrealistic or valid~invalid - but in the social
warranting of practice (Brown and Duguid, 1991). Where does
this leave academic theory? Rather than being considered as an
accurate description or prediction of how the world works, theory
can, as described in the previous chapter, become a provocation
to new activity. Academic ideas offer learners invitations to new
ways of acting and a contribution to how that activity can occur.

If we take constructionist ideas seriously then the role of the tutor
in relation to a students learning is likely to change from being
a purveyor of facts and theories or an illuminator of what is the
case, to being a facilitator of relationships that encourage learners
to engage with new ideas and explore their relevance to their
professional lives. One particular model of such a relationship
is the Zone of Proximal Development (zpd) articulated by the
Russian developmental psychologist, Lev Vygotsky (1978). In
conducting experiments with children, Vygotsky was able to
demonstrate how they could achieve tasks normally associated
with older children. Vygotsky argued that with the guidance of
an adult a child was able to "play a head taller" than their age.
More recently, Newman and Holzman (1993; 1997) have developed
Vygotsky's work into adult and social development programmes.
Returning to the question of how academic tutors can facilitate
learning; we need to explore how tutors relate with students to
co-create zpds wherein the students and tutors can find space to
perform, and so learn their professional practices in new ways.
An answer to this question lies in the revised treatment of theory
offered by a constructionist perspective articulated above. The
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provocative effect of theory, that is its facility to suggest new
actions, can contribute to the relational performance of professional
practice. It is as tutor and learner perform a zpd, exploring and
discussing differences, possibilities and experiences that learning
can occur.

We can talk of two relational processes that may go on within this
zone: invitation and contribution. Rather than considering the
tutor or student's language as being, in itself, meaningful, that is
as carrying theories, explanations or understanding, we can refer
to relational activities, such as talk, as being inz~itational. In doing
this, our attention moves from the content of the talk to what
activities it invites us to join in performing. Given the focus of
this paper being on the professional practice of being a university
tutor our attention for the remainder of this paper will be largely
be on the invitational activities of tutors. However, it is important
to recognise that students' language activities should also be
viewed as invitational, inviting tutors to relate, offering tutors
opportunities to take up certain subjects and drop others. Treating
the tutor as invitation allows us to foreground what Shotter and
Katz (1996) call a"social poetics" of relating, which we can adapt
to the invitational process of learning facilitation. So we can talk of
tutors calling students' attention to theory as "moment-by-moment
movements in language", highlighting tensions and ambiguities
in current practices, gesturing towards different ways of talking
about and enacting relations that generate new possibilities.
This is a negotiated practice because the learner will only find
this invitation attractive enough to take up if it carries with it
possibilities, potential and plausibility within the context of her
professional practice.

The second relational process that is crucial to learning is
contribiction. As well as inviting students into possibly new ways
of relating, a tutor's actions will also place some constraints on
how that relating will go on. A tutor talking about leadership
qualities or group dynamics will be likely to lead to very different
conversations than the same tutor talking about organisational
structure. In this way, a tutor will be a contribution to what
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learning can go on. There are two dangers lurking in this process.
First, there is a danger that the tutor's invitation~contribution will
not provide enough structure for a learner. An example of this
may be when an idea offered by a tutor is so far removed from a
learner's experience that it appears ridiculous or impossible. My
use of poetry in undergraduate seminars (discussed below and in
chapter 6) may be an example of this. There needs to be, within
the tutor-learner relationship, a contribution from the tutor that
will provide support and structure to the learner's developmental
activity. The term 'paraclete', (from the ancient Greek 'paracleo'
meaning to call alongside) captures a sense of non-directive
but facilitative practice involved here. The second danger to be
avoided in the relational process of'contribution' is the danger of
the teacher completing the learning. Much conventional teaching
involves the tutor telling, instructing, coaching or modelling
a topic for learning. Each of these terms involves what Friere
(1970~93) and others call subject-object relations. The tutor is
active: constructing what is to be learned, how it is to be learned
and how we are to know that learning has been achieved. There
is a sense here of completion; the learner is a passive recipient of
the learning. Provocative Learning, on the contrary presupposes a
learning relationship where the tutor need be neither the initiator
nor arbiter of learning, but rather company, a Paraclete, along the
road.

Practice of Provocative Learning
Having outlined the relational premises that resource my practice
as a tutor in higher education; the remainder of this paper will
focus on different tutor practices that I have found facilitate a
provocative learning amongst students and tutors within that
learning community. I will lift three practices that I use; first tutor
role playing, secondly the use of poetry and finally the use of
ethno-experiments.

I have written elsewhere (chapter 2) about the changed relations
between tutors and students once relationa] premises inform the
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performance of learning. In this paper I will discuss some further
aspects of how a tutor might act responsively (Shotter, 1996) 'in
to' relations with students. This aspect of my work is particularly
difficult to document as it centres on the moment-by-moment
relations with students and I tend not to keep records of such
spontaneous conversations. In developing provocative learning
practices I have drawn on the therapeutic work of Frank Farrelly
(Farrelly and Brandsma, 1974) to whose 'Provocative Therapy' I
owe the term provocative learning, John Shotter's (1996; Shotter
and Katz, 1996) Social Poetics and also Anderson's (1998) 'not
knowing' approach to questioning within therapeutic contexts. I
read Farrelly's work through the eyes of Shotter's social poetics and
consequently make somewhat different use of his methods than he
might have done. They are, in effect, a provocative invitation and
contribution to my professional practice as a tutor.

Farrelly's Provocative Therapy and a social poetics of learning

Frank Farrelly trained as a psychotherapist within a Freudian
community of practice; he was then influenced by Humanistic
psychology and worked with Carl Rogers in the person-centred
tradition. Two assumptions that permeate Farrelly's (Farrelly
and Brandsma, 1974) work point towards Shotter's ideas of
Social Poetics. First, Farrelly assumed that clients have the
potential to change their actions, that rather than being passive
'readers' of their past, their relations and other deterministic
forces their actions are responsive; changed challenges can
see changed actions. They are, at least in part, authors of their
circumstances. Secondly, Farrelly saw changed actions as a part
of social processes. Farrelly focused, in particular, on the social
relationship between therapist and client. He saw two ways that
the therapist could relate with a client to promote certain kinds
of self enhancing actions. First, the therapist could challenge
the client and secondly the therapist could use the one-to-one
relationship with a client to model other interpersonal relations. If
we appreciate Farrelly's contribution to a provocative pedagogy
in terms of practice that it renders sensible then we can note that,
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like Shotter's social poetics, Farrelly gestured us towards attention
to the relational-responsive, creative consequences of moment-by-
moment relations. In reading Farrelly's work through the eyes of
Social Poetics I notice the way that many of Farrelly's ploys create
"arresting moments" (Shotter, 1996) that may facilitate managers
to explore their practices from a different vantage point. From that
vantage point new practice, or new learning, becomes possible.

For Farrelly the context of these relations is the therapist's room,
but his aspirations for his clients need not be dissimilar to an
academic tutor working with students. For the provocative
therapist the goal is to provoke clients to "move toward positive
psychosocial behaviour" (p37). The academic tutor's provocative
equivalent might be to centre attention on how students can
develop new management 'riffs' (Barrett, 1998) that they might
find useful in their work. Two of Farrelly's many ploys are useful
in the classroom and in supervision situations. First, Farrelly will
use multiple theories and explanations for a given situation. He
offers his clients a pick and mix variety of theories to choose from.
Frequently these theories or research 'findings' will be made up on
the spot. His reasoning for doing this is to show the fruitlessness
of a search for "cognitive insights" that might be available from
an explanation. Instead, he seeks to provoke the client into new
actions. In a similar way, theory, for a provocative tutor, is not
used to explain why people do not like change or work in certain
ways within teams. Instead, theory is used as a provocation for
discussing managerial actions and their possible consequences
in moment-by-moment organisational relations. Farrelly will
frequently lampoon theories and although I do this on occasion,
I have found that I need to be careful with students as they first
try to make their theoretical reading useful at work. As David
Mamet's professor found in "Oleana" ridiculing academic mores,
from a position of power and apparent achievement, can have
very negative effects on students who are still aspiring to join that
academic community. However, pointing out, for example, that
we rarely find changing our underwear stressful nor do we often
resist upward changes in our salary can provoke discussion around
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the taken for granted 'truth' that people do not like change and
need to be managed through it. The goal here is emancipatory;
to offer the student freedom from and authority over the theories,
research findings and prescriptions offered in management texts.

A second of Farrelly's techniques is role play. Farrelly would
adopt different identities in therapy sessions, sometimes a family
member, sometimes the client's worst fears or on other occasions
an accuser. In each of these roles, Farrelly was seeking to support
the client to develop their own answers and responses to the
questions posed and the challenges made. In the same way I as a
tutor will play several different roles; often I will play a fictional
colleague responding to the student's plans; giving them the space
to practice their own strategies. On other occasions, I play an
enthusiast, urging students to try out ideas in their workplace. As
I play that role I often will also find myself offering a'shoulder
to cry on' when those ideas do not work out as had been hoped.
Finally, taking my ]ead from Anderson's (1997) work I will perform
the role of 'not knowing'. It is not that I know nothing about an
academic topic under discussion, but in focusing on how that
topic relates to the student's own workplace, I am positioned in a
genuinely 'not knowing' position where the student must explain
to me how a theory or a research finding that they have read has
impacted on their own workplace.

One of my postgraduate courses uses Action Learning (Revans,
1982) within the work place in order to help students learn about
Organisational Change. Students, therefore, expect an element of a
syllabus to be delivered by an expert tutor. They have some reason
for this expectation, for apart from their experiences in formal
education through school and university, the students will have
been taught by three of my colleagues before they come to 'my'
module. In the first session we debate how the module should be
assessed, I point out that I will not give lectures and suggest that
the very concept of managing change, as a job done by one person
acting upon others, is open to serious question. This gives cause
to a considerable degree of anxiety. More than once a student has
shouted at me to "just tell me how to manage change" or ". .. how
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to manage organisational learning". The key goal of this session
is to start the transfer of ownership of the module content from
myself, as expert deliverer of knowledge, to them as practitioners
and users of theoretical ideas. To do this I provoke an "arresting
moment" (Shotter, 1996) or an "interruption" in Barrett's (1998)
terms and so seek to shift students' attentions on to new ways of
relating with a tutor.

Additional "arresting moments" occur throughout the course, in
the casual surroundings of coffee, in one-to-one tutorials as well
as in formal, classroom sessions. Shotter (1996; 2000) writes of
people being "struck by" comments rather than being informed by
them. Many of my conversations with students seek to do this. I
avoid part pre-digesting theories and research material, seeking
rather to point out, gesture or direct their attention towards
new ways of looking at change in organisations. In particular,
following Shotter's work on Social Poetics I seek to point them
towards moment-by-moment creative potential of social relating.
In doing this I also draw upon the work of Marshall (1999) and
developments in first person action research. Marshall writes of
"inner ares of attention" which explore an inquirer's feelings and
responses to circumstances. She then goes on to wríte of "outer
ares of attention" which attend to the impact of the inquirer's
words and actions upon others. It is these "outer ares of attention"
that I emphasise to students in exploring the moment-by-moment
impact of their actions, likewise I use "inner ares of attention"
in order to sensitise them to how their actions are "called out"
(Shotter, 1996; 2000) by earlier actions.

Using Poetry

In this section, I outline some of the ways in which I have used
poetry as a way to provoke new action. Elsewhere (Ramsey, 2003)
I have argued that poetry provides a mode of inquiry where an
inquirer can 'play' with ideas. Poetry can provide a medium for
juxtaposing surprising actions in ways that offer new views of
old issues. Poetic writing illuminates and invites almost because
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it does not pursue the closure of conventional linear arguments.
Poetry facilitates the use of irony, allegory and metaphor in ways
that may provoke readers to alternative actions. I want to suggest
that poetry is one way in which a tutor can contribute to academic
and practitioner dialogue without completirig it.

Appendix 3b contains a selection of poems I have read to students
along with a list of questions I have used in conjunction with these
poems. Following a couple of experiments with using poems
as the basis of undergraduate seminars, (see chapter 7 for an
example) I have moved away from using poetry in that way. My
reasoning for this has to do with there being too many students
who struggled to see a purpose and so switched off during the
sessions. A selection of the comments (Figure 3) made by third
year students as to what they were going to do following a seminar
where I had used a poem (Decisions) informed this practice.

Whilst other student comments indicated a greater interest in
what was going on, I concluded that too many students were too
mystified by the experience to benefit from it. It is possible to
conduct a conversation in a way that is too unstructured for some
students and I have found that there is a fine line between the
co-creation of a zone of proximal development (Vygotsky, 1978)
with a student, where that student has space to develop answers
and new practices and the co-creation of a chasm between me
and that student that leaves him or her floundering. As discussed
above my actions are an invitation and contribution to ongoing
learning relations but so are the actions of the student. The skilful
use of poetry is a social performance not a tutorial competence.
Therefore, the tutor attends to the moment by moment, social
poetics (Shotter and Katz, 1996) of the classroom and aspires to
contribute to relations that create mutually appreciated learning.
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o BE VAIN

o am I going to eat -~ fuel for the brain

o Never make a decision ever again 'cos it's bad!

o Get Caroline to tell me what it was all nbout

o Decisions have nothing to do with change, something
can seem like it is changing by having a decision making
process but in actual fact nothing hnppens

o Decisions can help make people - create them - give
them n purpose

o Lenrnt a bit about the term rhetorical in the context
of this seminnr within decision making

o Decision making is more than vanity

o The vanity aspect of decisions was something I hndn't
considered

o A 'who' is made

o We make decisions but decisions make us

Figure 3

Shotter (1996; Shotter and Katz, 1996) writes of how Wittgenstein
sought to use poetic tropes such as metaphors, imagery and similes
in order to raise issues that were normally not noticed. In the same
way, I use poetry - my own - and students' writing to lift issues for
discussion. One exercise that I conduct uses one of my own poems
Transitory Art. The final stanza reads:

"We value what will stand the test of time:
structures, strictures, standards.
And in so doing, give no worth

to the transitory art of becoming."
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The poem was not written about management. I wrote it after
seeing a couple of Robert Jones' prints at Tate Modern. However,
having written it, I was struck by the idea of the transitory nature
of so much of our lives and, in particular our management. I now
use the poem to raise the moment-by-moment activities that make
up organising and contrast them with managerial actions that tend
to be structural. In classroom contexts, a use of poetry appears
to offer students more freedom to talk questioningly, there is a
permission to talk doubtfully. Many students will say that they do
not know much about poetry. Some will doubt its appropriateness
to the rational processes of management and others will pick
over what the poem means to them. What frequently happens is
that students will light upon different lines that strike them, and
so the conversation becomes more tentative with participants
giving each other more space to offer alternative interpretations.
Consequently, the conversational trajectory becomes more of
possibilíties arising from ideas and less a debate over what is the
case, correct or best practice (structures, strictures, standards). A
second 'poetic' exercise that I do is to ask the students to pick out 6
words that describe a problem situation that they are confronting
at work. I then ask them to write poetically, be it by picking on
a rhythm of their chosen words, using a rhyme, assonance or
alliteration. Whilst some students do panic at "not being good at
that sort of thing", most find themselves writing some sort of verse
and noticing things about the problem situation that they hadn't
noticed before.

Woven into these conversations are different theories of
management, usually raised by the students themselves because of
their own reading. What, however, is different is that the theories
and research findings are contextualised within a conversation
where they contribute to the flow rather than stipulate best
practice. In one conversation last year, use of a poem provoked a
conversation where a couple of students drew on some reading in
the area of complexity and contrasted it with work that I had done
with conversations (Ramsey, 1998). Other students told stories
of their workplace and the conversation moved through Reason's
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(1994) discussion of a participatory worldview towards a series
of suggestions from students and me as to possible actions in the
work situations we had narrated. The relationship between theory,
tutor and student had changed. Module content had provoked
changed actions, changed learning; but rather than being held
in an authoritative position over managerial action it was held
as a resource to provoke action. Some of the outworking of this
particular conversation can be seen in the correspondence between
'Bob', 'Vic' and myself referred to already in chapter 2.

Ethno-experiments

I have discussed my use of `ethno-experiments' as a method of
inquiry elsewhere (Ramsey, 2004; 2005b). In developing his ideas
on ethnomethodology, Garfinkel (1967) set his students activities
that allowed them to experience the ways that local societal rules
were constituted. Examples of these activities included asking
students to behave at home as if they were strangers or getting
them to haggle over the price of low price goods at a supermarket.
In both these cases, the students w~uld experience some the
strictness of unwritten social rules. In the same way, I set students
tasks to undertake that will place them in a position to experience
some of the relational dynamics that we have been talking about in
class.

One such task was the Conversational Trajectories project. This
project owed much to the work on conversational styles of
Deborah Tannen (1994). The students, all managers undertaking
an MBA course, were asked to work in learning groups of 3-
4 in order to experiment with 3 pairs of conversational styles
(summarised below) over a 3 week period. During that time, they
were also asked to write reflections on what happened, and how
theír colleagues responded, when they used these different styles.
Finally, they were asked to write a group report on the experience
drawing on the course literature that they had been reading (e.g.
Burr, 1997; Hosking and Bass, 1998; Ramsey, 1998). This ethno-
experiment took place within the context of a tutor set assignment.
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The assignment illustrated four points about how a provocative
pedagogy resources active student learning. First, Students started
to explore the way that they were relating within the study groups.
Two groups in particular used the activity to explore their own
emerging relations.

For example, through sharing experience and learning we were
'pacing', and creating shared understanding and creating a
situation where we were able to go on to the next phase of the
exercise. A real 'change' in process!

Group 5 (24-26)'

The coherent voices found in the paper could be a prime
example of'group thinking' with hindsight we appear to have
concentrated on similarities within each experiment instead
of exploring our differences. We are unsure of how much
influence we had in forcing the conversation to go the way we
wanted it to.

Group 4 (15-18)

Conversational styles:

'but' In this type of conversation, each of your
contributions to the conversation should be based
on the idea of correcting the other participant,
pointing out an error, or irrelevance. You will try to
contradict some element of what the other has said.

'and' Now stop your contradicting, what you are looking
to do here is to use some element of what your
partner has been saying as a springboard for a new
contribution. You are seeking to add to what they
were saying rather than change it.

'explanatiori In this exercise, I want you to use each of your
contributions to explain your position or opinion
on a topic. As the conversation goes on, and if your
partner does not share your view, you will need
to find a new way of explaining, perhaps more
forcefully (?).
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'invitation' Now, instead of explaining, use your contributions
to seek ways of'inviting' your partner to contribute
again. This could mean asking questions,
perhaps to raise tacit assumptions, or you could
reflect back to your partner what you are hearing
(understanding?) checking if that is what they
meant. You could prompt them to extend or apply
their ideas to a new issue, or you could offer your
own opinion, asking for your partner's critique.

'competitive' In this experiment, start by seeking to get your
opinion accepted as the best option, the most
accurate account, the most realistic interpretation,
or whatever. You are trying to have the 'final word'
on the subject. Keep going until you get your way,
or until your partner'wins'.

'complementary' Now, change the style by seeking, in your
contributions, add on and develop your partner's
points. Rather than supporting your own view,
seek to explore how your partner's ideas contribute
to your own, how they can add insight to your
own position. You still have a right to your own
puint ~f view, but now you are seeking to integrate
the differences. That does not mean you have to
find a compromise, or resolve differences, but it
might mean that you look for ways of carrying on
the conversation that make use of the diversity of
opinions and ideas.

Secondly, the students reflected upon their managerial practice
noticing how they had developed new actions at work and how
those actions impacted upon their colleagues there:

I had actually got quite "bogged" down in my own argument
and was not looking for a solution but was looking to get my
argument accepted. When I turned to the complementary part
the main effect was to make myself consider the other point of
view. This also helped Judith in making it so both of us were
looking for a compromise.
Group 5 (3E)
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Both team members were keen to get involved with any
changes, particularly on the IT Side! But it was a marked
change from the defensive stance that had taken against me at
other points during the meeting.

By the end of the-meeting. Which had lasted forl-l~2-hours; we
had come up with a good plan and the meeting had actually
been productive

Group 4 (3D)

Interestingly the manager (in group 4) noticed how during this 2
hour meeting the mood of the meeting and the contribution of the
two team members had ebbed and flowed in line with the changes
in conversational style that she had used (initially explanation~
invitation followed by competitive~complementary). However, she
remained uncertain in her reflections as to "how much influence"
she had had on the meeting. This is an example of how many
of the students were seeking to use the conversational styles
in an instrumental manner. One student contrasted her use of
the conversational styles (she writes of tools) with others in her
]earning group:

Doing the experiments and using the tools, the outcome ~
conclusions were perhaps not that surprising but writing the
final report with her as a female surrounded by three male
members was much more interesting. We all used the tools
and knew the effect they may have had on subordinates and
superiors but where FM was more inclined to create a positive
environment, involving all team members independent of
positions, the male section wanted to use the tools to achieve ~
manipulate the situation to reach their own targets and to win.
They may pretend to create a win ~ win situation in a meeting
but really the results only count.

Group 3, (3C)

I would suggest this comment indicates (a) the level of reflective
debate that was going on in the different learning groups (b)
the importance of changed relations within those groups and
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(c) how much the project was crying out for a further cycle of
inquiry (Marshall, 1999). What would a non-instrumental use
of the different conversational styles look like? What impact on
organisations and managerial practice would be noted?

The two last points deserve some further discussion. Firstly, the
students gained independence from the tutor. The assignment had
intentionally been set with wide parameters for students to find
their own way of working in their leaming groups and they did
this creatively and with benefits that they clearly recognised

By sharing out the reading, we had each encountered both
common and different concepts, through explanation,
discussion and debate we seemed to be creating a whole new
understanding of the subject.

Group 5, (3F)

Having the benefit of a third person's view allowed us as a
group to analyse the situation~conversation and gain a greater
appreciation of what was transpiring, perhaps more so than
if we had taken an individualistic approach. This was when
we first started to view the exercise from a relational stance
as the subsequent discussion enabled us to bring our various
perspectives to the table and create a common understanding.
It also meant that on returning to a work situation we were
better able to apply different methods.

Group 5, (3F)

Other groups explicitly ignored my advice to use work scenarios
and naturally occurring conversations. Choosing, instead to work
with set piece, contrived conversations. For one group (group
4) this led to the advantage of having an observer in a'fish-
bowl' scenario. Another group (Group 3) used only some of the
conversational styles and then conducted joint'mind exercises'
to think of what might have happened if they had used the other
style in that situation. As the student relations developed within
the learning groups, they gained an independence from their tutor
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and so extended their learning beyond any limits she might have
unwittingly set.

Secondly, the ethno-experiment provided great opportunities for
dialogue between students and tutor. What every group noticed
in different ways was that these conversational practíces that
they were experimenting with were skilled activities. Several
individuals and groups commented on their desire to practice
with the different conversational styles again. Groups noticed
problems with seeming to be patronising to their conversational
partners. Nearly all the groups noted how, on occasions, the'and',
'invitation', and 'complementary' conversations tended to place
them in a mode of "giving in"; this was especially the case when
they were involved in conversations with managers that were more
senior.

there is no doubt that 'but' invited aggression, argument,
criticism and stubbornness'and' is easier `nicer;, although I

felt as though I was giving in, compromising my own views.

Finding a way to'go ori isrit easy without some planning and

tools~techniques to manage the situation.

Group 5, (3E)

Other students commented on difficulties when they switched
conversational styles but their partners did not. All of these were
valíd issues that merited further experimentation. As a Tutor, I
wanted to explore them and discuss other questions. I wanted to
ask the students to explore the ways in which their partners were
co-creators of what they could do. I wanted to challenge some of
the instrumentality that I could see in their reports. Unfortunately,
none of this was possible as I left Coventry University for a new
job shortly after the reports were handed in. All of these topics
that I wanted to discuss would have led to further cycles of inquiry,
further ethno-experiments and further learning.
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Conctuding Comments: so what is different?
There is a sense in which some readers might argue that there is
very little difference between the above tutorial practices and other
discursive or Socratic pedagogies common in higher education.
If I, as an academic tutor, am positioned (Davies and Harré.
1990) as an expert and if the above practices are read through an
understanding of teaching and learning as subject-object relations,
where a knowing, active tutor-as-subject is responsible for what
students learn and how they learn, then that case can be made. All
academic tutors use informal conversations; many tutors will seek
ways of helping students apply a body of management knowledge
and I am not alone in using slightly 'off the wall' methods to direct
students' attention to important points.

However, three shifts in attention cast the above practices in a
more radical light. First, we can recognise that all relations are co
created, even subject-object relations. Some students expect to be
passive objects to an academic tutor's teaching subject. A tutor's
ability to move a class into more equally, co-creative learning is
always subject to the relational contribution of students. Secondly,
we need to attend not just, to what is meant by any conversational
contribution but also to its invitational or perlocutionary effect
(Austin, 1962). Within a provocative pedagogy, a tutor's words
and actions are only partly intended to convey the content of a
theory or knowledge claim, they also shape what happens next,
what students do and what learning is performed. This point
leads to the final shift in attention, for the performed learning, in
a provocative pedagogy, is not the reception, understanding and
application of 'taught content' but is to be found in the new and re-
creation of worlds and people.

With these three shifts, we can see three key differences between a
provocative pedagogy and a discursive mediation of conventional
higher education. First, we are offered a learning that is focused on
innovative practice rather than cognitive processes of sensemaking,
interpreting or critique. It is not that no sensemaking is going
on within a provocative pedagogy but that it is not the evidence
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of learning that might be expected within conventional higher
education (e.g. Laurillard, 1992). Secondly, academic theory and
research is treated as a provocation of this new, learned practice.
The measure of any theory becomes not its accuracy in relation to
a real world but its provocative capacity to promote professional
practice that students consider beneficial in their working or other
context. Finally, a provocative pedagogy moves the academic tutor
from an expert position of authority over student learning, noted
at the start of these concluding cornments and repositions him or
her as a supportive companion along a student's learning journey.
I have earlier described this position as that of a'Paraclete', one
called alongside, inviting and contributing to new performances.
Indeed, perhaps it is in becoming a Paraclete, instead of a tutor that
is the greatest innovation proposed in this paper.

Endnote

1 Numbers in brackets refer to Appendix reference
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Section 3
Developing a Narrative Reflective
Practice

Introduction to Section Three

In the first two sections of this submission, I have discussed the
development of what I have called Provocative Learning. In doing
so I have outlined the professional practices that have both emerged
from a concept of learning as a provocative process of relating with
students but also I have discussed at how those practices have also
developed the conceptual thinking.

For many in the field of Professional Development (e.g. Schrjn, 1984)
the development of professional practice will inevitably involve
some sort of reflective practice and the use of experiential learning
(McGill and Weil, 1989). Reflection on an experience is problematic
to a professional who references Relational Constructionist premises.
As I outline in the next two papers, experiential implies a real
experience that can be known about and is separate to the person
reflecting upon it. Having said that, Dewey (1933) used a broader
definition of reflection describing it as "a long term, consecutive,
connected series of thoughts"; this included, but was not restricted
to reflection upon experience. So the term 'reflective practice can
still have some use and the question that I seek to answer in the
following two papers is how to construct a reflective, or considered,
practice of professional development.

The first paper, "Narrative: from learning in reflection to learning in
performance" was published last year in Management Learning and
outlined a narrative learning cycle. Whilst it uses an excerpt from an
interview I conducted with a Health Service manager, it is largely a
theoretical piece. I then sought to explore the value of this learning
cycle in practice. An opportunity to do so occurred during the
running of an undergraduate course on Organisational Behaviour
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and this story is told in the second paper, "Narrating Development:
professional practice emerging within stories" which was also
published last year in Action Research.
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Chapter 6
Narrative: from learning in reflection to
learning in performance

Introduction

The idea of a reflective cycle as a metaphor for adaptive,
experiential learning has a long history, certainly back to Dewey
(1933), but perhaps in the arena of organisational learning David
Kolb's work is referred to most often. Other cycles exist (Henry,
1989) but I will use Kolb's (1984) cycle as an exemplar of the genre.
Kolb has built a model of experiential learning that is commonly
used as a heuristic in management training and education.
Kolb's cycle emphasises individual, cognitive understanding
and adaptation to a'concreté , real world. From a relational, or
social constructionist, perspective (Gergen, 1994; Shotter, 1993)
the assumptions involved in such emphases are problematic.
For example, the realist assumptions imply just one reality and
blind the learner to a potential for multiple realities that could
be narrated (Czarniawska, 1997). Additionally, the emphasis on
knowing will tend to obscure performance by focusing attention
on a concrete state of affairs, rather than attending to what we
could call performed realities constructed in ongoing relations
(McNamee 8F Gergen, 1999; Newman and Holzman, 1997).
Finally the focus on the individual, as the site for reflection and
experiential learning, will underestimate the joint, co-ordinated
construction of any action (Shotter, 1993). As a consequence, by
ascribing agency to a'self', attention is distracted from the role of
'other' (Hosking, 1999; Sampson, 1993). These are not just purely
academic issues, but can have significant practical importance.
My aim in this paper is not only to critique Kolb's version of
experiential learning but also to offer an alternative learning cycle
that is consciously communal, narrative and action centred.

The paper will be structured in two tasks. The first task will be
to outline relational constructionist premises as they relate to
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experiential learning, as typified by Kolb's cycle. The second task
will be to develop an alternative process of learning, or developing
performance. Identifying relevant relational constructionist
premises will involve the development of three themes. First, I will
outline the main relational premises that influence the narrative
reflective cycle I introduce later. Most significantly I will outline
some possible relational treatments of person as a communal, joint
production (Gergen, 1991; 1994). This contrasts with the more
common, individualistic treatment of person as a bounded entity.
Secondly, I will set up narrative as a potentially helpful alternative
to description, of a claimed 'concrete experience'. Finally, I will
explore constructionist potentials to move learning from being
treated as a cognitive affair to a more performative development of
practice.

Having set up the relational premises outlined above, the
second task will be to construct an alternative learning cycle
that attempts to tackle these problems identified in Kolb's cycle,
and offers an invitation to a more performative learning cycle.
In doing this I shall suggest two significant shifts from Kolb.
First, instead of concrete experience I shall move to a use of
narrative. Narrative, as I shall argue, offers a greater potential
for hearing alternative voices and so enabling a more communal
reflection on events that could be considered relevant to future
joint action. Additionally, the form of narrative that I propose is
consciously performative, attending to possible actions rather
than descriptions of states of affairs. The second shift will be from
an emphasis on adaptation, with its implicit knowledge of what
is'really going on', to co-ordination. If any action is only made
íntelligible, that is recognisable as including learning, as it is
completed or supplemented by others then any learning process
must take co-ordinated performance with others seriously. What
the individual can know or conceptualise, in their own minds - to
use a particularly popular metaphor - could sensibly be argued to
be less important than what can be negotiated between relevant
participants.
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Experiential Learning

Implicit realism

Whereas Kolb talks of'concrete experiencé a number (eg Bruner,
1990; Gergen, 1994; McNamee 8r Gergen, 1999; Potter 8z Wetherell,
1987; Shotter, 1993), writing from social constructionist or relational
perspectives, would refer to relational processes by which things
called experiences are constructed. From this perspective reality
is an ongoing, current achievement (Dachler 8z Hosking, 1995).
Relational processes can be described in different ways. Two such
expositions will serve our purposes here.

Dachler and Hosking (1995) write of text-context relations. So,
from a relational perspective, any text, be it a gesture, word
or action, becomes real, that is capable of communicating
meaningfully (Gergen, 1995), in relation to a referenced context. A
pen, for example, becomes meaningful only in relation to contexts
such as writing as communication or paper as a medium. Change
the text-context relationship of pen and reference contextual
narratives such as smoke signals as communication or electronic
mail or slate board as media for communication and the pen may
still be called a pen but it becomes meaningless and also useless.
In the same way, our stories of what 'happened' gain their capacity
to be real; that is to communicate and coordinate with others, as
text-context relations are made. So a story about bad treatment
by a boss only makes sense in text-context relations with stories
of equity, bias and power. Without such text-context relations the
story will not register as meaningful, or will be given very different
meanings.

I have suggested a link between reality and communicate-ability.
This is a point emphasised by Ken Gergen (1994; 1995) raising
the second of the relational processes that I want to identify:
act-supplement relations. In these two pieces Gergen writes

of our construction of some 'real and good' world as acts are
supplemented. Gergen argues that any act is equivocal, capable
of multiple meanings. A handshake can be of welcome, formality
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or distance. Which meaning is made real depends on how another
person supplements the act. A stiff, brisk handshake may take
the relationship on in a cold, formal manner whilst a smile and
lingering grasp may start, or continue a warm friendship. Within
this concept reality ceases to be helpful as a description of some
state of affairs, and is treated more as an invitation for people to
co-ordinate and so go on creating and re-creating local, ephemeral
and partial real worlds. From a constructionist perspective'reality'
can be treated as an ongoing performance, and the narrating of
past events as a current performance of those events as part of a
process of world making.

To talk, as Kolb does, of concrete experience requires an
assumption (tacit text-context relation) that there is a world in
which there are events that are distinct from people as participants,
creators and observers. It makes sense to talk of experiencing
something happening to us, and so distinct from us, if we make
that assumption of separateness. It also makes sense, within that
assumption, to talk of people interacting with others to make these
experiences, but still, people are considered separate and distinct.
That being the case it also becomes possible to contrast something
called objective experience with subjective experience. It would
be impossible to be either objective or subjective without this
separation, without knowledge being posited as the possession
of an individual mind. By implication, use of the term 'concrete
experience' privileges objective observation over a subjective, and
so likely to prejudiced and less real, experience. Yet, on this point
Miettenen (2000) identifies a contradiction in Kolb's epistemology.
He notes Kolb's use of Lewin's action research as one of the
foundations of his learning theory but points out that Kolb replaces
'data collection' with 'recollection'. Kolb's methodology is therefore
argued to support a subjectivist epistemology, whilst claiming a
starting point of concrete, or realist perspective.

Different assumptions about reality are possible. Alternative
language tools can be used to throw different lights on what
we might call experience. Stenner and Eccleston (1993) write
of'textuality', inviting the reader to locate themselves, and
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experience, as text available for rewriting by any interested party.
Howard (1991), Brown and Duguid (1991) and Czarniawsaka
(1997) use the idea of storytelling, or narrative. Working with
Wittgenstein (1953) and Bahktin (1981) we could use, respectively
'language game' or'dialogical' experience. What all these different
language tools do is to tie knowing into ongoing relations. From
a relational perspective, text can not be separated from context,
act can not be separated from supplement and self can not be
separated from other. These relational language tools invite a
reflector to avoid being tied down to one particular account, as
if true. They prompt us to treat what people claim to know as
saying as much about them as a situation. In Shotter's (1993)
words we can only 'know from within' a particular community's
conversations. Knowing is therefore treated as a social process; a
relational premise that is different to Kolb's implicit individualism.

A Reflecting Individual?

A relational perspective therefore, invites a shift in our treatment
of reality. From a relational perspective it no longer makes sense
to treat reality as a state of affairs, instead reality as an ongoing,
co-ordinated achievement is implied. This is not to say that this,
relational perspective is, in some way, more accurate than a realist
stance. Rather, it offers the reflector different'tools' for their
reflecting. For Kolb, and other experiential learning writers (eg
Daudelin, 1996; Preskill, 1996; Rigano 8L Edwards, 1998, Schipper,
1999) experience is an individual phenomenon. It is the individual
who experiences, reflects, plans and acts. Some, (for example
McGill 8z Beaty, 1994; Reason, 1999; Torraco, 1999) have located
reflection in social groups, but still this ís only as a process by
which a group of individuals support another in his or her own
reflection and learning. From a relational perspective, it is only
as an act is supplemented that it becomes meaningful. Action
is consequently always a joint production, where those who co-
ordinate make, in an almost physical sense, meanings.

As an alternative to treating experience as an intra-psychic event; a
relational perspective allows us to relate to person, and what might
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be described as their experience, as a contribution to ongoing
relations. So, for example, memory of an experience can be treated
as a construction of relations (Sampson, 1993) contributing to an
ongoing (re)creation of those relations. It is, in a sense a reframing
of experience, away from being a'mirror' of some real past event,
to being treated as a current performance that only makes sense
as it is supplemented by others physically or symbolically present
(Dachler 8z Hosking, 1995).

The point to be made here is not that individualism is wrong.
All that can be claimed from a relational perspective is that
individualism is one language game (Wittgenstein, 1953)
that promotes certain 'realities' and constrains others. Other
language games, that construct 'person' in ways that promote less
individualistic'realities', are available. For example, Reason (1994)
writes of a participatory worldview in which

'the individual, with soft and permeable character
structure, will feel in alignment and community with the
'other', ..' (Reason, 1994, p 27).

Here we have a corrective to an over-individualised account of
self. However, a distinct self, albeit permeable and embedded
in a'wholeness', is still present. A relational perspective doesn't
attempt to reformulate and correct some truth game of self;
instead we are offered relating as, what we might call a prime
ontology. As prime numbers can not be divided, other than
by themselves or one, into wholes; so a relational perspective
suggests that attempting to separate out an author of an action or
an experience, from amongst ongoing relating going on, creates
as much confusion as it clarifies. Where does a social fashion
end and an individual's taste begin? Where does community
discourse end and an individual's thinking commence? Instead of
seeking out an indexical relationship between an individual and
an act, a relational perspective focuses on the relation of acts, not
the persons assumed to be making the acts, and appreciates the
actors constructed within that process. We have here a very active,
emergent and performative treatment of person. Experience is
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also treated as an action, not so much something that happens to
a person, but rather a creative, joint action, in which community
narratives such as, for example 'individual experience' are one
linguistic repertoire that shared intentionality and joint action can
draw upon in performing ongoing world and relations making.
This performative treatment of person and world making is
developed further as a narrative learning cycle is outlined.

From knowing individual to individual agent?

Miettenen (2000) criticises Kolb's cycle for separating learning from
a social and cultural environment. This problem is inextricably
linked with ideas of individual knowers and raises the question
of how we can theorise a more socially aware learning. This
problem was raised and discussed by Holman and his colleagues
(Holman et al, 1997). They use the activity theory concept of
'mediational means' to argue that any thinking is an internalisation
of interpersonal transactions. They go on: 'people create and
are created by their social conditions' (p 140). From a social
constructionist perspective it is impossible to disaggregate an
individual that experiences from the social, relational processes
that make any experiencing meaningful. For this reason, a
relational treatment of learning must attend to socially mindful
processes that emphasise performance, rather than description of
and adaptation to an experience.

Returning again to one articulated relational process, Gergen's
act } supplement; future or planned action can not be treated as
the agency of just a reflector. Any action planned by a person is,
from a relational perspective, ineluctably joint action (Shotter,
1993). From a relational perspective, two arguments can be used
to demonstrate this assertion. First, for any action to appear
sensible it will require the warrant of a community of practice
(Brown 8t Duguid, 1991). Using research by Orr on the work of
photocopier repair representatives, Brown and Duguid illustrated
Lave and Wenger's (1991) concept of a community of practice.
The representatives ignored the training output of their company
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and, instead, built their own community narratives to learn how
to repair photocopiers. Even if reflecting is ostensibly being done
by a person in isolation, the disciplinary power (Foucault, 1979)
of discourses relevant to that community will limit or promote
actions (Hosking 8z Ramsey, 2000).

Secondly, following Gergen's argument; any action will be made
meaningful, that is'real', as it is supplemented by another. Any
action will be equivocal, carrying many potential meanings, until
those potential meanings are reduced by another's action. So a
wave might be a salutation across the street, the hailing of a cab,
a cry for help or a request for a ball to be passed to you. There is
undoubtedly waving going on here, and the hand belongs to one
embodied person, yet as others co-ordinate with the action and it
acquires a particular meaning, it is impossible to disentangle the
act of waving from its socially constructing process. Of course,
this process is often tacit - we would be most disconcerted to
find a white, grass hockey ball coming towards us if we had
waved to a friend across a street in London or New York! Yet the
apparent natural obviousness of these actions should not distract
us from their construction process. From a relational perspective,
their 'reality' is conventional not a state of affairs, as would be
assumed in realist epistemology. Gergen (1994) argues that it is
the constant repetition of acts and their supplements that allow
us to take them for granted 'as the way things are'. In less obvious
contexts alternative supplements are capable of creating new
relations. For example, a friendly piece of advice can be taken
as disloyal criticism and the friendship cools as visits become
less frequent. From an experiential perspective, it is perfectly
logical to make sense of this story with reference to terms such
as misunderstandings, but an alternative perspective could be
to attend to the act t supplement relation in which `advice' is
followed by a reduced number of visits and so a new `reality' is
created. We can argue that the relationship itself is recreated. Our
emphasis moves from what a person rneans by their contribution to
how their contribution invites ongoing relation.
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Again, it must be stressed that an alternative reality is not being
offered, merely that different perspectives on self offer different
language tools to construct and justify actions. A perspective that
privileges individual experience is not, as has been argued above,
without its limitations. A relational perspective uses alternative
language tools, amongst them narrative that invite different, and
possibly helpful, constructions.

An emphasis on understanding?

For Kolb (1984) learning is grounded in epistemology. He quotes,
approvingly, Piaget's argument that'.. it is impossible to dissociate
psychology from epistemology.. how is knowledge acquired,
how does it increase..' (Piaget, 1978 as cited in Kolb, 1984, p 37).
This emphasis on what can be known is shared through out
much of organisational management. The strategy literatures
encourage managers to analyse the industry (e.g. Porter, 1980).
Organisational Development literatures emphasise building shared
understandings. Systems or cognitive approaches (e.g. Checkland,
1981; Senge 1990, Huff, 1990) developed a use of inental models.
Learning company or, increasingly, knowledge management
theories wrestle with the problems of transferring individual
knowledge to the organisation. Even more post-modern treatments
of organising lay weight on meanings (e.g. Czarniawska, 1997).
The universal treatment of knowledge as an ingredient, and
probably the crucial ingredient of management, is taken for
granted and seems so obvious as to defy critique.

The'knowledge' language game (to extend Wittgenstein) is
not, however, the only game that can be played. Knowing is
problematical. From a relational perspective, I have already
argued that knowing is treated as a relational process, with
infinite possible text-context relations available to make infinite
'realities' meaningful. No universal measure of the correctness
of any particular meaning is available. Given that starting point,
even if we accept that knowledge of what is the case is going to
be imperfect or only'probabilistically apprehendable' (Guba 8s
Lincoln, 1996), issues of power follow logically on.
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If we argue that any knowing is in some way subject to Foucault's
(1979) disciplinary power, then knowing will always involve
some form of constraint. Gergen (1995) argued this in saying
that communities would construct, maintain and reinforce local
ontologies - that which is related to as real and good. Other,
alternative realities would be subject to a centrifugal power that
forced these alternatives apart, through processes of categorisation,
ranking and denigration. Eisler (1991) writes of these processes as
growing within a dominator model of relating and Sampson (1993)
captures the process terming the resulting actions as monological.
In this way some actions will be promoted as good and others will
be denigrated as unsatisfactory. A key issue here is to recall the
relational argument that there is no universal measures available
for accrediting action, all our ways of knowing are generated
socially (Woolgar, 1993). Furthermore, as Gergen argues, constant
repetitions of act~supplement relations may create a sense of
naturalness at a tacit level and people, within local ontology, are
empowered to take certain truths for granted.

The above argument lifts two dangers for those interested in
reflective learning. First, if much of this reality constructing process
is tacit and taken for granted, then it will not be available for
critique for those involved in reflective learning. Foucault (1979)
referred to this as the disciplinary power of institutions, where, to
use his argument, the individual internalised the rules, so making
them their own: undeniable. We could use other terms to capture
this idea: assumptions, schema, mental models, cultural narratives,
discourses or scripts. Each of these terms carry the idea that there
are ways of knowing that are not available for discussion, and
so likely to shape our reflection. Examples of this situation are
common in business, with the demise of the Swiss watch industry
at the hands of the electronic watch manufacturers being a case in
point.

Secondly, reflective learning that is focused on individual
knowledge runs the danger of neglecting the importance of
social processes in making that 'knowing' real. When we locate
knowledge as a collection of'facts' and causal relations inside a
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person's head, we give this knowledge an artificial 'objectivity'.
Gergen (1995) writes about what is real and good becoming
conventional; that is those 'facts' are constructed. As such, they
are manufactured artefacts, and before they are to be trusted, their
construction process, including the contribution of power relations,
may need unpacking. So, it can be argued a'local' community can
take for granted the 'truth' of any assertion without questioning it.
This, in itself, is a denial of a key aspect of reflective practice and
is one of the reasons for the 'telling' of other possible narratives
discussed below.

A relational perspective argues that knowing is a social process,
and as such is constructive rather than descriptive. Indeed, I would
now want to take this point further by suggesting that knowing
can be usefully treated as redundant. It is not so much that we can
know about because of social relations, but that the very world
that we claim to know about is socially constructed as we relate.
We can justifiably turn our interest to processes of world and
person making (Hosking, 1999) or history making (Newman 8z
Holzman, 1993). An aspiration to know inserts an unnecessary step
into our social world making relations. A focus on knowing will
inevitably turn us inward. We can not easily escape the linguistic
repertoires that locate knowledge, schema, mental models or
sense making as an individual's mind content. Other terms too,
such as understanding or sensemaking (Weick, 1995), maintain
the same separation of apprehend-er and apprehended. Holzman
and Newman (1997) write of an end to knowing offering instead,
development as a'growing without knowing', using improvisation
in order to facilitate developmental performances in social,
political and organisational contexts.

To shift our interest away from what we know towards what
we make together shifts our focus onto how we co-ordinate
with others, how we negotiate that which seems'real and good'
(Bass and Hosking, 1998). Who I am, and by implication who
I am working with and the world we are making, is treated,
from a relational perspective as being in ongoing construction,
a performance improvised or a story in ongoing narration. So
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how we relate, co-ordinate and join together becomes of crucial
importance, and we therefore need a reflective process that
foregrounds that.

Why Narrative?
'..we dream in narrative, daydream in narrative, remember,
anticipate, hope, despair believe, doubt, plan, revise, criticize,
construct, gossip, learn, hate and love in narrative.'

(Hardy, 1968 as cited in Gergen, 1994, p 186)

Gergen uses this quotation to emphasise a significant, potential
use for narrative. It is possible to locate all our actions within
stories. That I am writing this paper can be narrated as a story that
is nested in further stories of career, research, friendship, hopes...
the list is potentially endless. My action in writing this paper
makes sense, different sense, and to some audiences nonsense in
working towards the valued end points (Gergen, 1994) available
to different narrations. Narrative provides a powerful linguistic
repertoire (Potter and Wetherell, 1987) or metaphor to support a
more communal reflective process, where audiences and narrator
join, where their separate voices mingle in polyphony. Different
audiences or different narrators, referencing distinct linguistic
repertoires or valued endpoints will render different sense making
actions and co-ordinations. Which narratives are warranted as
having power to illustrate intelligent action, will change with
alternative narrators and audiences, the joint action I discuss
later. So different audiences to this paper will construct different
narratives from it; for example, readers interested in narrative will
create different narratives to those whose interest-story is more in
reflective practices. The key point here is that power is rephrased
from being the 'power over' others' stories~truth towards a'power
tó perform (Gergen, 1995; Hosking, 1995).

Other metaphors are possible, of course: Newman and Holzman
(1997) write of improvisation, Anderson (1997) uses conversation
and, from a systemic perspective, Checkland (1981) would talk
of root definitions of systems and rich pictures. Narrative is
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offered here as just one option that is intellectually justifiable and
potentially useful.

Several writers have written of the differences between narrative
and scientific knowing (Bruner, 1986; Czarniawska, 1997;
Polkinghorne, 1988). Czarniawska uses Polkinghorne's literary
theory perspective, focusing on how a narrative mode of knowing
emphasises plot, explanation and narrative presentation. Plot
brings the actions in to a meaningful whole. So, as Gergen (1994)
points out, just listing a series of actions: walking down a road
and turning left, rain falling, seeing another person and so on
do not make a story. However, linking them together: how we
saw the rain coming, we turned left into a museum for cover
and met an old friend, who we had not seen for years... makes a
story worthwhile and meaningful. The explanation will consist
of linking the course of the actions to some 'human project'. Of
particular interest, from a relational perspective is Czarniawska's
point that the narrative presentation consists, not just of how we
tell the story, but of how it is received and interpreted. Storytelling
is a communal, not singular activity, and we will refer back to this
point later as we discuss how to co-ordinate stories to support
joint, collaborative action.

An additional issue of story telling is Bruner's argument that
narrative is'indifferent to extra-linguistic reality' (Bruner, 1990).
A problem that truth games give the reflective practitioner is
that they beg the question as to which truth, or often, within an
organisational setting, whose truth. I am not arguing here for an
'anything-goes' relativism. What I have argued however, is that
we can usefully shift our focus from discussions of what-is-true to
what-will-enable co-ordination,. This becomes a local and political
negotiation and we will return to this point as I offer an alternative
reflective cycle. What we have instead of truth, therefore is plot,
and plot is available for retelling. We can modify, develop and
re-narrate the plot of a story. Looking back at stories of the past
can offer us ways to re-interpret them, and so invite alternative
ways of going on in relation. Stories of the past are important
contextual narratives in making current actions justifiable. They
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have, in Austin's (1962) terms, substantial 'perlocutionary force'.
In looking forward, we can scan the various plots available to seek
desirable outcomes, in terms of participants' projects and potential
of positive collaboration.

Narrative therefore, rather than just being a way of knowing
(Polkinghorne, 1988) offers reflective learners a more performative
potential (Barry, 1997; White and Epston, 1990). It is creative rather
than descriptive. As a consequence of its potential for multiple
narrators and plots, narrative becomes a location for working out
the interplay of differences without demanding a reduction to one
right version (Hosking, 1995). It is perfectly possible for a narrative
to have multiple tellings, themes and endings for its different
characters. It is these potentials that I have attempted to encompass
in the narrative, reflective cycle detailed below. In doing so, I move
narrative away from its more cognitive (Polkinghorne, 1988) or
epistemic (Gergen, 1994) uses towards Newman and Holzman's
(1997) practice of a developing or performative development
community, 'a growing without knowing'.

A Performative Learning Cycle
In creating an alternative learning cycle, I have set three issues
that need to attention. First, I need to offer an alternative to
concrete experience, secondly I need to offer an alternative to
the individualism of current reflective cycles and finally I need
to make a non-understanding or performative learning cycle
plausible. I shall deal with these three points in turn within the
discussion below:

An alternative cycle is shown in figure 3:
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Figure 3

From 'Concrete Experience' to Narrative

If the reality of any events, or account of events, is only made real
in relation to contextual narratives, or discourses, then the best
we can offer in describing, or remembering events is a particular
story. Stories can only be narrated from a perspective. What is
important and so requiring inclusion, the appropriate sequence
and the central characters will all depend on the valued end point
or trajectory of the story to the narrator and the audience, and the
discursive practices both employ. In narrating any story, different
audiences will require different story contents. In recounting a
meeting, I might focus on the conclusion to my boss, my anxiety to
a counsellor or a funny event to my child.

In shifting to narrative from concrete reality, we can facilitate three
actions. First, we foreground the valued end point: why are we
telling this story and what power relations might be implicit in that
valued end point? Taking Austin's (1962) idea that we do things
with words, we can lift for exploration what we are trying to do in
telling this story. Secondly, in focusing on the narrating of a story,
we imply an audience. Who is the audience, and who else could it
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be? Would the story be different if the audience changed? In both
these two points we are offered questions that are not available
to the'realist' narratives that assume an individual engaged in
reflection. The third effect of shifting from concrete experience to
narrative is that we can now compare stories, which will enable
improved potential for developing co-ordinated action.

Exploring Other Stories

As I have argued above, a move to stories releases us from having
to play a truth game. We no longer have to reduce the multiple
stories down to one correct one. In examining how we want to go
on -- that is how we learn -- there are many alternative stories that
can have a bearing on the 'human project' of which Polkinghorne
(1988) wrote. In this second stage of a narrative reflective cycle,
spaces are opened for such alternative stories (Freedman 8z
Combs, 1995). It is in listening to alternative stories that we first
begin to break down the individualism of conventional reflective
learning cycles. One of the questions that I have found particularly
powerful in helping students and clients is the simple 'how would
Bill tell that story?' People often find it hard to use another's 'voice'
to start with, but differences and conflicts can become clearer
and so more tractable as people 'hear' others' voices narrating
relations. Issues that were considered unimportant from the
original narrator's perspective might assume considerably more
significance when told in another voice. We can also 'play' with
other components of a story, plot, character and timing. What
happens to a story when we shift the central character? It is not
uncommon for huge significance to be placed on the actions of a
character, for whom another's story is unimportant.

White and Epston (1990, see also Freedman and Combs, 1995;
Barry, 1997) offer further ways of using narratives to invite new
actions. Are there any 'sub-stories', related stories or parallel
stories? What else is happening that might help redefine what
is being called the concrete experience? 'Archaeological stories'
-- values and beliefs are often apparent in the telling of a story -
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- it can be helpful to ask how a character came to believe in this
way, 'Influence stories' - how are people influenced by the story
and how do they influence it? 'Externalising stories': we often
tell stories of how we are (shy, thoughtless, worried etc). White
and Epston argue that it can help to retell the story with the
'problem' being externalised. In making the'problem' external to
the narrator, it can often be made more tractable and options for
dealing with the problem can be explored. For example, stories of
success: where there is a problem situation it can give new ideas to
reprise a story where a similar event ended successfully. `Retracing
stories' -- if someone is in trouble how did they get there, and can
they retrace their steps -- just as if they had got lost?

Each of these different narrating dynamics offers a reflector a
different lens to'look' at the story she narrates. In the different
retellings contrasting insights can been garnered. It is not so much
that the reflector can know better because she looks at the same
events from different vantage points and can so build a more
accurate or complete picture. Instead, each story justifies, or invites
different ways of going on (Wittgenstein, 1953). Each story adds a
slightly different voice to a polyphonic community into which the
reflector will act and with which she will co-ordinate.

Co-ordinating Stories

Refusing to play the truth game, that is being unwilling to accept
any universal measure of what is real, offers us new tools for
reflective learning. However, the narrative of a reality'out there',
outside the confines of discourse, is powerful. To be narrated as
questioning the existence of facts and the 'real situation' is to lay
oneself open to the charge of relativism and the threat that stories
ignore 'reality' at the narrator's peril. From a relational perspective,
whilst there is no universal measure of truth there will be'local'
realties (Gergen, 1994; 1995) and those realities are made real in
ongoing relations. The crucial point therefore is how do stories
co-ordinate with other actions in relation? A manufacturer might
claim that there is no need for product innovation, but they will
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still be out of business if their customer co-ordinates with this story
by going elsewhere to find new products they narrate as necessary.
This is the crucial point made earlier that stories are not individual
but communal. That'realities' are constructed locally makes them
no less real in their impact on how people can succeed in pursuit
of projects. A manager simply will not succeed in developing an
innovative style of management if others, within and without
her department, narrate the continued worth of an extant style
of management and her innovations as no more than officious
meddling.

White and Epston (1990) write of re-authoring stories. There is
a danger in this use of language, as it can imply an individual
authorship. I speak of re-narrating, since I want to emphasise the
joint authorship of all actions, we are but one telling of the possible
stories. The process of narrating and re-narrating alternative
possibilities for action can be used to search for possible new
ways forward, especially where there has been friction before.
The following quotation is taken from an interview with a
senior community nurse during a project at a Midland's mental
healthcare trust. The project had seen the reduction of in-patient
beds and a shift of resources to supporting patients with dementia
in the community. Unsurprisingly, the consultant, Dr Qadir', had
been unhappy with this reduction in his ability to provide what he
narrated as necessary care for his patients. As a result he had been
less than supportive to the project, the nurses and community care
workers. In these extracts Paul, a G-grade community nurse and I
considered how to involve Dr Qadir into the work of the project:

Paul ... he [Dr Quadir] tends to dwell on what the past was
and likely to bring it up and it becomes him being defensive
of things in the past and he gets stuck on that sometimes. I am
sure that was what would have happened had he ever attended
more of the management meetings. He would have kept going
over, and over and over things in the past.

Caroline You don't see any ways in which you can change that,
you can offer him a new story, you might say, of what is going
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on. What is going on in the project, well it is not a project
anymore, it is the ongoing work of the community team that
you know he would like?

Paul He would like the amount of extra support that clients are
getting in their homes and the feedback that he does get from
carers, he would like that. Particularly, when a few times we
have helped him out with situations which in the past would
have resulted in admission to hospital and we have managed to
contain the situation at home. Whether or not he will remember
those is another thing, we wíll have to keep reminding him
I suppose because he would be more than likely to mention
times when he has needed a bed and he hasri t found one. I
can't think of that many in Lowtown.

Here, I offered Paul a tool for re-narrating other stories of Dr Qadir's
relationship to the project: 'how could you get him to narrate
his... 'my achievement'..' as a part of the project. Paul uses this
invitation to find a story where Dr Qadir's role in a project event
could be more involved and so encourage him to co-ordinate more
positively with other project members.

Caroline So, if you take those angles that he would like, how
could you get him to narrate his... 'my achievement' ..... and
I am afraid I am cynical: the best way of getting somebody
involved is to make them feel that they are part of the success.

Paul Yes, maybe we need to. Maybe, and I am just thinking there
are one or two surgeries that have asked us to do a tour, the
team, and I must admit that I have just completely screwed up
with thoughts of who is going to do the talk. It was probably
going to be probably myself and Kath the Social Worker. But,
maybe that is something I need to put to Dr Qadir that he and
I and Kath could do the talk because then, one would hope
that he would have to be fairly positive about us and we would
have to fairly positive about him and that might help.

Having told some alternative stories it became possible for Paul
and me to re-narrate future performance possibilities in a way
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that might co-ordinate with Dr Qadir's stories. It is not important
to the narrative if Dr Qadir was, in any real sense, positive about
the project, but it is important that the story is narrated in such a
way as gain his co-ordination. Furthermore, it is significant that
there is no universal measure as to co-ordination, there can be
no universal descriptor of positive or negative co-ordination, no
normative formula. Rather co-ordination can only be valued in
local, emergent and temporary terms. This local and temporary
evaluation of narrative co-ordination became clear later as the
story developed.

Elsewhere this emphasis on co-ordinating stories has been called
'pacing' (Bass and Hosking, 1998; Ramsey, 1998). The analogy is
of relay runners passing a baton. Each runner must pace his or
her run perfectly for the hand over to be completed successfully.
Brown and Duguid (1991) illuminate problems between
management and photocopier representatives as being a problem
of different storytelling styles. The consequences that they noted
were of the two groups being distanced and mutually dismissive
of each other's efforts. A focus on co-ordinating stories invited and
enabled Paul to review issues that were important to Dr Qadir and
so look for creative ways of including him on, what could be called
mutual terms. In Gergen's (1995) terms, what was achieved was a
pursuit of power to join stories rather than one story gaining power
over another.

Social Performance

The story with Paul did not end 'happily ever after'. On reflection,
our narration of the problems he faced was too blinkered. Other
stories lurked in the background; a merger with another trust,
changes in senior management, including the project manager
leaving, the Regional Health Authority pushing for additional
in-patient bed cuts and increasing alienation between medical
and social care workers. All these parallel stories, to use White
and Epston's (1990) term, impinged on the relations Paul and I
were seeking to improve. Action was not individual but jointly or
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socially performed, and the parties involved in the performance
were more than we could have known about. Again we can see
illustrated that there is no universal, normative co-ordination scale,
only the ongoing local and improvised processes and stories of
re-creating relations. What we could know in this situation was
always limited; we could only seek to develop our performance,
a growing without knowing, and so be available for new joint
performances as they were offered for co-ordination.

It is this socially performed relational process of action that is
crucial to a relational learning cycle. Management theory has
been beset with individualism and what has been called subject-
object relations (Freire, 1970~93; Hosking, 1999). Conventionally,
management theorists tell us how to manage, motivate, envision,
empower and change subordinates. This language carries with
it the implicit understanding that the manager is active and the
subordinate is a passive object, there to be managed, motivated
etc. Relational and Humanistic perspectives argue that we co-
create our worlds (Garfinkel, 1967; Reason, 1988; 1994; Shotter,
1993). Management and learning techniques that favour such
individualism will inevitably lead to friction, as Foucault (1979)
argued every assertion provides the possibility of resistance.

From a relational perspective, the individualism of subject-object
relations is impossible. Mary Gergen and Ken Smith (1995) tell
a story of a student group where one of the members of the
group started to dominate the others. Whilst Smith looked to the
dominant character's personal history and 'internal dynamics'
to explain the behaviour; Gergen used the analogy of dance to
capture the way that the group as a whole created the dominant-
submissive roles. Each had their steps that promoted the others
actions - dance steps. In a recent project, (Fereday Smith, 2000) a
team of physiotherapists explored the possibilities for increasing
and improving continuous professional development. In using
participative research methodologies (Reason, 1988), the team
díscovered that it was not so much the individuals who were
developing as a result of their initiatives, but the team as a whole.
The term of communitied development was used to capture this
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social development. The development of individual members
of the team was dependent upon, and constructive of ongoing,
developing relationships. Quite unexpected personal development
occurred as new ways of working together. Those, who had
previously been positioned (Davies and Harré, 1991) in terms of
hierarchy, were repositioned as helpers, listeners or confidantes.

For a community such as a group of western, educated academics
and consultants, it is difficult to conceptualise learning that is not
individual. Other cultures would not have such a problem, in
Africa, for example the concept of'Ubunto' (Mbigi, 1997) captures
the idea that 'we are through others'. There, communitied learning
would not seem so unusual. In Europe and Northern America as
well, learning is increasingly being theorised as a social process
(e.g. Brown 8z Duguid, 1991; Hosking, 1999) with what can be
claimed to have been learned warranted as such within local
communities (Gergen, 1994).

Concluding Comments
From a relational perspective, it would be incongruous to argue
that a narrative learning cycle is right and others are wrong.
Instead this narrative approach is offered as an alternative
that addresses some of the problems identified in current,
individualistic learning cycles. I have argued, however, that a
narrative cycle does offer some genuine benefits to those wishing
to develop reflective skills, even if not necessarily from a relational
perspective. The use of narrative contributes in three ways to
improved reflective, experiential learning.

First, using narrative facilitates the 'hearing' of other voices. I have
argued that, even when ostensibly done on one's own, narrative
reflection enables the reflector to attend to alternative perspectives,
values and projects. Different 'narrators', 'heroes' or plots all bring
a richer texture than a single, concrete experience. Secondly, by
promoting co-ordination as a key device of reflection, narrative
lifts the unavoidable communal nature of any action and provides
an opportunity developing action in the light of others' narratives.
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Finally, in using re-narration tools, narrative builds in creative and
performative potential to reflection. The focus moves away from
adapting action to match a'real' environment, towards jointly
produced activity.

Endnote

1 The names of the consultant and other characters in this extract
have been amended for reasons of confidentiality.
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Chapter 7
Narrative: Development: professional
practice emerging within stories~

Introduction

The idea for a Narrative learning cycle grew from my involvement
in a Work Based Learning, Master's degree. A colleague and I ran
the course collaboratively and with each cohort of students, we
would introduce them to reflective practice as a key component
to the learning for the year. My colleague usually ran session
introducing reflective practice and built it around Kolb's (1984)
experiential cycle. As we worked together, we both sat in on
each other's sessions and in discussing reflective practice I often
commented to students about the problems of assuming a concrete
reality and of thinking that they had complete agency, free of the
influence of others. Then on one occasion, I was asked to run this
session on reflective practice; how was I to teach what I disagreed
with and what could I offer in its place? In preparing the session, I
developed what I have called a Narrative Learning Cycle.

I have discussed the origins and justifications for such a Narrative
learning Cycle at greater depth elsewhere (Ramsey, 2005a), so in
this article I will only outline a logic behind the use of narrative
in developing the performance of professional practice. In using
the term performance, I am consciously drawing on the work of
Newman and Holzman (1997) when they argue that performance
is a necessarily social phenomenon that is both the creator and
creation of social relations. Having given a brief outline of the
activities involved in using a narrative ]earning cycle, I then tell
the story of three weeks in the life of a second year undergraduate
module on Organisational Behaviour, where I used a narrative
leaming cycle to develop a unit of study on leadership. Finally
I will discuss what that story illustrates about using narrative in
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learning and conclude by asking if the story of those three weeks
and my use of the narrative learning cycle illustrate the three
benefits of narrative learning that I had suggested in my earlier
article.

A Need for Narrative in Learning?
The narrative learning cycle that I outline and illustrate in this
article grows out of social constructionist or relational premises
(Gergen, 1994) and makes three shifts from the practices of
experiential learning that have grown from Kolb's (1984) work.
First there is a shift from reflection on objectively or subjectively
observable worlds and to narrated stories, secondly emphasis is
shifted from knowledge of that world to social construction and,
finally, focus is shifted from an individual agent seeking to adapt
to that observed and known world to joint action (Shotter, 1993) or
social performance. I explore each of these three shifts in turn.

As Reason and Torbert (2001) point out much inquiry and reflective
practice is based on the separation of the practitioner~researcher
from their environment. From a constructionist perspective, this
is not a tenable position. Dachler and Hosking (1995) argue that all
we can 'see' or know is always made sensible as a text in relation
to context. They continue by pointing out that there are always
an infinite number of contexts that can be in relation to any text.
Consequently, there will always be an infinite number of ways that
the text~context relations can be narrated. Gergen (1994) illustrates
by use of a relational dyad the social processes by which certain
text~context relations become affirmed and so taken for granted as
"real and good". For a reflective practitioner the implication of this
is that there is no distinguishable or concrete experience to reflect
upon and there is no way of unequivocally determining that any
narrating of an experience is the definitive one upon which to base
further reflection and theorising.

Newman and Holzman (1997) argue that the problem of any
science is that it needs to be about something. There needs, they
write, to be some naturally occurring phenomena to be the subject
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of study and the researcher can therefore take up what they call an
"epistemic posture" in relation to the subject. For Newman and
Holzman there is, in "human social life-as-lived" only performed
realities. In the same way, an experiential emphasis on events can
separate the reflector from events. I seek to shift from experience
to story, and acknowledge the inevitable existence of other stories
of equal worth. Using narratives in considering action, gives space
for a practitioner to move from attending what states of affairs
they can know or cause-effect relations they can theorise, to how
they re-narrate those stories in ongoing relations. Those relations
are argued to perform and (re)create social realities. Consequently,
a narrative learning cycle can be treated as performative and
addressing the agenda set by Reason and Torbert (2001) for the
development of an action turn.

Shotter (1993) argued that all action is unavoidably joint action.
This creates a tension in any first person action research, for the
rhetoric of writing about it will always create the impression
of an individual agent. Both Marshall (1999; 2001) and Reason
and Torbert (2001) develop practices that seek to move from this
impression and locate the agent within a participative worldview
(Reason, 1994). Newman and Holzman (1997) make use of
Vygotsky's zone of proximal development to illustrate how
they see performance growing socially. So a question is; how
can our practice be contextualised as a contribution to ongoing
social relations. Shotter and Katz (1996) argue that "our style of
writing must be more tentative and open, and less definitive and
authoritative, couched in terms of possibilities rather than claimed
actualities." (Shotter and Katz, 1996, p. 215) In the same way the
development of our professional practice can be similarly tentative
and available for development by others.

A Narrative Learning Cycle
In seeking to develop a first person action research method that
is resourced by the above three shifts I constructed what might
be called a narrative learning cycle (See figure 1). I have used
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this narrative cycle both as a method of first and second person
action research. When working with a group each of the stages
can take on the form of a conversation. The telling of'my' story
automatically becomes the telling of multiple stories, the co-
ordination of these different stories can be clearly seen and the
creation of joint action is an obvious process of negotiation and
consultation. These steps are not so obvious when the cycle is
used as method of first person action research. In this situation
the 'telling of other stories' and the co-ordination of these stories
into re-narrated stories of future action are imaginative activities,
although in this study I gathered and drew upon comments from
others in generating the other stories. The re-narrating and co-
ordination of stories is a constructing of ongoing stories that take
into account the voices of others. The final stage of the cycle is,
however, not an imaginative process but a performative one that I
explicate below.

Within this cycle are four steps. First the practitioner narrates'my
story'; what is considered relevant to tell. As Czarniawska (1997)
noted the telling of a story is always dependent upon the audience.
It is a relational process in the moment of telling, in this way the
telling of a story can usefully be considered as a constructive

Figure 4
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process in current time rather than a reflection on past events.
Secondly, there is a telling of'other stories'. There are always other
ways of telling a story. For example, I might tell a story of giving
a colleague good advice, but in recounting the same conversation
that colleague might focus on my getting ideas above my station.
In telling other stories the practitioner is exploring alternative
ways of telling her story. These can include how the story would
have been told by another narrator or to a different audience.
White and Epston (1991) wrote of different ways of retelling other
stories. For example sub-stories look at what else might have
been going on, related stories or parallel stories link in to events
elsewhere that might be effecting the initial story, 'Archaeological
stories' tell of the values and beliefs often apparent in the telling
of a story or 'Influence stories' explore how people are influenced
by the story. Returning to the example of my meeting with that
colleague; maybe she would also tell a story of how I caused her
problems with my folly and am, therefore not to be respected or
how my social constructionist ideas do not stand up to the rigour
of scientific research and knowledge. If at all possible, these
'other' stories should be told by people other than the practitioner.
However, this is not always possible and this is when they become
an imaginative act; having said that, these stories should at least
demonstrate an attention to other voices. One way of doing this
will be illustrated in the following study, where I asked students
to write down what they had learned in a class and what they
expected to do next in order to further their learning.

The third step is re-narrating stories. Here stories are re-narrated
by a practitioner seeking to tell stories of future action that
accommodate themes, values and plotlines from stories previously
narrated. So, if I am telling a story about helping managers
communicate, I will look for evidence that they have identified
communication as an important issue. If I want to develop plans
for a social enterprise within a village, then I would look for stories
of funding opportunities and enthusiasm for such a venture. In
this way, even if I'm using the narrative cycle within a first person
inquiry; I am seeking to re-narrate future action in a way that
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co-ordinates with other stories that have been narrated. Here it
must be acknowledged that, especially within a first person there
is no method of ensuring the accuracy of these stories, listening
to others and drawing upon a range of evidential material that is
to hand will all add a texture to the stories, but they remain that:
stories and action based on them will need to be sensitive to others'
response in the final stage of 'social performance' and tentative in
the sense that remedial action may need to be taken within that
social performance.

The final step is one of 'social performance'. This contains two
elements, first the creation of action on the part of the practitioner
but also a process of attention to how that action is co-ordinated
with, interpreted and supplemented by other participants in the
social performance of that action. The rhetoric and language
tools that are available to us within the English language all
tend to emphasise individual agency (Harré and Gillet, 1994).
Social Constructionist writers (e.g. Gergen, 1994) argue that
individual action is never complete, that action is always a social
performance. Gergen (1994) speaks of our acts (including words)
requiring another's supplement before they become meaningful.
So within a learning cycle that seeks to emphasise performance,
as this narrative cycle does, an individual's action will only be
seen as a twin relational process of invitation and contribution.
Actions invite response or supplement but they also contribute to
the trajectory of ongoing relating. So, if I was to talk of a tennis
game we could examine whether my description is accurate,
or we could examine why I chose to talk of that game, such
examinations would treat my talk as meaningful. A performative
emphasis, however, treats talk as invitational and attends to how
my talk invites an audience to join with me in relation. But my
talk of tennis also sets some limits on how it would be sensible
to continue the conversation. In this way actions also contribute
toward, but do not determine the trajectory of our relating. You
could, of course, ignore my comment and talk of Eootball instead!
So, as I take my re-narrated stories into action and relations, I will
attend to how others co-ordinate with me. My actions will also be
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tentative in the sense that they are only part of the performance
which might well, as the following story illustrates, develop in
ways that surprise me.

A Narrative Performance of Using Poetry in Learning
Management
Having developed a practice of narrative learning, I wanted to
explore how workable the practice of narration~re-narration could
be in use. I initially found the method to be useful when working
with managers but I wanted to extend its use as a form of personal
reflection. Eighteen months ago I was running a second year
undergraduate module on Organisational Behaviour with three
colleagues and was coming to a section where we were to cover
the topic of leadership. I had to change some of my teaching plans
at short notice so that created a situation where I had rapidly to
develop material for three weeks of seminars.

A brief inention of Method

Methodologically, I used two practices; first, what I have termed
ethno-experiments (Ramsey, 2004a) and secondly the narrative
learning cycle outlined above. The term ethno-experiment has
two major forebears. First, it has its origins in Garfinkel's (1967)
early ethnomethodological work. Garfinkel, as part of a sociology
course, got his students to act in culturally surprising ways so
as to explore how people react and so highlight the ways that
people constituted their social practices in conversation. Ethno-
experiments use the idea of locally constructed realities as a
contrast to much experimental research where experimentally
generated results are understood to provide universally valid and
replicable data. A second source inquiry practice is Marshall's
(1999; 2001) work on living life as inquiry. Marshall wrote of
conducting an inquiry into her own professional practices as a
senior academic in a British university. For example she conducted
cycles of inquiry evaluating the effect of her interventions in
management meetings, how they affected the discussions and
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achieved, or otherwise, her own aims. Within ethno-experiments, I
am seeking to do much the same but in using the term experiment
I want to emphasise the social construction of a new reality. My
attention is less an evaluation of my intervention and more an
appreciation of what new realíty we have created. In this way
ethno-experiments fall within frame of transformational action
research (Reason and Torbert, 2001) where practical knowing is
seen as being "embodied in the moment-to-moment action of
each research~practitioner, in the service of human flourishing..."
(Reason and Torbert, 2001, p 7). As my colleagues and I tried new
methods in the classroom, we were not so much inquiring into
a situation as performing a new creation. In the same way as a
chemical experiment creates a new substance or gas so an ethno-
experiment creates a new social reality. In the story of this study,
we therefore undertook 3 ethno-experiments, one for each of three
class activities.

These ethno-experiments generated performances of seminar
activity. In order to appreciate the consequences of our actions and
plan new actions a second method used was the narrative learning
cycle outlined above, which forms the focus for our attention in
this article. Given that these seminar classes were in the middle of
a busy term the module tutorial team were unable to meet in the
collaborative inquiry (Reason, 1988; 1999) process that I had hoped
to use. Consequently, the project became a first person action
research project; although as Marshall had done, I used passing
conversations with these colleagues as "outer ares of attention".
Within the context of the narrative cycle these conversations
provided one line of "other stories" that could shape the emergent
social performance. An additional line of'other stories' that I
used came from students in the module. At the end of each class,
we asked them to note down (1) what they had learned from the
class and (2) what they thought would be their next line of inquiry
following the conversation in the class. As I look at the comments
the students made, I notice that many students provided us with
single words or bullet points. These proved difficult to read and
constructing their comments into stories about their learning and
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involvement in the seminars was, as noted above, an imaginative
act. I could have no confidence that I was working with real or
actual student attitudes but these comments did sensitise me
to students' co-ordination with the seminars and helped me
construct 'other stories' which provided me with possible plots
as I narrated subsequent actions. Within the narrative reflective
cycle accuracy at this stage was of less importance than if I had
been using, for example Kolb's reflective cycle. Instead my interest
was in generating new performances of classes and exploring how
students co-ordinated with the module tutorial team in ongoing
relations to construct classroom performances.

Three Weeks on February

The module was split into four units with the third of these being
Leadership, which would involve us running three seminars on
Leadership. We were thus halfway through the module as we
approached the first class in our study. My story, at the beginning
of this series of seminars was that I was growing increasingly
concerned with the way that students appeared only to want
simple, straight answers. In earlier classes and in essays, which
they had written, there had been very little evidence of them
considering multiple viewpoints or handling controversy. Rather
they had taken what they had read in text books as unproblematic.
In addition to helping them to learn about leadership I wanted
to construct a classroom activity where they would experience a
text that could be read in several different ways. In the previous
months, I had started using poetry as a method for exploring my
own questions about organisations and organising. I had found
that poems were a useful forum for me to interweave different
and sometimes contradictory ideas. Furthermore, I had found
in poetry a medium that did not require me to reach a point of
resolution and one such poem was on the topic of leadership. My
colleagues agreed to run a class based on this poem and then get
the students' feedback on what they had learned and what they
intended to do in order to continue their learning.
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I designed a seminar activity that asked the students to discuss and
decide on what was the main point of the poem (You can find the
"The Leaders" in appendix 6). In the seminars, students worked
in small groups and then came together as a whole class to discuss
the points the different groups had identified. Most of the students
found reading poetry in a management module to be a strange
exercise; I encouraged them to treat it as a type of case study.
The conversations centred on how effective the different styles
of leadership were and most of the groups' conclusions focused
on leadership styles. Student comments in their feedback at the
end of the seminar revolved around how to be an effective leader;
with students noting that different leadership styles could work in
different contexts. Only one student, from about 100, referred to it
being possible to understand the poem in different ways.

I was disappointed. My attempt to get students to consider
alternative readings of the poem had not worked but I was also
concerned at my sense that students accepted formal leaders'
unquestioned right to lead and, almost, an acceptance that they
would not be such a leader. In using the narrative learning cycle
I constructed student stories of passive acceptance of others'
leadership. I wanted to challenge that apparent passivity and I
wanted to use the second seminar in the series on leadership to do
this. The process of designing the second seminar was in effect my
re-narration of the stories, a creation of a story that co-ordinated
with the students' stories. An important point to be made here is
that co-ordinating with others' stories does not necessarily mean
acquiescing with them. It is an equally valid co-ordination to
challenge stories or seek to offer alternative stories.

So for the next session I wrote two short vignettes entitled "Rebels
or Leaders?" The fírst was a potted account of the scientist behind
the invention of 'Post-it' notes. The second vignette was based on
a case study on B. F. Goodrich where a junior engineer had warned
that test results demonstrated a new design of aircraft brakes was
dangerous. He had been ignored. I wrote the vignettes in a way
that encouraged the students to see these two characters as rebels
and asked them to work in groups in order to work out how to
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manage the two situations. But just as I was seeking to re-create
students' stories of leadership, so also was my practice as a tutor
being co-created by the students. I had narrated an aim of students
learning to handle multiple interpretations; that aim had shifted
somewhat for the second seminar.

The second series of seminars used the 'Rebels or Leaders?'
vignettes. The student groups were asked to report on
suggested management actions to deal with these situations.
The conversation amongst the groups was animated; I needed
to do very little work to encourage conversation. As I watched,
I wondered if this seminar activity, putting them in the place of
managers and asking them to work out what a good manager
would do, fitted their idea of an organisational management
course. Nearly all groups proposed serious disciplinary action and
not a few suggested dismissing one or both of the main characters.
The seminar tutors then gave the students more of the story behind
the vignettes and asked them to reconsider their management
practice. The discussion now, in my seminars at least, became
puzzled and more questioning. The neatness and tidiness of a
managerial decision looked more complex and the students had
to handle that complexity. The comments made by students from
all the seminar groups centred mostly on the idea of leadership
coming from people, other than formal management positions.
In reading stories into the students' comments, I noted that
there was more talk of leadership processes, such as motivating
and influence. I also noted that several students wrote about
leadership in almost moral tones, writing of what leaders "ought
to", "should", or "must" do.

Here we can see an example of my 'hearing' the voices of others.
As I read the student comments about their leaming and their
intentions for further study, I could seek to identify themes
common to many students. I used these themes to help me
construct'other stories'. Shotter (1995) has written of the poetic
impact of being struck by things said or done by others. In both
seminars I was struck by how uncritically accepting students
were of leaders, and following the second seminar I'heard' other
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stories of morality in leadership. I had recently read Watson (2002)
which included an interview with a managing editor called Derek
Duffus. The case-study told of a man who had risen to a position
of leadership through a series of apparently underhand and
deceitful methods. What would happen as they were confronted
by an odious character such as Derek Duffus? Given the moralistic
stances noted in some of the students' comments how would they
respond to a leader who appeared to be utterly amoral? Would
they see this as the way to get on, as acceptable behaviour or as
further evidence that I did not have a clue as to what I was up to?

The students read the Derek Duffus case in the following week's
seminars and we just asked them for their response to the story.
During the seminars there was, again, a degree of mystification
about what should be learned from the case study. Not a few
students spoke of how they were appalled by what they had read.
Derek Duffus was pilloried and several students assured the group
that "he wouldn't have got away with it with me!" There was a
moment when I realised that, other than wanting them to strike
them with the strangeness of the story I was not really sure of what
learning I wanted for them. I just wanted to get them questioning
some of their taken for granteds about leaders. After some
prompting from me, the students started to look at how Duffus
worked, how he was the one who noticed what colleagues wanted
to do and helped them succeed. They started to attend to how he
tailored his actions to fit with others' ideas. The comments at the
end demonstrated a considerably broadened notion of leadership;
most of the students referred to the importance of followers and
spoke of leadership as process in relation to those followers.

So I came to the end of the study, without a class to design for the
following week I was able, over the next few weeks, to reflect on
the process overall and see what I had learned. At one level my
original plan had failed; the students were not making comments
about learning how to handle multiple meanings in a text. Yet,
I could still see that something had changed; the students were
demonstrating a greater subtlety in their handling of the topic of
leadership, they were commenting about leadership in a more
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complex way following the final seminar than after the first. As
I sought to re-narrate these stories in a way that co-ordinated the
main themes, I lit on the idea of their aims and mine not being the
same. I used the terms social science to describe my aspirations
and professional study to account for the student's intentions. This
is hardly an original insight, but it came at me in a fresh way as I
considered it in terms of how my colleagues, our students and I
sought to learn together.

This was an 'aha!' moment for me. For me the question changed
from being how could I persuade business students to do
social science to how could I introduce a critical, participatory
perspective into their professional, business or management
learning? This involved me in accepting the students' goal
of learning to become good managers. It has been argued
(Ellsworth, 1989) that Critical Pedagogies leave in place the
very power asymmetries between tutor and students that they
sought to restrict. In attending to stories I was reading in the
students' comments, I was confronted with the possibility that I
was recreating Freire's subject-object relations in continuing to
push for a social science approach to the module. How could I
take my pedagogical work forward within this new framework?
I identified two possible follow on lines of inquiry. First, I
questioned what a'professional study' of management might
include and how it could be developed in a less instrumental way
than students appeared to expect. In particular, I soon became
interested in the usefulness of management theory. Secondly, I
wanted to explore how I could support students develop inquiry
as an approach to learning in place of a passive reception of expert
teaching. I wanted to find ways of helping them to take ownership
of their learning rather than depend upon tutors' expertise. These,
then, were the directions that I considered taking my inquiry into
my professional practice because of my learning from this short
study.
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Discussion

I have presented a brief outline of how I used a narrative learning
cycle in a first person action research of my professional practice as
an academic tutor in Higher Education. As I told the story, I noted
several points that cropped up in my consideration of the narrative
cycle's efficacy as a method of inquiry. I now discuss these at
greater length under the four headings of the cycle.

Narrating My Story

The central issue that I notice in the telling of 'my stories' is the
emphasis I give to my intentions and plans. This fits with Gergen's
(1994) discussion of narrative when he writes of how narrative
highlights the "valued end point" of a narrator. Although each of
my stories give some details as to events and situations, this is less
significant than how I use 'my story' to lift what I was trying to
achieve in my actions. This contrasts with Kolb's (1984) emphasis
on a concrete reality and is part of a shift from experiential to
performative learning. The issue, as I shall discuss further in the
section on re-narrating is not to explain what 'really' happened by
reference to theories of cause and effect, but to attend to the stories
in which participants live as they work with the narrator.

Exploring Other Stories

The stories that I used here were constructions of stories that grew
mainly from comments written by students after each class. As
such, I can make no claim that they represent the authentic voice
of the students. Rather, they perform a sense making process in a
way that is similar to that discussed by Wallemacq and Sims (1998).
The 'other stories' provide a view of sub-stories and parallel stories
as I looked at myself, the students and colleagues as narrators of
different stories within the overall story of the module. Looking
back at the 'other stories', I see that my telling of student stories
focused on what they were learning and included inferences as to
what they wanted to and were willing to learn.
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There is a limitation in this telling of'other stories' because of its
inevitable subjectivity. Of course no reflective practice is immune
to this charge, however, looking back I regret not having made
more conscious use of a formal group, be it in the form of a Co-
operative Inquiry group (Reason, 1988), Action Learning Set
(Revans, 1980) or what the Celtic Christian community refer to as
a soul friend (Doherty, 2003)2, to question my assumptions and
generate alternative'other stories'.

Re-narrating Stories

In many ways this became the most important part of the cycle
for me. It was at this stage that I sought to link the different sets
of stories; to look for new narratives that would draw upon the
other stories in the generation of a plot going forward. I have
called this process re-narrating, drawing upon White and Epston's
(1990) idea of re-authoring but wanting to avoid the agentic
overtones of authorship. As I shall point out below authorship
of the seminar performances was shared between my colleagues,
students and me. However, I could explore what future storylines
might be coherent with the stories the students appeared to be
telling. So, as the student stories favoured instrumental learning;
an activity that asked them to role-play the manager of a'difficult'
subordinate in the 'Rebels and Leaders' class provided a better fit
to their expectations than the use of a poem. This did, however,
pose a problem; did I, in Marshall's (1999) word want to "collude"
with the students' instrumental learning stories? How far could
I challenge them? What could I do educationally to disturb a
perspective that I considered naïve? As I have indicated above,
co-ordinating with others' stories does not mean allowing them
supremacy. Rather it involves what Reason and Torbert (2001) call
an "attuning to hearing and responding to" other voices. Reason
and Torbert go on to argue that this involves "reaching beyond
merely acknowledging the existence of multiple perspectives".
So, re-narrating 'other stories' involved empowering those 'other
stories' to be an invitation and contribution to my tutorial practice.
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Social Performance

Shotter (1995) has used the term 'shared intentionality' to capture
the way in which conversations are produced by multiple
participants and can not be accurately ascribed to the intentions
of any single participant. There is an uneasy tension, in any first
person action research practice, between the individual agent
and the constructionist idea of the social production of realities.
I have already suggested that any actions that grew out of these
narratings and re-narratings were only ever invitations and
contributions to a performance of a seminar and not only I but,
as I've noted above, the students as well provided invitations and
contributions to that performance. These relational processes of
invitation and contribution are important to mediating between a
first person action research practice and a constructionist treatment
of social performance. What worked out in seminars was always
a negotiation with others and a joint production. I intended that
students notice multiple perspectives but we created stories of
power and different leadership styles. I intended to challenge
the idea of hierarchical leadership but we created subtle stories
of more distributed influence, facilitated by hierarchical leaders.
I intended to develop a social science module but we created a
professional study. A narrative learning cycle promoted tentative
action that was aware of invitations and contributions from all the
participants to an ongoing, social performance of reality.

Concluding Comments

I have previously suggested (Ramsey, 2005a) that a narrative
learning cycle offers three benefits to reflective practice and first
person action research, even for the practitioners who do not
share my relational or social constructionist premises. It seems a
fair question to ask if this brief case supports those suggestions.
The first benefit I noted was that a narrative learning cycle would
support'hearing', or taking heed of others'voices. The study
above illustrates how that has been achieved, albeit imperfectly.
In gathering and reading student comments at the end of each
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class, I was able to acknowledge and dwell in their values and
their learning intentions. In those comments, I read stories of
their wanting to learn how to manage, their passive acceptance
of leaders and their desire for a moral leadership. I cannot be
sure that I was correct in reading these stories, but I was able
to see significant learning for the students as well as for myself.
Secondly, I suggested that by highlighting the co-ordinating of
stories a narrative cycle lifts the communal nature of action. Here,
I suspect that it was not only the re-narrating of stories but also
the way in which tutors and students created a social performance
within our learning that my attention was focused on action. The
explicit attempts to co-ordinate ongoing tutorial practice with
stories constructed from students' comments certainly put the
negotiated nature of practice into the foreground. Even so that
analysis could still have facilitated the kind of subject-object
relations between tutors and students that Freire (1970~1993)
so opposed. Instead, at every turn the co-constructed product
of tutor-student relations was not quite what I anticipated. We
learned different things and what I learned is still impacting
upon my academic practice as my research focus has shifted to
the role of academic theory (Ramsey, 2004b) and tutor actions
(Ramsey, 2004a) in management learning. And it is that point that
affirms my final suggested benefit from a narrative cycle; in that
rather than merely supporting a cognitive analysis the narrative
cycle focused my attention on the performance of learning with
students. I have pointed out on several occasions that a truth
measure of reality is not appropriate for evaluating a narrative
cycle, but I would contend that the narrative cycle did contribute
to the realisation of a'communitied' development (Ramsey,
2005a) amongst the tutors and students studying Organisational
Behaviour that year.

Finally, one of the referees asked what I learned from the study
and did that learning amount to single or double loop learning
(Argyris and Schbn, 1974)? The answer to that question is
somewhat contradictory. On the one hand the study was crucial in
changing my practice as a tutor away from a self-perception as a
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social scientist towards being learning partner, albeit a challenging
one, in students' professional study. This would, I think, count
as a change in "governing variables" (Argyris and Schdn, 1974).
However, to attend to 'my' double loop learning is to focus on
myself as a learning agent and miss the performed, 'communitied'
development noted above. The learning involved in this study was
created and made sense within the moment-by-moment relations
colleagues, my students and I performed during those three weeks.

Endnotes

1 The author would like to thank her colleagues Hugh Davenport,
Amanda Langley and Peter Sandiford and also the students of
HRM2002 for their help in conducting this study.

2 Two colleagues did play something similar to this role and I
am very grateful to Peter Sandiford and George Frynas for their
listening to me. Their comments and questions contributed
significantly to my co-ordination of stories and development of
actions.
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AFTERWARD
Working provocatively within a formal
education establishment:
some reflections
In this final section I want to write some reflections on what I see
as the difficulties, tensions and potential of working provocatively
within a formal education establishment. There are three, linked
points that I want to draw out of the preceding discussion. I
seek to reflect upon the stories I have told above, identify issues
for further development within an ongoing inquiry and practice
development.

What is clear, from the above stories, is that this provocative
pedagogy is not without its problems. As learning has been
negotiated with students in moment-by-moment relations I have
got things wrong. I have made comments that hindered students'
experimentation. At times, my ambition for students has overly
stretched a zone of proximal development; the illustration of
problems with using poetry with undergraduates is an example of
this. I wrote earlier that there is always a risk in seeking to create
a zone of proximal development that you create what the student
perceives as a chasm. In a sense this is one of the reasons that I
consider a provocative use of theory is so important, conversations
around theory can become a"difference that makes a difference"
(Bateson, 1972). Courses based entirely on action learning can
fail to offer enough scope for tutors to contribute to learners'
learning or to provide scaffolding (Bruner, 1975). In addition,
whilst I may aspire to the creation of co-creative learning relations,
I have to accept that sometimes students will not let me do so.
Sometimes, despite my best intentions, we just co-create subject-
object relations. In these circumstances, I have to attend to the
different stories being narrated (see chapter 7 for an example of
this practice) and seek alternative invitations that might appeal to
students.
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Yet there is a paradox here for it is when I, as the tutor, give
learners more space and refrain from completing their learning
that they can demonstrate the most ambitious development of
management practice. I am thinking here of Mike and Kieran's
work in chapter 4 and the conversations ethno-experiment
in this chapter. In all of these cases, the learners were given
a considerable amount of space to set their own agenda and
develop their own ideas and practices. Some years ago, I ran a
final year undergraduate module on Organisational Change. In
the first half of the course, I gave 10 formal lectures explaining the
social constructionist approach that was the basis of the module.
Students, who had not had realist and individualist assumptions
challenged on their Business Studies course before, found this
term very difficult. The second term of the module involved only
4 short seminars and four pieces of work. I remember a final
seminar that had gone particularly well. As I left the class, I asked
the students if they had noticed how they had all started to learn
when I stopped teaching! We laughed but, on a more serious note,
we also agreed that the second term with the balance of ownership
strongly tipped toward the students had been more enjoyable
and more beneficial to their learning. There is a tension here
between tutorial contribution and student emancipation that I can
make no claim to have fully mastered. It has become one of the
key focuses of my own professional inquiry, but given that every
year, with every student is a newly co-created performance; I do
not anticipate finding an alchemist's stone with which to ensure
consistent tutor and learner satisfaction and that has significant
implications for the assessment and evaluation of work based
awards that use provocative methods to promote learning.

Provocative practices in learning are essentially about practice,
or may even be considered as a process of becoming. In that
way, it fits ill within learning systems that privilege cognitive
processes such as knowing or understanding. Higher Education
assessment guides often quote Bloom's taxonomy (Bloom, 1956) as
a structure for assessing students' performance. It is worth noting
that it is often only the cognitive domain categories (knowledge,
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comprehension, application, analysis, synthesis and evaluation)
that are used (e.g. Biggs, 1999). Work based learning courses
do develop cognitive skills, and I generally find that colleagues
are impressed with students' and managers' grasp of theory
and academic content. However, I still find the assessment to
be arbitrary and only partially linked to learning that students
are valuing. How are we to assess the difference that makes a
difference? How important is it that students see themselves as
being able to do more than before or that their colleagues notice
a difference in their work? There are methods that help in this
assessment process. For example, the use of reflective learning logs
or commentaries on action taken, offer the students and managers
opportunities to identify the learning they see as having taken
place and allow them the chance to select the theoretical input
that they considered important. I have worked with students'
managers and colleagues in attempt to assess the difference that a
project has made at work. This has been difficult in particular, in
weighting non-academic and academic assessments; one manager
made the comment that the project delivered so it should get
1000~0. Whilst accepting the logic of his point, this left us with a
difficulty in managing equity between this student and others who
were not undertaking projects with clear success criteria. There
is an additional issue of equity when students can demonstrate
considerable learning despite a'failed' project. As I am involved
in course design within an overall modular framework, the
contribution of provocative learning methods will involve
discussions like this.

There has been an increasing trend to evaluate courses at
university as a part of a quality management process. Frequently
this evaluation will take the form of a brief questionnaire. Whilst
the questionnaires do vary from institution to institution, two
assumptions underlie most of them. First, there is an assumption
that there is knowledge to be delivered, learned, expressed and
assessed. Secondly, there is an assumption that the tutor is solely
responsible for how well the course goes. Evaluations based on
these assumptions struggle to engage with provocative learning,
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or indeed other practice based, active learning methods such
as co-operatíve inquiry (Reason, 1994), action learning (McGill
and Beaty, 1992) or other more critical approaches to learning
(Reynolds and Perriton, 2004). The success or failure of the
provocative learning methods discussed in this chapter is a
relational performance, not the delivery of a tutor. Whenever
I have to use one of these evaluation forms I now insist that a
question is added: "How would I evaluate my contribution to the
success of the module?" Still, I do accept that I am a tutor within a
publicly funded institution and the use of some quality evaluation
system is not unreasonable, and I am exploring ways in which the
courses I have responsibility for can be accountable to the learners
involved.

I mentioned above that Provocative Learning was a generative
process, a zpd where learners and tutors could try out, explore and
perform their managerial or professional practice. In light of that
comment, it was interesting, following the poetry session with the
third year undergraduates mentioned above, to read the following
message on the module e-discussion forum:

I like many of you have been wondering what Caroline is
trying to do with this module. as she says it is amazingly
different from any module we have taken at university or any
course we may have taken before.

I was in a seminar on Tuesday when one student became
extremely vocal on the subject, his frustration which i can
only presume emanates from trying to understand; was most
evident. He did however pose a question to Caroline which
most of us have been pondering upon individually. "what is
the GENERAL AIM of this module, and why is it RUN in this
way?"

So whilst listening to the "conversation" between Caroline and
this student, slowly I had a break through.

1) Caroline is not trying to TEACH us about organisational
change to but in a Small way she is guiding us to actually
enact such a change. We are used to workingnearning in a
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particular way, she is challenging that traditional view, and
we ourselves are changing the way we do things, we are
enacting organisational change on a small scale, it is more like
institutionalisation in our case as we are changing the way we
learn.

2)Another point that Caroline made which helped me
understand what on earth is occurring in this module, is that in
the real world things are not simple and clear cut there is not
learning objective or outcome at the end of each working day
or meeting. Instead we have to find these "lessons" within the
world its self with no one to guide us to the correct text book
for this or that. she is actually helping us prepare for the real
world and training us to find the lessons from our day as they
will not be handed to us on a plate.

Following that posting, several students wrote in to agree with
these comments. I chuckled as I read how a student reckoned
that I was preparing them of 'the real world', an unlikely objective
for a social constructionist I suspect! Still, I shall take it as further
evidence that learning is not at the direction of the tutor but is a
socially constructed process.
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Appendix 1

(A) Extract from Steve's Learning Log

Learning Log:

12th Jan

I have been reading the Book "Kaizan", and now want to try to
introduce a small project on the management team. I am keen to
see if allowing the team an opportunity and forum to choose a
"Team project", how will they progress with this, how will they
chooses project, how will they agree? When they agree, how will
they be able to set measurable goals. The piece I
have been reading in the book, is about achieving small goals, and
then setting higher goals a constant cycle. We will see

13th Jan

I have asked for the next Department Manager meeting tomorrow
to spend some time on my project, I will set the ground rules
tomorrow and see what happens.

Film Programming:

I sat down with K and I on Monday explained that one of the
basic parts of their job was to ensure that the weekly advert didn't
contain any errors. I asked them how they were going to ensure
that this week was completely error free. I even got their promise
that there would be no mistakes.

Thursday, the weekly advert hits the leaflet and there are two
errors.!

Either there wasn't concentration by K, or my message just didn't
get over to him, maybe he didn't take me seriously. My attitude on
Monday was firm but considerate, I praised K for his hard work
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up to date. Maybe I should of talked more about consequences for
failing to ensure error free.

Will talk to K on Friday, ask for his reasons for the errors, get him
to ensure next weeks is perfect. Mention consequences for failing
( I, K line manager, should be dealing with this, why have I taken
over this responsibility?) Is it because I cannot trust I to do it
properly

Mon 3rd Nov,

Explained to Itzik, that I initially wanted to speak to Kevin, but
Really do want to hold Itzik responsible and will be monitoring the
situation through Itzik, I need to let go of the reins and allow Itzik
to manage Kevin.

Mon lOth Nov,

Spoke to Itzik today regarding the Advert, Itzik informs me that
there were no mistakes at all last week. However on walking in
this morning noticed 3 incorrect posters in the foyer. This is also
Kevin's responsibility. So spoke to Itzik, regarding this, Can Itzik
get the same response from Kevin on this as well.

Jan 12th

Gave Itzik and Kevin until lst Feb to put their house in order, I will
not accept any further mistakes on the programming and from the
lst of Feb 03 onwards, it will result in the companies disciplinary
procedure. This is me, changing tactics, I will play by the company
rules to see if this has an effect, to date my soft, friendly approach
has earned me respect but hasn't succeeded in getting the basics
completed.

Feb 7th
Second week since Feb. 1st of programming, several mistakes on
the advert and in programming. I must follow my laid down rules
and begin the disciplinary procedure on Itzik, He will feel I'm
sure that its not his fault, I just need him to realise that he needs
to manage Kevin closely , not just leave it to him. This is how I am
responsible for Itzik to my boss!
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(B) Assignment from Steve: extract

Project Two: What Have I done to Create Team Focus?

What Have I done so far?:

All of my managers were assembled into a meeting; The
Company's focus was discussed along with what our priority
should be and where our team focus should be.

My management team are quite aware of the issues of focus, they
openly talk about each others lack of focus of their departments,
they seemed quite receptive to change, so when I discussed with
the management team that I would like them to take on a project of
their choosing, based on the discussed shortcomings of the team's
focus. They were more than happy to give the project a chance.

I told them that it must be a project that they all agree on, and a
project that they can set measurement flags to see if a success has
been achieved. The PDCA Cycle above (Figure 1) was discussed
of how they should work together as a group, from the initial
planning, to the doing, the checking, the action, then the reviewing
of the action and analysing the results to change's~Improvements
to the plan.

The group was also asked to choose a representative who would
be at all stages of the projects who could take notes and keep me
informed of their progress.

After some discussion the group then choose the End of night
Closedown as their project.

Its worth noting here that it soon became apparent that the level
of commitment to this project was lacking as business levels at the
time and staffing constraints dictated that most of the attention and
energy of the management team was called for elsewhere. There
were also a number of management holidays that were coming up.

I quickly realised that a permanent approach was at this moment
asking too much of the team. Maybe it's a weakness in the Kaizan
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system that the average manager won't have the time to work in
this way. I think this point deserves a little more attention at some
future point I hope to look into this side of Kaizan.

So I instructed them to concentrate on this one project and that I
would help them with the actual Action side of the PDCA Cycle. It
is worth noting here again that my company has often just made
demands on my managers, and myself without offering help. It
could have been in the past that my own style of management was
influence by this head office approach, and my offering now of
help to them on this their project, could have been the catalyst that
influenced their decision to give this project their attention, and
take it away from the business albeit temporarily.

In KAIZAN terms the project then became just a temporary
approach. As there was no real sense of the cycle of PDCA, as all
efforts by the group would be finished at the Action stage.

When group work is the temporary approach, the suggestions
are provided by ad hoc groups of employees formed to solve
particular tasks. While the members of these ad hoc groups are
often trained in the use of statistical and analytical tools the groups
disband when their target is achieved. (Kaizan: Masaaki Imai 1986)

(C) E- Correspondence between Bob, Vic and
Caroline Ramsey

Hi Folks,

Just thought I'd let you all know that I am really enjoying our
"learning journey" and have started to use some of the ideas in the
workplace. I have been most interested by the complexity, social
construction and all the post-modernist material (not included in
HR "best practice" models - for some un-strange reason ).

As I might have mentioned the other day I'm starting to wonder
whether I am an "HR person" after all ... quite a strange notion.

I have been introducing a different set of perspectives to people
at work and (aside from some very strange glances I have been
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on the end of) we have had some stimulating discussions. These
discussions have helped us to identify what is really important for
us and I think I see the start of some really valuable work being
done.

Still working my way towards how I prefer to think about
organizational life but I can feel some bits of a new mental model
shifting into place. I aim to bolt together a working "version 1"
model for the next assignment.

I'll keep people updated as time progresses

Vince
~~~-~-~~

Hi
Reading your message, Vince, I was intrigued by the 'strangé
looks you report from colleagues. As you can imagine, I'm quite
used to these, although I'm finding now that they are becoming
fewer as a growing number of colleagues see that what I'm doing
seems to have some practical use!

In relating to colleagues one thought increasingly is shaping my
conversations. And that is: how can I shape my conversational
contributions to expand 'possibilities', 'maybes', 'what-ifs'. So
often in the past, I've found that I have used my conversational
contributions to close down options. I have argued towards some
'ideal' way, some correct perspective or some best practice. All of
these ways of talking attempt to restrict my conversational partners
in what they can do next.

Unless, of course, they disagree with me. Now this is interesting:
it causes me to wonder if the disagreements that I have had
are not just down to disagreements over some'facts', but are
disagreements over how to go on in conversation. So I'm left
wondering if some of the conflicts that I see at work are more
down to conversational styles rather than conversational content?
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Do you remember me talking to you all about'and~but',
'invitation~explanation' and 'competition~contribution'
conversations?

I'm just beginning to wonder if too often I talk about social
constructionism rather than seeing how I can socially construct
with others? Does any of this make sense? It's 4am and I'm not
fully sure that I'm awake! :-)

Caroline
Course Leader
MA Organisational Change
MA Professional Development

Hi,

If there is someway to 'do' social constructionism rather than
talking about it - what does that look like?

I understand that it is through conversation that we construct
reality and that these conversations are born from the role~
identity of the speaker, but if the reality doesn't just come about
from mutual contribution, yet is reconstructed from some (social
constructionist)expert, isn't this subject-object?

About closure - I have reflected on the action learning we have
done and feel that the pressure to get to an action point closes
down the intervention and learning, or construction of a new
reality (helped by each other). Can't we just move to a point when
we declare that we are ready to take action, i.e. tell the story, ask
the questions (clarify) and therefore reconstruct, then identify if the
reconstruction is sufficient in order to move to the action stage -
maybe moving to this position is intervention that can be reported
back next time?

Caroline - if Jesus did want to declare himself as alive to his
disciples on the road to Emmaus, wasn't he defining the reality,
not just letting it emerge from mutual construction - what if they
would have benefited from not knowing he was alive or some
other construction?
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Hi All

Phew, Bill some tough questions, I'll try to 'think' out loud

(I have replied to Bill's question about doing social
constructionism in an email to him, this is what I said:)

how do you do social constructionism?

..how long have you got..

Let's start with three principles: (and see where they get us)

1) looking for co-ordination rather than to get things right

2) acting in ways that gives others more rather than less space

3) attending to the moment-by-moment ways that things either
grow or diminish and seeking to influence those.

does that sound vague, yes I guess that it does. But experiment
with those three rules for a couple of days and see how it affects
your work, what do you find yourself doing, how do others relate
with you? does anyone notice a difference? is it positive in some
way? What new ideas appear to make sense? What new options
become noticeable?

alternatively, reflect back on the way that I have worked with you
over the last 6 months or so. What has helped open up possibilities
for you? what has been less helpful? How have I walked the knife
edge between being directive and being too ill-defined? As much
as possible focus on the moment-by-moment stuff rather than just
what I've said. (Please don't think that I'm setting myself up as an
example of doing things right - often enough, I'm sure, the example
I give is of how NOT to do things!) It's just that I am consciously
trying to work with you in a social constructionist sort of way

Caroline
Course Leader
MA Organisational Change
MA Professional Development
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On 4~2~2004 2:24:00 PM, Bill Remmer wrote:

About closure - I have reflected on the action learning we have
done and feel that the pressure to get to an action point loses down
the intervention and learning, or construction of a new reality
(helped by each other). Can't we just move to a point when we
declare that we are ready to take action, i.e. tell the story, ask the
questions (clarify) and therefore reconstruct, then identify if the
reconstruction is sufficient in order to move to the action stage -
maybe moving to this position is intervention that can be reported
back next time?

I take your point here Bill, I guess the reason that I keep pressing
you towards some sort of action point is that without a plan of
action, Action Learning Sets can become little more than a mutual
support group. Now that isn't in itself wrong, but the process of
action and reflection is core to the course.

I don't know, from now on, I probably won't sit in on the action
learning sets, so you are free to experiment with ways of working
the suit you all. I think that I would encourage you all to focus on
action, but I'm sure that there are times when it's consideration that
is needed rather than action, and it would be wise to recognise that
for each other. Maybe the action then would be some reading?

More than anything else, the action learning sets are there for you,
to help you - not the other way round - for you to fit in with some
ideal for Action Learning sets, so do feel free to do it 'your way'

all the best
Caroline
~-~~~-~~

Caroline - if Jesus did want to declare himself as alive to his
disciples on the road to Emmaus, wasn't he defining the reality,
not just letting it emerge from mutual construction - what if they
would have benefited from not knowing he was alive or some
other construction?
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oh wow, never let bright students read your own work! they find
all sorts of flaws in it. By the way, Bill is referring to my article
called "Managing within Conversation"

I think that my answer is, or at least my answer for the moment
is that anything that we say or do always both constrains and
promotes possible ways of going on in relation. So Jesus could
have said something else, which would have provided different
constraints and promotions.

I've talked about two relational processes: invitation and
contribution in all that we do and say with colleagues we invite
them into new (or ongoing) ways of working together and we
simultaneously contribute to shaping that way of going on,
we can't avoid that. Of course the insight of our actions being
invitational is that others can turn that invitation down, or take
it in a way that we didn't anticipate. hence the new reality being
co-produced. That would, I think, be the case even if I gave a
command, which you then chose to obey or not.

I don't think that we can avoid constraining what happens next, a
question is do we act as if we controlled it?

Caroline

Caroline
Course Leader
MA Organisational Change
MA Professional Development
~~~~-~~-

Caroline,

The principles you outline are very helpful. I think I might be
starting to understand it now, so offer my thoughts as a way to test
this!

Principle 1- I guess this means that although we all set out with
the intention of doing things right, it is more important to co-
ordinate contribution, so that whatever it is - it is co-constructed.
We recently had a situation in which our project managers wanted
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us to tell them what standards they should work to. Instead we
gave them the space (and time) to develop their own standards, on
the understanding that we accept them (even if they don't match
what we expected!). This worked very well and also fits with
principle 2 - giving space.

Principle 2- I suppose this can be very scary to managers who
feel the need to control and to staff who prefer the safety of less
space. On reflection I wonder how much I~we currently try to get
our staff to fit in, rather than finding ways to give space for staff to
contribute, and for them also to contribute in ways they can (not
specifically in ways that I want them to). Taking this further then,
the development of our Directorate could work on this principle so
that we get staff who contribute fully, in ways they are comfortable
with and through the space that we are all comfortable.

Principle 3- more about conversation and managing within
conversation. This seems more skills based, but with the intention
of changing for the best.

What has made the big difference for me is what you said about
the'managing within conversations'. I was thinking that - with my
nursing hat on - a manager should provide unconditional positive
regard and always work for the right solution, or within a group
conversation, for the outcome that best suits everyone. A form of
manipulation with some good intentions at heart, instead of being
a control freak and getting the group~team whatever to do what is
in the best interests of the manager.
What I see now is that the manager must have some intention
(possibly direction or wisdom on the intended change), but it is
how the manager influences the contributions that are part of the
moment, as well as providing the right opportunities and support
etc. Not about good intentions or the right solution, but something
that has been co-developed, or co-created.

When the project managers gave us feedback from their standard
setting, they wanted 4 months to develop 12 standards. At first I
challenged them as to why they want 4 months to do something
that I knew could be done in 4 days. The conversation started to
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centre on the discussions and co-creating that would take place
over the 4 months. The products would be the same regardless,
but the shared understanding on their meaning and use, by every
project managers would be worth so much more, and so much
more reassuring to a programme board who not only get their
report etc. but knows that scores of conversations and many shared
meanings had gone into each and every one.

It would have been so much easier for me to provide them with
some templates (which I have) and said get on with it - but no
where near as useful or as powerful.

I will reflect on this some more, but sometimes it takes me a while!

Bill

thanks for these comments, I was fascinated to read them.

How do I respond?

Well, on principle 1(that is focusing on co-ordination rather than
on doing what was right): I guess that my point is that we can
never really know if what we do is right, even after the event
something that appears to have gone right or wrong can have some
surprising consequences that were quite unintended. What seems
to be crucial to me is that we have built up the kind of relations
(with colleagues and clients) where we can take advantage of the
good outcomes and mitigate the bad ones.

On the issue of giving space, here your email was not only
interesting but also powerful and insightful. Have a look at the
work of Frank Barrett on Improvised Jazz. Frank comes up with
some fascinating ways in which we could use this model of
working to promote creative change.

Again, I was really impressed with the way you are wrestling
with these ideas. I think that it's important that in saying that we
co-construct our organisations, I am not saying that managers are
unnecessary or have to be all democratic and participative. rather
managers do have the right to a contribution to how we go on
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in our organisations. It comes back to that principle 2 again as to
whether our contribution to a working relationship opens up or
closes down options for those working with us?

What do others think, have you any experiences to share?

see you next week

Caroline
Course Leader
MA Organisational Change
MA Professional Development
~-~~~~~-

In the Lewin and Birute book I mentioned earlier they describe one
situation where a"change agent" attempts to foster change in an
organization that demonstrated treatment of people as tools to be
utilized rather than valued (contradicting their stated values)

Trying to stimulate a degree of self-organization in a team which
had developed a learned helplessness [my words]. Attempts to
foster development foundered on the fact that people sought the
"safety" of imposed solutions and could not accept responsibility
for development in spite of several attempts to free people from
existing constraints.

This sounds like Bill's point on some people wanting to have clear
boundaries set out (and managers being comfortable imposing
control)

1 R~
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Appendix 2
Student Comments

3 good things

No 2
It has given me
more confidence in
writing essays and
researching them. At
first I thought it was
a bit scary but after
completing it I now
realise that it is not a
impossible task and I
rather enjoyed finding
out other information
from different sources
that I had never really
looked at before.

No 3
You have to do the
researching around
the subject yourself,
you can't rely on
lectures. You are
able to work in small
groups so you can
share the workload
and discuss ideas.
You are able to choose
from two essays
which one you which
to do.

3 things to improve

I wasn't sure on how
to reference the work
and would like to
have more advise on
how to do it.

Not having to mark
other people's essay as
I feel we do not know
ourselves what a good
essay is.

3 things I'll do
differently for the
next assignment

Start the assignment
slightly earlier.

Exchange more
information with
other people in my
learning set.

do a more varied
search using the
electronic library

Read more around the
subject Organise my
time better Work more
as a group
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3 good things

No 4
I didn't appreciate it
at the time, but I do
now, how we had to
find evidence on the
points that we made
throughout the essay.
It made my arguments
stronger in the essay.
There were lots of
helpful points made
when a paragraph
was given to you and
you gave points on
whether we were on
the right track or not.
It made you think

No 5
We were told the
reading required,
were helped with
where to find articles
to help and given help
on referencing and
structure.

3 things to improve

When marking the
essay, I didn't enjoy
having to put my
name on the person's
essay that I'd marked.
I would have preferred
it to be anonymous or
to be given a number
e.g. gamma 1 or beta 23
etc.

1- I think a lecture
explaining the basic
concepts of this section
would have been
useful.

2 - Setting essay
questions that make
you look at all the
relevant reading
material as not much
was relevant to the
first essay so it was not
really learnt that well.

3- I think the use of
the discussion forum to
give us ideas on how to
structure the essay was
useful and will help
with the second essay.

3 things I'll do
differently for the
next assignment

Allow more time to
find evidence. Work
more as a group. Not
to leave everything to
the last minutes.

1- I will do more
background reading.

2- I will spend more
time thinking about
relevant information.

3- I will get you to
check a couple of
paragraphs to see if I
am on the right lines.
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No 6
1) I thought the
information given to us
about what to research
on for the first essay
was useful. 2) I felt that
giving us a chance to
post parts of our essay
to you was a good way
knowing where we
were going wrong or
needed improvement.
3) Another point I
would make is that, the
information provided
to us about writing
essays was of great
use, especially for
those of us who were
unsure of how to really
structure an essay.

No 7
Learning about
completing essay's
differently than before
e.g. referencing to
prove an argument
The questions leave
room for the answers
to be different. There
can be many views on
the question allowing
personal interpretation
Err I am stuck here, It
was short which was
a challenge as It cut
down my waffle

3 things to improve

I feel that the fïrst
essay simply acts
as a base for how to
produce the second.

From the results it
may be possible to see
what needs improving
on; e.g. referencing,
applying relevant
theory etc.

One other thing that
may improve the
learning is that of
how us as individuals
work in groups in our
learning sets and are
able to co-operate by
sharing ideas.

Allow a few more
words maybe 1500

Consider the use of
an appendix a job
description would
have allowed question
2 to be exarnined
better

Appendix 2

3 things I'll do
differently for the
next assignment

Firstly, I will try
to make my essay
flow better and
build the argument
appropriately.

By marking others'
essays I have seen a
downfall in my own
essay, and will try and
improve on that.

Finally I will do more
research, and try
and make use of the
discussion forum to
communicate with
you and to resolve
any major problems
concerning essay 2.

Check different forms
of research such a
journals List - spider
diagram my ideas
and pick the most
appropriate

Look at different fields
to see the different
approaches such as
scientific approaches

1R~
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3 good things 3 things to improve 3 things I'll do
differently for the
next assignment

No 8
I think that less Again, give myself -I think I will start it
pressure was put on more time to read earlier as it took me
by allowing us to more texts. Although longer than expected.
work together to find i feel I did enough -
research. research, I perhaps

did not give myself
enough time to adapt
it and fit it in quite as
well as I'd have hoped.

No 9
Using other methods More lectures or Research the subject
of research, i.e. the seminars on the topic. earlier. Send u a
abi inform rather than Could have done paragraph to c if I'm
just textbooks. The with a little more time on the right track.
question was rather cause it took a while Look harder for
interesting. Being in to get going. evidence to back up
groups was good as u my arguments.
could assist each other

- -- ~ ~ I
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No 10
Honestly, I didn't like
the structure of the
first essay. I think the
independent reading
was good because I
feel we learnt a lot
but apart from that I
didn't think anything
else was good. Sorry!

No 11
The introduction into
essay-writing The
word limit The well
designed assistance

3 things to improve

Assignments
shouldn't be posted on
the discussion forum
before the deadline
date, it gives others
an unfair advantage.
I know its not a
competition but why
should I do the work
for someone else.

I think we should
communicate more
with Caroline about
the structure, not just
have to look on web.ct

Not sure about
the peer marking
structure as you know
whose you're marking
and who marked
yours, which could
cause upset.

more sources available
by university

Appendix 2

3 things I'll do
differently for the
next assignment

Although I did the
learning in advanced,
our learning set could
have spent more
time on discussing it
together.

Work more as a team
to gather ideas

Have the assignment
finished a week early
so I can make the
necessary adjustments

Start preparation
earlier Select sources
more properly
Review draft of the
assignment more
critically
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3 good things

No 12
I learnt a lot about
discrimination in the
work place through
the wide variety
of reading I did in
order to write my
assignment. also
found that marking
an assignment helped
me as I now have an
idea of what criteria
is used when marking
an assignment, this
will hopefully help
me when doing
assignment 2.

No 13
-Good way of making
sure use textbooks as
have to read them to
get theory instead of
using lecture notes
- Help in writing the
essay from section
notes so know if on
the right lines or not
-marking in class gave
ideas of how to write
essay though did not
like doing this. -More
definite marking.

3 things to improve

I think as much
reading around
the topic improves
learning. Making
good use of websites
such as the dfe,
also receiving good
feedback from your
assignment on which
areas you need to
improve on and also
which areas you have
done well in!

-More definite
marking criteria as
when marking in class
hard to differentiate
between 3or4 grades.

-Drop in session
during allocated
lecture time if having
problems alongside
normal office hours.

-All working together
on both essays as got
more knowledge on
yours only or given
a model answer once
marked so know what
to include next time.

3 things I'll do
differently for the
next assignment

In the next assignment
I intend to improve
my referencing
technique as I
haverit really done
referencing before and
it is still quite new
to me. I will also do
more reading around
the subject so I have
more information and
references to include.
I will plan my essay
out first to give it a
good structure.

-Self assessment area
on feedback sheet,
was not aware of this
before.

-Spend more time
in learning sets to
discuss what we read
in each chapter in
order to get a broader
understanding.

-longer planning essay
and getting learning
set to read it and
feedback to see if it
can be improved.
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3 good things

No 14
Enables us to do
own research, whích
will be good for
the dissertation.
Understand the work
more thoroughly Able
to use ABI

3 things to improve

More regular lectures,
maybe once a
fortnight, so we can
make sure we are
heading in the right
direction. Meeting up
with the learning set
more regularly.

3 things I'll do
differently for the
next assignment

Meet up with the
learning set more
regularly Look
through more
resources on ABI
Finding more
evidence to support
my opinions.

No 15
Working in learning
sets was very
beneficial A lot of
work was covered in a
relatively short space
of time. Got input
into 2 essays without
having to actually do
both

No 16
The amount of
information supplied
through the use of
webct.

More guidance from
lecturer, not sure
whether we covered
all the relevant
information - as it was
just from a text book

1 or 2 seminars on the
subject being studied.

Start work earlier
More research on
articles ~ evidence to
back up theory

Use a wider range
of materials for
researching my
project. Plan more
detailed the structure
of the essay to
progress a logical
argument. Plan the
essay to a time limit
and stick to that limit
to enable the essay
time to be improved
and rewritten.
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3 good things

No 17
we could work
together to collect
the info other people
marked it we were
given enough time to
do it

No 18
1. Even though I
never used it, the
opportunity to send
a sample of the
assignment to you so
that we can see if we
are on the right track
2. The fact that there
was a choice of essays
as opposed to the fact
that we were all given
one option and told
to go ahead and get
on with it 3. Although
it seemed as if it was
going to be hard to
compress all the
information into 1200
words it seemed,
in the end, to be
adequate, cheers!!!

3 things to improve

more articles to read
wider range of books
to choose from you
marking them

The fact that we had
to use specific way to
reference our work, I
know it may benefit
us, but it seemed like
a pain in the arse at
the time, as we had
to try and include all
the theory and then
actually write it down
a specific way

Apart from that I
thought it was pretty
much alright

Cari t think of another,
sorry, would only be
copying somebody
else's reply and I'm
sure you don't want
that eh!!

3 things I'll do
differently for the
next assignment

start reading up on it
quicker hopefully look
at the first assignment
and see the feedback
for it start making
draft copies for you to
check

Start it sooner

Read your help on
how you wanted the
essay written so that
I am not having to do
some major re-writing
at the last minute

Get help from my
homeboys!!!!!!!
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3 good things

No 19

3 things to improve 3 things I'll do
differently for the
next assignment

A. The fact that
we could send you
samples of what we
had been doing so far
before the final draft.
B. The choice of two
essays rather than just
one, makes it fairer. C.
It wasn't too long of
an essay to do, 1200
words? Just about
right. Oh, and also it
was very useful to use
the ABI.

No 20
1: The assignment
inspires independent
learning and initiative.

2: Introduces you
to HRM texts and
resources.

3: Good introduction
to HRM related issues
and topic areas.

A. I didn't like the
fact that other people's
draft were published
for everyone to see on
Web Ct. I would think
that it would have
been fairer on those
people if they could
have shown it to the
Tutor privately.

B. Have more essay
choices.

C. ?

1 I did not like
exchanging notes with
other group members,
as it did not inspire a
full understanding of
the text.

2: Lack of contact and
feedback from tutor.

3: The marking
scheme was not
clearly explained or
initially understood.

A. Start earlier.

B. Ask the tutor for
more help.

C. Give up drinking.

1: look at WebCT for
guidance

2: Reference my
quotations and
theories.

3: Read additional
texts if available
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3 good things

No 21
1) having the
opportunity of
choosing who to work
with

2) ]earning the right
way of referencing

3) learning how to
apply theory to the
context of the essay
in an appropriate
manner

No 22
1. being able to choose
whom to work with

2. learning how to
make the best use of
the information which
was in the text books
after reading ssssoooo
much, i.e., picking
out what to use in the
essay and what not to.

3. the best ways to
use quotes in the
essay, e.g., "it was
suggested by....."

3 things to improve

1) the lecturer being
more approachable

2) having more
lectures relating to the
assignment

the help guide on the
essay could have been
better, it could have
given more specific
guidelines on what
was required in the
essay.

more help could have
been given in assisting
the leaming sets.

3 things I'll do
differently for the
next assignment

1) start reading
relevant chapters at
least 3 weeks before
the assignment is to be
handed in

2) ask for help and
guidance

definitely try to plan
my time better with
the reading.

try to encourage the
group to meet a bit
more often.

research into articles
a bit more (wider
spectrum of reading)
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3 good things

No 23

3 things to improve 3 things I'll do
differently for the
next assignment

good open subject,
but needs a level to
judge standard of
answer required. wide
variety of information
to find, (get the idea
of the information
search required to get
evidence and answers.
2 questions that
interlink, to encourage
team interaction, team
members can offer
help with answers as
topics similar

No 24
Working in groups
short -1200 words
choice of essays

No 25
No lectures! Working
in a group to learn
from other's ideas
Finding out what you
look for in an essay
(not so useful now
someone else will be
marking the next one!)

earlier introduction
seminar, to give us a
"kick up the backside"
sooner. more time but
that would result from
the previous point.
another seminar, an
introduction and then
a coursework advice
seminar..

more lectures,
possibly more books
available in the library
handouts for more
direction

A bit more guidance
on essay content
Clearer instructions
on WebCT so it's less
based on rumours Not
marking each other's
work - it wasn't very
objective

increased reading,
better referencing

start earlier, read
more, give up drinkin'

Not send for feedback,
I didn't realise it
would be posted on
WebCT. Start sooner.
Ensure all group
members contribute
equally
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3 good things 3 things to improve 3 things I'll do

differently for the
next assignment

No 26
1. It was up to us to 1. If students knew Start my research and
get down and do the their work was being background reading
work, i.e. no lectures. marked by others they much earlier.

2. Even though it was might feel inclined to Start my actual essay
up to us to get the do better! earlier.
info there was still Hand in a draft copy
help available from for you look over like
you during seminars other students did in
and support from our the lst assignment.
learning sets.

3. The chance to see

other peoples work
when marking.

No 27
Feedback from tutor more specific pointers better research on ABI
Articles on ABI Group to ABI articles more rnore interaction with

resources from tutor tutor more interaction
(notes etc) with group
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3 good things

No 28

3 things to improve 3 things I'll do
differently for the
next assignment

Making me do the
reading to learn
this subject means
that I do actually
learn better and my
understanding is
higher. The calendar
use. It is very helpful
to know what I should
be doing and Lets me
know when I should
be panicking. Marking
other peoples work
at first seemed unfair
and daunting but it
has really helped me
to know what to do
and not do for the
second.

A few more lectures
would help maybe
by hearing it in a
different context
than reading a book
it would help me
understand the
difficult~boring bits.
I would like to get
my essay back. You
say that you mark
it but with out the
essay I can not fully
understand what I
have done wrong. i.e.
if I think I have used
the right type and
amount of evidence
but I only get a 1~2
how do I know if it is
the type or amount
that is wrong I have
lots of examples for
this.

I can write essays in a
couple of hours once I
feel I fully understand
the subject. However
I underestimated how
long it would take
me to understand
(just over a week)
Therefore I would
spend longer. All
the books I used
were quite similar
in content so I want
to try and get varied
books, which give
me different points
of view. I will also
try and get someone
to read through my
essay (or bits) be it the
lecturer of a friend just
to make sure it makes
sense and no major
issues have been left
out.
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3 good things 3 things to improve 3 things I'll do
differently for the
next assignment

No 29
Learning sets ensure I can write essays
that information in a will use more
from textbooks is resources for research.
researched. I will use the grading
Marking other criteria a lot more
people's assignments to support the
gave me an insight to assignment brief.
where I went wrong 3) I structure my essay
on the first assignment better using more
that I will now use for references.
the next assignment.

Guidance by giving
parts of assignment to
Caroline ensures that
I am on the right track
and points out where I
am going wrong.
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Appendix 3

(A) Student comments on HRM3008 poetry seminar

HRM3008: what I learned from the seminar (following seminar
based on Decisions poem)

This was the second Tuesday group

Group answers to seminar questions

1. - like we were not making any progress

- frustrated at not having instructions, or any conclusions
- phewrb! (?)

2. - deflect our questions at us to think in a new direction

3. - open ended

- no real direction

4.

desions: are based on actions be vain
that are from our past
experiences

Decisions can give a person a
sense of power

Depends on the situation

A decision is made on an
individual level but can have
implications to others

A decision is just a personal
conclusion to something
which we convey to others
as a commanding decision
which is justified

be more confidante when
making decisions

am I going to eat -~ fuel for the
brain

think more about the reasons
behind decisions

Never make a decision ever
again'cos it's bad!
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They are not as simplistic as I
thought

Everything you do is a
decisions. actions come from
decisions

Word can be used to
convince others of own
authority

Decisions might be just

actions

Every action has a re-action
we make a decision everyday
my opinion

Decisions ztre-a reaction
the decisions we make, make
us as a person

Decisions - making a
decision can be vain because
it is a way of enforcing your
opinion on others

1. Feelings during exercise:

Be more careful about
"decisions" I make or are made
in relation to me

Try and understand more
peoples views
shut up and listen

Try to find someone whos
written something to support
this

Ask someone else

Go on the forum to discuss it

Try to understand why we make
decisions (library)

Get Caroline to tell me what it
was all about

just by deciding to learn more
I'm learning more

- confusion: by author or make audience

- manipulated

2. role of the tutor
- answer questions
- propose questions
- question our thinking
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3. plenary session
- structured - answer questions on sheet

- free flow ideas

4. anything else that needs reflecting on?

Almost certainly first Tuesday group (because of quote "I love trev
mum!"

DECISIONS

it is vain to believe that you know enough to make decsisions
there is not difference between intuition and anticipation
estimation and decision except their title

Learnt that decisions are affected by individual perspectives

Eg someone may present it differently to what they believe
need confidence in your self to believe that you know enough to
make decision

Decisions, in my opinion, are not (as Caroline stated) when
someone assumes they are right~correct
it may be that they just choose what they thought was most
appropriate

Decisions are always influenced even if you think they are not
hmmmm....?

Answer what answer

Decision making

The way we word a decision possible have more impact than
possible the actual decision
wording helps weight the decision

Everything depends

Decisions can be perceived in different ways by different groups

One thing I learned about decision making is that, we don't
actually take decisions independently we may thing we do but not
always

Decision making

Decision's although sometimes made assumedly independently,
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do be influenced by external factor ie people opinion's, persuasion
and logic

Decisions are not separate from other influences, they are reactive
and involved with inter-action
Less intimidating to work in small groups because you have more
confidence when voicing your opinions

Yet, it is less informative in the long-term because you do not get
the chance to consider other perspectives
Therefore we think that both ways are good
Makes u think of the simple stuff
Very different

Complicated

Confusing

No right answer

No way out

Mostly get lost throughout the seminar!!!

Sometimes interesting!!!

New way of thinking

Most of the times we lose track of the real topic of discussion
Which way...? Who knows... hmmm

Makes you worry or think badly

words
power

situations

reasons

logical
depends

mind mess! A net not a Indder
how it effects u
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Probably Monday group

The notion of vanity in the context of decisions

What have I learnt about decisions?
influenced by other people - their tone of voice, actions,
intentions
Decisions are a social construction? Don't do ít alone - always in
relation to other people~situations
Decisions can be an expression of vanity?

Becky
No one right way of making a decision by anyone no matter how
much authority they have
Something new:

The vanity aspect of decision making, (how it can reflect a
persons values

Decisions have nothing to do with change, something can seem
like it is changing by havin a decision making process but in
actual fact nothing happens

Decisions can help make people - create them - give them a
purpose
Learnt a bit about the term rhetorical in the context of this
seminar
within decision making
Decision making is more than vanity

The vanity aspect of decisions was something I hadn't considered

A'who' is made
We make decisions but decisions make us

People make decisions ~-~decisions make people

Confused (at start)

Unsure about connecting business with poetry!

No reflection session left us wondering what other groups thought
and how they interpreted the poetry
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Miffed? Michelle

Nice to have open ended no right or wrong dom 1

Makes learning easier dom 2

Unique Sally-ann

Different approach

Used to having instructions for everything - bizarre?

confident

No

Lucky

Feelings

challenging
insightful No wrong or

right
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(B) Poems and Classroom Questions

Poems for Dian's and Sheila's book

The Agent out there

There's an agent out there somewhere
with a mission to control
A James Bond figure,

with sleeves rolled up
and a saviour's rescue plan.

And all the others in the room
await his words in wary hush,
for his eyes have analysed our world

and mapped our future routes.
for his plan ascribes to everyone

the steps that we should take.

Yes, there's an agent out there somewhere
with a mission to control

He's matched
action to worlds
and offers to needs

He's measured
who we might be
and what we can do

He's moved
mountains to molehills
and cynics to tears.

Yes, there's an agent out there somewhere
with a mission to control.

"But where is he?
He should be here by now!
He said by ten-fifteen
that's half an hour ago!"
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Ten minutes later, he's arrived:
his car broke down;
the mechanic didn't care
his mobiles' charge has been run down,
he didn't have the fare
for a taxicab or metro bus
and then to make things worse
his secretary mistook the time
for the meeting, hence the rush.

He's that agent out there in here
with a mission to control?

The Band Played on

The band played on

Attending
with intensity of ear;
each instrument embracing
as embraced.
Or, if standing proud
- apart -
accented by the rest.

A Leader contributing

to a way ahead for all
by ceding lone control
to shape, and so support.
A greatness found
in following;
the truly bold
now drift behind.

An audience, partaking

in a whole of blended parts,
enjoy each solo
and the whole,
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as each enriches each
in making more with all:
a rhythm
of joint and mutual heart.

This me

This me, now sitting here today
Expressing all the contents of. ..

A comma in
what's said and done,

A product of
much who and what,

A springboard for
tomorrow's plot.

Who am I?

In seeing I hear
In being I show
In sharing I am
In hearing I grow

But what I can hear is who I am now
Me as your volume switch, filter and power.
In being, an edition of your chance to be
And you, an addition, to a bound'ryless me
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The Leaders

A poem in three voices: a narrator, a chorus of secretaries and a
doubter

He stands alone
In his office
A palatial suite on the 39~ floor.
He gazes into the distance

Across his city and corporate skyline.
There from his vantage point

(above the bustle)
he can see the big picture, can see to the future.

He turns to his desk
With his laptop there open

He returns to his speech he prepares for the board.
"we must pull together.. bring our people with us..

.. these are testing times.. but with a bright future..
we must carry our people with us

(at least the ones who remain)

He strides from his office, just nodding
At the PA, who looks to enquire
He's aware of the staffers around him
And has a kind word for them all..

But today is not for such small talk
Today is a day for the act
Today is the day for the vision
And the start of the drive for the top.

Oh we are so lucky to
have him
He's the one with the
vision and drive
He's the one to makes
the hard choices
That will help our
company thrive.
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Oh we are we are just
so lucky to have him
Must be lonely for him
at the top
Shaping, creating and
fusing
The manifold strands of
this crop

She catches a glimpse of the children
Smiling at her from the frame
On her desk by the flowers and vase
Then she moves to the sofa reclining

"we must be informal and share."

She listens intently to others
Gives them space to air their own views
As she guides and coaches direction
Of the conversational muse.

She captures the feelings and doubts
Of those around her each day.
She captures and in empathy shows
How she's just one of them in this way.

They leave her office all smiling
Confident, knowing they can
Carry out all of her'guidance'
Fulfil her mission to a man.

Oh we are so lucky to
have her
She's the coach and
comfort supreme
With her as our guide
and companion
We'll mine a rich vein at
this seam.
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Yes, we are just so lucky
to have her
Must be lonely for her at
the top
Shaping, creating and
fusing
The manifold strands of
this crop

And what do we followers do
As we wait for the drop of the mnntle?

"They lead us"
and we, the grammaticnl objects
of their active subject
wait, passive, for their action.

Of course we don't notice the wniting,
A momentary pause in the flow
Of our pro-nctive, following movements.
We wait that their mïnd should be our mind
yet our own; homo-mind, or team?

"They lead us"
and we, the grammatical objects
to their active subject,
are pnssively nctive for them.

(note; the changes in fonts are important)
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Me-they-we?

Fragile, small bird blown by the wind-like
voices of others.
A course set before you
obscured by the cloud comments
of comrades or critics.

The winds oh so strong yet unseen and unwitnessed
The clouds clear to see

but no substance to rest
the suspicions
and doubts

of fears:
Do they.. don't they?..

Or the anger and pain of the moment'ry measure.

But who is the me
that they like or just don't like?
Who is the me
they respect or distrust?
The product of passing polemic or patter?

an end or emerging relation and hope?

And is it a'me' that they joke and they laugh at or
a moment in time that we share with a smile?
Am I a bird, flying high, that they snap at, or
a part of the joke-sharing crowd on the ground?

So, what should I choose (as I question in quandary?)
Which story to 'tell' as I walk in their room?
Draw distant defence from the shoot, hunting party
Or story the game as player and team mate;
the joke, as an invite interpret and join.
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Learning

Building a wall to hide, safe within,
The things that I have gathered.
Things from all over..

Deep things
And trivial to

Complicated, simple..

Building a wall around some things of mind
that I would call my learning.

Things and things to keep;
things packed, stacked and tracked
through microchip memory control.

And you assist with my building
Shadowing, reflecting, complementing
moves of mine in building that wall
To keep the things I have in mind
In mind and not escaping;

The unlearning run of a convict escaped.

Yes you build with me a wall
To keep my learning mine

(Yet walls keep out as well as in
What is without I wonder?
What didn't get in?)

And we two, in concert, work
Never realising how
we who build anew
Learn as we do
And things that are:
(not built, not shared)
Are not the learning,
but the rubble that we use
Who build and learn to hide.
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Synergy

My poem does not finish all
It leaves the best for you to write,
And you, the reader or audience crowd,
Join with me in making

More from less
Much from little
Murk to light?

How could I have picked this route?
Who did not know your metaphor?
And how could you have gone that way
Without my small inviting gaze?

So we two, like drunks,
Unable to support ourselves

Yet lean upon each other and
perform not together nor apart
But, improvising, make much more
Than each alone could start
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The Experts

They enter, and standing by the door
examine and explain
the meaning, means and motives
of the art upon the wall.

Discussing, in hushed and knowing tones,
they dissect the minutiae of the different artists' work.

Brushstrokes seen
and composition analysed.

Messages scanned,
free expression codified.

The knowing talk goes on and on;
a drone to echo muzak in a mall.

Oh don't talk about, don't talk of and explain.
Don't talk about, please don't talk about;
your words make things - to talk about -
of living art and beings.

Just walk about, only walk about,
walk about and be
a living part of a work of art,
engagement - not your knowing.
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Managing a sestina managing me?

Can you manage, command and control
the actions of others who around you would work?
Are you able, within space, to provide them with shape
that surrounds them with boundaries on action
and promptings to thought?
And after your deciding, will others too manage?

If I pressure you hard will you manage
to keep going? Will you keep your emotions under control?
Will the way you proceed demonstrate thought?
or merely a frantic searching for a work
-able next step that imitates action,
less concerned if that option has shape?

As I pause to consider contexts that shape
how I can act and which goals I manage
to achieve, can I claim choice in action
that puts others under control,
if uncertain what will work
and connect my action to thought?

Now here's a conundrum that merits some thought:
a linking of mind moves and will'd movements that shape
what occurs in a moment at home or at work.
Do I claim that my pondering will manage
my acts, and if so; what controls
that wondering? So different from action?

Good grief I'm oh so bored, just give me some action.
Allow me to escape from this twisting of thought.
I'm playing word games with rules, losing control.
I'm searching for flight from regulations that shape
what I can write and how I can manage
to run for freedom and rhythms that work.

T'hank goodness; at last the final stanza of this dull work
and now I can lay down my pen and change my action
on this Saturday morning. I'm done trying to manage
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these words that have constrained my every thought
and instead of being my tools to shape
have mastered me and shared with me control.

So, Sally your home work and I did manage
to complete each other's shape and thought,
Control contended and word actions produced.
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Decisions

Who makes decisions?
And tell me: what difference do they make?
Was there a space there before
That is now filled with a some-thing?

And how was this decision made?
What building blocks were gathered?
What scaffolding was tethered?
That the builders could
Go about their business
And make a decision

Or construct?
Or reach?
Or arrive at?

Does the verb make a difference
To how we weigh the workings
Of talk that take a no-thing
And leave a something
called a decision?

Who makes decisions
or is a`who' made in-decision?
So, if your joke invites a smile;
Did I decide to move my lips

- a happy person?
Or if his threat provoked retreat
Did we decide to turn and run

- cowards both?
Their kindness and touch gave space to relax,
Or did you decide to confide your fears

- a confidante?

Who makes decisions?
Or do actions follow actions,
inviting going on?
If I decide am I logical
if you intuit are you less?
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If he anticipates; did he guess?
And which would I rather be:

Logical, Intuitive or Lucky?
Which, in business, makes sense and gains respect?

And in so asking, do I encourage decisions?
Or, perhaps make decisions?
Do values vault volition over action?
Does ambition adjoin action and decision?

I feel a knot in the tying,
as each strand of a decision -

Action, intent or thought -

Wraps within another,
Making them impenetrable.

Who makes decisions
And do I really care?
Is decision no more than vanity
A rhetoric to persuade me that
Each option, outcome or opinion
Was considered, and so I should
Acquiesce, admit
Or decide to agree?

Who makes decisions
And should I really care?
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Here are some questions that can be used to explore each of the
poems:

The Agent out there

. This is a silly poem! So why is the idea of an agentic leader of
organizations not silly?

~ If a manager is diagnosing, leading, inspiring, motivating etc.
etc. what are the others doing?

The Band Played on

. Where are managers taught to listen?

~ Can leaders follow?

. What actions might encourage genuine joint production of
organizational activity?

This me

. How would treating ourselves as a process of relating rather
than as a individual author or action change our ideas of
managing others?

Who am I?

. If I am involved in 'creating' you, as you help shape me, what
possibilities for managing change in organizations become
possible?

The Leaders

. What happens to your appreciation of this poem if we change
the genders of the leaders in the first sections? (One student
assured me that the woman in the second stanza was the first's
secretary. After all no senior manager would have flowers on
his desk!)

. How are subject-object relations created within this poem

. Is there any 'real' difference in leadership styles?
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Me-they-we?

. Are relationships the product of personal differences or of
moments? If we assume the latter, what options does this offer
us in our working relations?

Learning

. Is learning a memorising of things (facts, states of affairs, cause-
effect relations)?

. What role might be given to these things if we `build' learning?

Synergy

Perhaps this poem should just be enjoyed, but you can also ask

. What managerial actions become sensible when you see
organizations as the result of moment-by-moment improvising?

The Experts

. What do we lose in becoming experts on organizations?

Managing a sestina managing me?

. Just who controls what in this poem?

. How much writing about frustration do we find in management
textbooks?

Decisions

. Which came first the ' chickeri of decisions or the 'egg' of
decisiveness?

. Do we ever know that we're going to decide before we know
that we did decide?
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(C) Managing within conversation - Group 3(extract) ...

Conclusion

We came together to discuss our separate experiments and
only in doing this did we individually and collectively begin to
understand and appreciate what we had done.

We all felt uncomfortable in using these unconventional tools in
our meetings. The different environments led to various levels of
awkwardness and feelings of conspicuousness as we tried to use
the tools.

Through our joined discussions we came to agree that the level of
success in managing within conversations was dependent upon a
number of issues.

. One -to-one in power -good ability to manage within
conversations

. One-to-one as subordinate -very little ability to manage within a
short conversation but with a little more time this may be more
successful

. Within a group of peers -this was challenging and met with
reasonable success, peers are open to the unusual way the
conversation developed

. Within a group involving open minded managers -this again
worked relatively well but highlighted the importance of there
being a person in power that would allow the conversation to
take an unusual path

. Within a group involving more traditional thinking managers
-this was the most difficult environment in which to execute the
experiment. Their unwillingness to accept a different approach
meant that only traditional language could be used and so the
alternative tools could not be utilised.

So, we would suggest that the managing in conversation tools
were more successful in smaller groups, that we were leading
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which included other open minded members. The less successful
experiments involved more people, we were not the leaders of the
conversation and traditional higher managers did not accept the
use of the alternative language.

We all agree that we plan to use these tools again in the future but
would aim to improve our ability to apply the techniques through
the following actions.

. Practice, patience and repetition -so that our colleagues become
more accustomed to this approach and so that we can more
easily think on the two separate levels. We all agreed that it was
hard to hold a conversation and at the same time, think about
how to pace and use the tools effectively.

. Planning -we all agreed that advance thought about how the
conversations may go and at what points we could use the
language tools, would improve our chances of success. Also, the
advanced selection of suitable participants would be beneficial.

~ Priming other people -we felt that approaching a number of
individuals in advance and explaining our intended use of the
alternative language would effect some form of advance selling
and aid our ability to pace and interrupt later in the meeting
itself.

The team is forced to conclude that the ability to manage within
conversation is more significantly influenced by power than theory
had led us to expect. We were also unsure of how to measure
the relative success of our alternative language strategies. Only
one of our experiments seemed to give very positive results and
have the added bonus of creating an enhanced relationship.
Others, while appearing to assist in the delivery of better than
expected outcomes, did not produce the new jointly created
relationship. The post meeting realities were not as positive as
had been expected. In, fact M's belief that he had truly achieved
a breakthrough in understanding between the parties, actually
dissolved after the meeting and the previously established
discourses re-asserted themselves almost immediately. Did M
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succeed in achieving a jointly constructed reality or did he simply
manipulate the meeting but actually achieve nothing.

Final note from a female's point of view: Doing the experiments
and using the tools, the outcome ~ conclusions were perhaps not
that surprising but writing the final report with her as a female
surrounded by three male members was much more interesting.
We all used the tools and knew the effect they may have had on
subordinates and superiors but where FM was more inclined
to create a positive environment, involving all team members
independent of positions, the male section wanted to use the tools
to achieve ~ manipulate the situation to reach their own targets
and to win. They may pretend to create a win ~ win situation in a
meeting but really the results only count.

(D) Managing within conversation - group 4(Extracts)

Extract 1

Working as a group

Our group was formed out of our core study group. Knowing how
we worked together we had an initial planning meeting to discuss
options available to complete this assignment.

We agreed to individually complete the experiments and to
present back to the group a completed script of the outcomes. We
then exchanged scripts via electronic mail in order to critique the
work. This phase of the exercise presented challenges to all of the
individuals as we had not been party to the context in which the
conversations had taken place.

To overcome this challenge the group had to meet in order to
adequately explain the situation within which each conversation
took place. By sharing each other's realities we generally came
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to a mutual understanding of the way in which the different
conversational styles possibly could be utilised to create change.

Once the above process was complete our next challenge was
to co-ordinate an agreed approach to drafting our results. The
coherent voices found in the paper could be a prime example of
'group thinking' with hindsight we appear to have concentrated
on similarities within each experiment instead of exploring our
differences. We are unsure of how much influence we had in
forcing the conversation to go the way we wanted it to.

Conclusion

"The word is mightier than the sword!"
A common thread can be observed through all the participant's
conversations. Language and conversation have, when used in the
appropriate ways, the power to effect change.

There was however varying results when applying conversation
in this manner as it very much depended on the participant's
background. Even though two people speak the same language
in regards to their native country. they -might possess .totally
different vocabularies due to their vocation. For example an
engineer and a person from the human resource department have
totally different mindsets and indeed cultures. Language can be
thought of as a bag of labels which can be chosen from in trying to
describe life, (Burr, 1999, pp33) it follows that different people have
different bags.

By using the six key words in the experiment, when starting a
conversation, proved how a discourse could be managed and
guided to achieve the ideal outcome.

Conversation is an art that requires practise to become. Eloquent
in using; as each individual will respond to a different tact and
the creation of their own reality. It is only by the creation of a
common reality that both parties can proceed together and effect
change. Each group of people will construct their own individual
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world. "The social constructionist view is based on alternative
constructions of the self and other events in a person's world via
conversation:"(Burr,.1999, pp-34)

Extract 2

A lot was said about the IT problems and many comments were
made about "if we didn't have such a shit system everything
would be fine!" This comment was made several times so I now
tried to change tack again and take a competitive stance and argue
some of the points that I made earlier that it couldn't be blamed
entirely on systems as this problem hasn't occurred to this extent
before therefore there must have been errors that we as a team had
made and that these should be identified and discussed so that it
didn't happen again. Their argument was to spend thousands of
pounds on flash IT improvements as prevention of the problem
occurring again and I maintained my position that there were
things that were going wrong as well as the IT. The conversation
began to become tense again as we were all trying to get a word in
edgeways as if we were then all trying to compete to try and get
my boss to think that each differing opinion was the correct~best
one. It began to be a bit of a two against one battle and I'm not
.sure-that I could have kept it up until I won as I was beginning
to feel a bit uncomfortable and embarrassed about the way the
meeting was progressing, luckíly my boss began to comment on
budget issues for IT expenditure which re-focused the discussion
and made it less confrontational.

So as to not look like I had just given in I softened my approach
and tried to meet them half way by saying perhaps we could
make some system modifications as well as identifying any other
issues that were causing problems and then asked the others
for their opinions and ideas. Silence at first and then one by one
suggestions were made, both myself and my boss (luckily; who by
this point must have been thinking that I had lost it completely)
were encouraging, I think me making notes helped as it looked
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like I was accepting their ideas as useful and I was. I added things
that they had said into suggestions from earlier in the meeting and
tried to encourage the conversation by saying that the ideas should
work and we should aim to change the way we did things in the
long term with their suggestions.

We were now all working as a team again and we came up with
a list of suggestions and actions of who was going to do what.
Both team members were keen to get involved with any changes,
particularly on the IT Side! But it was a marked change from the
defensive stance that had taken against me at other points during
the meeting.

By the end of the-meeting. Which had lasted for-1.-1~2-hours;
we had come up with a good plan and the meeting had actually
been productive (although exhausting). I didn't let on that I had
been taking notes for a college experiment as the meeting had
been about an important work issue and as it had got heated I
didn't want them to think I was just playing a game with them I
felt a bit strange after when I was reading through my notes and
although the meeting came to a successful conclusion I was a bit
uneasy about some of the things I had said in order to get the
conversational style, as I wanted it.

The results of the conversations came out well but I am unsure
as to how much influence I had over this as I may have been over
playing my part in leading the conversation where I wanted it to
go. I was pleased that I had got four of my styles into one meeting
but not sure that I explored each style fully or in the correct context
bearing in mind the constant twists I was putting on the direction
of the conversation. I enjoyed the end of the meeting but have to
admit that I didn't feel a natural affinity with the styles I was trying
to adopt during the meeting, this may have been because normally
I may not have felt it necessary to follow the route that I did and
that I was acting rather than sorting out a real problem. It will
interest to compare my results with individual conversations from
other members of my team.
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(F) Managing within conversations: group 5 ( Extracts)

Extract 1

This exercise was designed to test the effectiveness of the
competitive versus complementary approaches. One interesting
aspect of this is that the critique is written from the third person
perspective and does not necessarily represent the 'players'
interpretation of the conversation. For example, in reading
Richard's report Paul recognised the words but not the tone and
emphasis. It is worth noting here that from a poststructuralists'
view, 'meaning is always contestable and language is a site of
struggle and conflict, where power relations are acted out and
contested', Vivian Burr (1999). This highlights the limitations
of adopting an entitative approach to enabling change. Richard
wrote, from an individual rather that collaborational viewpoint.
Had his findings been recorded as a result of discussion~co-
ordination between the three parties a new, then perhaps a more
'accepted truth' (interpretation) of the debate would have been the
outcome.

In respect of the underpinning academic learning we identified
a number of relevant articles, for example some found on the
Internet and in Emerald, and others in Coventry University's short-
term library. Bearing in mind time constraints we agreed to share
out the reading and each person was allocated specific articles,
which had to be read and summarised in readiness for our next
meeting. Summaries can be found in Appendix A.

Our next discussion was an informal one, held prior to a lecture.
This was brief but enlightening. We found through using
'language' that we were actually living the words we had been
reading. For example, through sharing experience and learning
we were 'pacing', and creating shared understanding and creating
a situation where we were able to go on to the next phase of the
exercise. A real 'change' in process!
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By this time we had carried out a second wave of conversational
exercises and agreed to write these up as a basis for the next
meeting. At this we planned to discuss outcomes and the
alignment of what we had learnt from the literature with what had
happened.

We arranged to meet on a Saturday to share our conversational
experiences, review the academic research and begin to pull this
together into a report. PAIN! (moving out of our individual~
entitative perspectives into a co-ordinated~collaborative situation).
This took far longer than expected however by this stage we were
really beginning to work as a team, and everyone was committed
to, and in fact enjoying the exercise.

We decided to start by relaying our individual conversations and
then to go on to revisit the academic research and summary notes
that had been made. What we found was that in trying to explain
what had happened, how we felt and so on, we immediately
started to use and refer to concepts we had begun to understand.
This links in with Hosking and Bass's analysis contained within
"Lets not talk about it for a change" where they state that
relational processes "construct realities as multiple simultaneous
and emergent products of multiple co-ordinations and not as
individual states of mind". By sharing out the reading, we had
each encountered both common and different concepts, through
explanation, discussion and debate we seemed to be creating a
whole new understanding of the subject.

On to the group analysis of the exercises...

3. Group Arralysis of the Conversations

'And'I'but' conversations

We all agreed that the but~and conversation exercise was perhaps
the easiest of all to conduct and analyse. One of the reasons for
this is that the but technique accentuated the power relationship
between the players and the outcome was directly linked to who
had the upper hand. With a but conversation you simply keep on
disagreeing with one another until the 'weaker' party concedes.
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What was also found was by trying to switch from the'but' to
the'and' conversation was often not effective due to the damage
already inflicted to the encounter by the negative nature of the
but approach. This could only be avoided by switching very
early to an 'and' conversation and subsequently demonstrating
that this approach enabled a more constructive discourse. To
use Voloshinov's statement (1929~1986) 'a word is bridge thrown
between myself and another', it was clear that the but conversation
burnt bridges rather than created them. If we look at Carole's
but~and conversation around male~female drivers we can see
clearly that the but conversation simply escalated into a full blown
argument. When an 'and' approach was adopted it enabled Carole
to lead her 'opponent' to a new story.

Explanationlinvitation coriversations

Here we benefited from being able to do a role-play exercise. The
role-play worked well as it offered the opportunity to practice
ways of'explaining' in an environment where we could make
mistakes and refine our technique.

Having the benefit of a third person's view allowed us as a
group to analyse the situation~conversation and gain a greater
appreciation of what was transpiring, perhaps more so than if
we had taken an individualistic approach. This was when we
first started to view the exercise from a relational stance as the
subsequent discussion enabled us to bring our various perspectives
to the table and create a common understanding. It also meant
that on returning to a work situation we were better able to apply
different methods.

Lets look at one of the 'real-life' examples more closely:

Paul had a discussion (argument?) with a member of his team
about levels of commission and whether or not people are
motivated by money. He attempted to explain, at a level his
colleague could understand and without being patronising, that
people are motivated by different things. The conversation became
quite heated partly because there was something of a personality
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clash.
There was also a problem in that in this situation Paul was
adopting the role of the knowing expert and expected his colleague
to take the position of the 'subject' rather than co-ordinating with
his colleague. In 'Making Sense of Collaboration: stories form
organising' Haslam and Hosking refer to this situation' a self
identity as 'Boss' needs to be co-ordinated with others including
subordinates, hierarchy or responsibility'. In such co-ordination
the term and actions of a boss become an act that can be sensibly
supplemented (responded tojbuilt on) by subordinates' behaviour.
In Paul's situation part of the frustration was that his colleague
was not taking on the subordinate role and therefore undermining
Paul's perceived power position. Paul was not 'inviting' but
effectively refusing to co-create a new reality on equal terms and
excluding rather than involving the individual, not a good move.
'The way to get somebody involved is to make them feel part of
the process' Caroline Ramsey. (Narrating-renarrating change: a
communitied approach to reflective learning. March 2000.)

When he attempted to use the'invitational' approach, he achieved
limited success, largely because his colleague's response provided
him with ammunition that led the conversation back to the more
confrontational style of'explaining'. Gergen talked about creating
language through 'supplementing' the other person's action, to
create 'a new harmonious reality'. In this instance his colleague's
response to Paul's invitation led to more conflict and a lost
opportunity to 'go on'.

Extract 2

5. Carole's Individual Report ....

2. 'But' and 'And' conversations

Scenario: My new car (my baby), a brand new, collectable Mini
Cooper Sport driven by 'boyfriend'
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- has now driven it 3 times and each time had near-misses on
roundabouts. A weekend away, provided the ideal opportunity to
raise this issue using the but~and approaches.

In summary
there is no doubt that 'but' invited aggression, argument, criticism
and stubbornness'and' is easier'nicer;, although I felt as though
I was giving in, compromising my own views. Finding a way to
'go on' isn't easy without some planning and tools~techniques to
manage the situation. Voice A~B model?

3. Explanation~Invitation - as an observer

This example is based on a role-play I observed on 23rd November
involving Paul and Richard. In this scenario they were discussing
a real-life situation that Richard was experiencing at work, and
about which Paul held a different point of view.

Scenario:

One of Richard's suppliers had sent a'duff supply of paint, the
value of which was only minimal. It was the wrong shade and its
use resulted in damage for which Richard's company were seeking
60k worth of compensation.

Paul aimed to convince Richard that he was being somewhat unfair
in wanting to 'make the supplier pay so much for their mistake'.

When we talked about this after the role play we came to the
conclusion that the 'invitational' approach both shortened the
debate and moved the conversation to consider wider issues and
`move on'. With explanation the two parties simply continued to
come at the issue from opposite sides.

Richard felt that in the first conversation that Paul was'not getting
anywhere' despite the fact that' deep dowri Richard believed that
what he was demanding was wrong.

In the second conversation, a simple open question changed the
perspective and generated possible altemative solutions which was
of benefit to both parties.
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Conversation 2 Explanationlinvitation conversation

Background

The Area sales managers need to visit some car dealers but they
will not get any sales credited to them for this work. The other
person is someone who works for me on the car company side
and therefore does not have anything to do with the Area sales
managers.

Comments on discussion

The conversation was a very strained one as I felt I should not be
discussing this with one of my team as well as me feeling very
strongly about it. Brian is (in my opinion) a very arrogant person
who always thinks he is right.

I was trying to get my points across by looking at different ways
of making them, at one point I was going to refer to academic
research. I avoided this as I knew this would be dismissed by
Brian purely on being based on academic ~~~~ (his opinion not
mine).

I tried to switch the conversation to an invitation type of
conversation but it was clear that Brian did not actually have
any thoughts on how you would address the problem. His only
standpoint was one of criticism. If the conversation had been one
of invitation then perhaps it would have been less aggressive as
the conversation would only progress if Brian could offer some
suggestions.

When we did switch to one of invitation it soon dwindled to
nothing.

When I first switched the conversation I actually switched it back
based on Brian's first answer as I felt he had given something that I
could use to destroy his argument and hence win mine.
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Conversation 3 Competitive complementary conversation

Background

This conversation took place with one of my colleagues Judith and
was on the level of marketing contribution that we give our dealers
next year.

Comments

I had actually got quite "bogged" down in my own argument and
was not looking for a solution but was looking to get my argument
accepted. When I turned to the complementary part the main
effect was to make myself consider the other point of view. This
also helped Judith in making it so both of us were looking for a
compromise.

General comments

One of the hardest things was to remember the conversation after
the event, when you are having a conversation like these you
cannot make notes.

An additional problem was that it was difficult to concentrate on
keeping the conversation going as well as making sure you are
following the type of conversational styles.

Most of the conversations you have at work are important to some
extent and therefore while I was practising the conversational
styles I was conscious of whether I should be running the risk of
loosing this conversation~argument for the sake of an academic
exercise.

7. Final Conclusions

Realisation that the conversational exercises were simply
a platform for learning. We feel that the real moments of
enlightenment came through the change processes we were
managing~experiencing as a team. In our discussions we saw that
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we use a variety of conversational approaches in our daily lives,
and that language is important. However, what we had never done
is fully appreciated the importance of the new 'stories' that are
created through relating with others. It was interesting through to
see concepts and ideas come to life through the whole process.

One interesting outcome that has come from this exercise, is that
when we use the 'and, complementary, and invitation' techniques
in the everyday conversations that we have, we are more conscious
of what we are doing. We do use these type of techniques when
we enter into discussions with people and are trying to gain their
agreement however we were not conscious of this. What this
piece of work has helped us to do is utilise the technique more
effectively.

In a research paper written by Bass and Hosking in 1998
'Constructing Changes Through Relational Dynamics' the authors
refer to traditional approaches to Organisational Development and
the emphasis on 'correcting misunderstandings through increasing
someone's knowledge. However, what we experienced was
more than this. It was much more aligned to some of the musical
metaphors referred to in the literature, for example in the above
research paper and references to improvised jazz made by Caroline
Ramsey. During our discussions one person's input would generate
a new idea or way of looking at something (a new note), as Paul
said at the time 'a bit like brainstorming' but with more interesting
and exciting outcomes.
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Appendix 4

(A) Mike's Dissertation (Extracts)

Extract 1

Chapter Two Consulting practice: incorporating the theory of
social construction

My usual approach to organisational consulting whether the change
is planned or is as a result of emerging complexity, is comprehen-
sively summed up by Burke (1987) who says:

"The primary though not the exclusive function of the OD
consultant is to help clients learn how to help themselves more
effectively. Although consultants occasionally provide expert
information and may sometimes prescribe a remedy, their more
typical mode of operating is facilitating" (p 145).

More recently I have been influenced by the complexity approach
to consultancy which attempts to address organisational issues
by understanding change as it unfolds in the ongoing tension
between stability and instability or working in "edge of chaos"
situations. The consultant works with change in both the
"legitimate system" (formal structure, policies mission and culture)
and the organisations "shadow systems" or networks which are
spun simultaneously and spontaneously through self-organising
processes (Stacy, 1996). Therefore, complexity consulting involves
working between the "messy" nature of organisational life and the
managers rational plans and being "OK" about not always being
able to specify in advance outcomes or a plan of action (Shaw,
1997).

The complexity approach has challenged my own practice which
has been particularly influenced by what Schein (1995) calls clinical
inquiry.
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With this approach "trained" helpers act like organisational clini-
cians observing learning and change processes, emphasising the ef-
fects of interventions and operating from models that seek to bring
an organisation to healthy functioning.
However I have not always found this approach easy due to my
tendency to want to help possibly too much by "solving" the cli-
ents "problem " for them, and being caught up in their own sense of
urgency and "quick-fix " mind set. This "quick fiY " approach often
suggests that the organisation is sick and needs curing and puts the
consultant in the place of the doctor who knows how to "make it all
better". Remaining in this mode of consultancy can contribute to a
problem centred view of organisations and reduces the generative
ability to learn as mangers do not take responsibility for diagnosing
their own issues and improve their own situations (Schein, 1999).
After reviewing the literature on learning and consultancy, particu-
larly over that last year of the MA course, I have realised just how
complicated my own job is and how in a way I have an almost im-
possible job to do. I implement lots of little interventions with lots
ofdepartments and do not really know what real impact I have on
them or how my interventions impact on the change management
process. I have tended to fix upon a"one best way" of doing things
and have seen it as the "right" answer and trying to convince others
it is too. But I have realised that I have needed to consider other
ways of approaching organisational consulting and learning.

Extract 2

Building the fitture: The hospital

Although the Trust is primarily a community organisation, it is
responsible for the management of a medium sized hospital. The
hospital has had a turbulent history over the last five years with a
significant reduction of acute services such as Intensive Care and
subsequently, has lost its university teaching hospital status. It has
also been under constant threat of closure.
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However, as part of the governments Modernisation Agenda,
the hospital will be rebuilt and by 2005 will be transformed
into a flagship community hospital whose design and service
provision will provide a model for other similar projects across
the nation. The design of the new hospital will present a number
of challenges. Significantly, there will be less ward space than is
currently available therefore requiring a reduction in nursing beds
and the number of staff required to deliver care; a matter of great
sensitivity, requiring excellent leadership and management skills.

Therefore, as the new hospital will provide new, "not done before"
services new ways of working will need to be investigated and
developed. The Senior nurse and the directorate managers are
dependent on the sisters leading this change as well as maintaining
current service provision.

The ward sisters

There are currently seven wards providing care for elderly patients
and patients requiring rehabilitation following amputations
and cerebral vascular accidents (Strokes). Each of the wards are
led and managed by a nursing Sister~Charge Nurse. There are
twelve Sister~Charge Nurses who are responsible for the total
management of their wards including night services. They are
managed by one senior nurse. All of these individuals have been
working at the hospital for many years some for well over ten.

I compare the ward sisters with the "available musicians" the
Venetian composer would have needed to work with to not only
jointly contribute to the composition of a new commissioned piece
of music but to also work together to perform it. In the same way
I was to participate with this available group of individuals to
jointly build new constructs that would lead to the performance of
new actions.
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Extract 3

Chapter 6 A question of trust

Introduction

On arriving in Venice, our composer would only have a vague idea
of the calibre of the musician and singers he was to work with. For
the ensemble to create music, different types of trust were required
between the musicians. Firstly each player~singer needed to trust
that the others would turn up at the right time for rehearsals
and for the performance of the oratorio itself. If a musician kept
missing rehearsals or was late, questions might be asked about
their commitment to the ensemble. Did they want to play with the
group anymore? A missing part in a polyphonic piece of music
leaves the overall sound incomplete and the depths of sonority
lost. Secondly, there was a collective need to trust others to be
competent in their singing or playing ability. Did they practice
regularly? Could they play~sing the harder sections of the piece of
music? A Maestro di Cappella or composer, as already pointed out,
did not have a choice about the musicians they could work with.

They had to compose around the existing skills and competencies.
Of course, if they were a maestro of any calibre they would also
provide opportunities for development.

In this chapter the emerging issues around the subject of trust
between the ward sisters are discussed. The issues are of course
similar to the trust needs of the early baroque ensemble and of any
group or organisation and the following discussion explores the
issues that emerged as part of the research process.

Trust: The story continues

Anxiety and issues about trust and trusting in the PART emerged
before the data feedback session (PART 5). During PART 4, as part
of a"how's it going" conversation, I asked what was needed to get
more out of the PART?
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I was surprísed by some of the following answers, "We need more
trust and openness and honesty"! "People are still holding back".
"Ifind it difficult sharing in the big group; can't we have smaller
groups?" These statements were not shared directly in the large
group but came from feedback from small group work. I just
didn't appreciate how difficult the PART process had been for an
undisclosed number of the participants. This had been the first
time trust being an issue in the group had been voiced. It was
also during this session that there was a collective appreciation of
how much each ward sister operated on their own. We all came
to a realisation that there was little or no cooperation between
the wards and when one sister was experiencing a problem,
individuals did not seek assistance from their peers but went
straight to the senior nurse. This behaviour was contributing to
the senior nurse's frustration as in her view the sisters should be
dealing with the issues they were coming to her with between
themselves. It was also her expectation that ward sisters of their
grade should not be coming to her with the type of problems she
was getting asked to help with and that " they should know how to
sort it out themselves." "Why do you keep coming to me?" the senior
nurse asked the group. There was no immediate answer and some
people looked at the floor.

This was a difficult session but at least consciousness had been
raised regarding the lack of cooperation existing between the
sisters. It was also the first opportunity that the senior nurse
had had to openly express her feelings to the ward sisters as a
group rather than just to me or expressing it in a more direct but
unhelpful way with one of the sisters who might have requested
help. At the end of this conversation one of the more senior ward
sisters suggested that they all might consider to go to each other
first with day to day issues to seek help before going to the senior
nurse. This was agreed and in addition to this there was some
discussion about setting up a new group for the sisters to meet on
their own without the senior nurse to look at operational issues.
This was a good example of inquiry resulting in action; a small
action albeit.
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There was no analysis of what was wrong at this stage, the group
simply acted as a result of raised consciousness. There was no
evidence that the group's action was based on an increase of trust if
an increase in trust was indeed necessary to take action.

In any organisation, trust plays a vital part in its day-to-day
functioning and in its effectiveness. Trust has been described as
the "connective tissue" that holds an organisation together (Miller,
2000). In the same way the body needs connective tissue to hold it
together, trust holds an organisation together. Peters (1994) refers
to trust as the "missing x-factor," an essential ingredient in today's
business environment, but so often lacking in many organisations.
Trust according to Peters (1994) allows conversations to happen
which forms the basis of today's knowledge-based economy.
Trust also contributes to developing organisations that display
"boundarylessness" and challenges the "silo" mentality and
behaviour that hinders organisational learning (Dixon, 1998). The
wards had become "silos" with little or no co-operation between
them.

Extract 4

Chapter 7 Going on towards leadership and community

Introduction

If Venice today is a beautiful place, how much more must its
beauty have shined in the 1óth and 17th centuries when it was in
its heyday. However under its external glorious splendour was
a cruel and harsh dominator culture like any other kingdom in
Europe of the same period. The Venetian Doge (or king) would
have sanctioned cruel executions for public view (entertainment)
between the columns of San Marco and San Teodoro in the Piazza
San Marco. He would have waged war on other kingdoms as part
of Venice's naval imperialistic expansion. For the church musicians
however, their local culture was more of a partnership.
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The Maestro di Cappella or the composer of a piece of music
did not stand in front of the ensemble and reign over them as
modern day orchestral conductors do. They often played and led
within the ensemble often from the harpsichord or organ, simply
providing the accompaniment for one of the virtuosi playing a solo
piece. Leadership was in effect a partnership with each member
giving way to the other as their part in the piece took centre
stage. This co-ordinating of action within the framework of the
music itself was supported by a common musical language that
supported the goirig on between the musicians.

In this chapter, the themes that came out of the six months of
dialogue exploring the concept of leadership are discussed
and expanded. It looks at the beginnings of a move away
from the dominator culture to a partnership culture, and at
the tender shoots of a possible new construct for leadership.
Finally a summary of actions decided by the PART for future
implementation are presented.

Community

We have already seen how the realisation of how separated the
wards were from each other began to be voiced during PART
4. Conversations how the wards might begin to work together
began to emerge. More powerfully the rich pictures created in
PART 6 tended to focus on the type of environment where trust
might grow. Using the words to describe the rich pictures, we
talked about trust growing in a community that experienced and
nurtured the following:

Happiness

Communication cohesion

Sunny atmosphere dispensing with doom and gloom

Peace, tranquillity 8z harmony

Patients are happy and relaxed

Appreciation

Support
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Cohesion

Sharing and discussing ideas

Progression

Two-way, effective communication

Of course each of these words meant different things to every
person in the room and you could probably have a workshop on
the meaning of each. On the whole we agreed that these words did
not express how things were in the current culture but that it was
a culture where we wished to travel to. What sort of community
were we travelling from and what sort of community were we
travelling to? Tónnies (1887) talks about two types of organisation
society or organisation. The first is Gemeinschaft, which is used
to describe the natural living community into which a person is
born the family or the tribe and the second is Gesellschaft, formally
created groupings that a person joins in some contractual sense, as
when he or she becomes an employee.

Checkland (2001) developing Tónnies work suggests that generally
the orthodox view of organisations emphasise their Gesellschaft
nature, that they are created to do things collectively (achieve
goals), that would be beyond the reach of individuals. Alternative
views of organisations see them as yet another form of social
grouping, displaying elements of Gemeinschaft, something like
being in a family. Ideally organisations would exhibit some of
the characteristics of both models. The common experience of
organisation that the ward sisters and I were experiencing on
a daily basis was that of organisation as Gesellschaft with little
emphasis on Gemineschaft. Interestingly, one of the sisters
commented on how more intimate the word family was than
community and that we should be aware that for some in the
room family was not a developmental or a positive life experience
as suggested by Gemínschafft. Also, reflecting on the intimacy
of the drinking bowl metaphor, were we ready to talk about the
intimacy of family; in essence avoiding the "we are all one big
happy family" approach to growth and development? Therefore,
we decided to go on with the language of community at this time.
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Although, this point was taken and agreed I was interested in
this decision because the words from the rich picture exercise are
often associated with the characteristics that would generally be
identified as coming first from family rather than community. My
reflection on this was that it simply showed where people were at
in relating and trusting each other. I saw this as a direct symptom,
if you will, of years of living in the dominator culture.

Extract 5

Despite my concerns about becoming an alternative manager, this
did not really happen especially as the senior nurse was very much
part of the research process right from the start and responsibilities
for the managerial aspects of the project agreed via the change
process framework.

In fact for some and especially for the senior nurse I had become
a friend rather than another form of manager. Bellman (2002)
talks about the benefits of the friendship aspect of the consultancy
relationship like this:

"An openness to friendship with clients deepens the potential
of this consulting work to contribute to life meaning. The
possibility of developing friendships with your partners-in-
work affects how you deal with them. It guides you towards
openness, equality, naturalness, and authenticity" (p 72).

The most striking example of this is when during our conversation
about how the process was going for her, the senior nurse said to
me "You know, when I first met you I couldn't stand you!" Not
having any idea that she had felt like that toward me I asked
her what had changed? She went on to say that since we had
worked~coordinated together on the research project, she had felt
supported and helped. She also trusted me and felt she could
share things with me.

Now, for many other reasons outside the PART I meet with the
senior nurse regularly to have conversation that contributes to her
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personal learning and provides the support she needs to lead the
change process on a day-to-day basis.

So through my own journey in discovering what participation
means to me, I now have accepted that being a scaffollder is a good
thing, as long as people do not get dependent on the scaffolding
always being there.

Scaffolding is only a temporary structure around a building whilst
it is being built or repaired and is eventually taken down or should
be. In the end the building holds its own and stands. Being a
friend too is ok. I have learned not to be scared of being friends
with clients. My tendency to always be in process and neutral
has been challenged; and in any case how can it not be challenged
when I have immersed myself in another's social context?
Becoming friends has its risks as it does in all areas of relationship
life. But I have found the benefits to outweigh the risks by a mile
on this occasion and have contributed to the laying down of robust
relational foundations.

Seeing the light

One of the ways I have been particularly challenged throughout
the MA course has been my government influenced "one best
way" of thinking and acting within my consultancy practice. This
way of behaving was not simply a response to the pressures of
government policy document must do's, but also to the response
of a novice consultant who was without leadership or anyone to
perform with within my specific zone of proximal development.

I have grown tremendously and have gained a high degree of
confidence in myself as a person, theoretical understanding
and my practice is now more relaxed and creative. Through
this research project, I have begun to see things from multiple
perspectives and now see the power of appreciating multiple
realities.

Also, the power of language and the importance and richness
of conversation has been especially powerful. Some skills I have
developed include the skills of pacing and interrupting. Pacing
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according to Ramsey (1998) is the organising process of bridging
language genres and "making others' realities sensible across boarders".
Through the PART process, I was able to bring the ward sisters out
from their silos to a safe place to look at a new common language.
Interrupting is inextricably linked with pacing. Interrupting or
intervening is part of relating and being reflective on an other's
reality. The exercises and conversations were interruptions to
the perceived notion that the ward sisters were a"problem to
be solved". In interrupting this flow of think and talking, new
constructions of "the problem" emerged and led to joint action.

Very importantly for me, I have realised that my use of
professional OD language can contribute to "the sense of human
misery" by concentrating on for example, problem solving with
the focus on organisations as sick or requiring fixing has to change
and has begun to change. So I have seen the light. I have started
the journey from seeing organisations as places full of darkness
towards the light of organisational appreciation.

Appreciative Inquiry, although only used very loosely as a model
within this project has helped me in developing skills and a new
local language of seeing and talking about the organisation as a
"mystery to be embraced" through participation and co-construction.

A particular learning need is for more study of social
constructionist theory as applied to change work and especially
guidance on the practical use of constructionist influenced models
such as the 4-D model of Appreciative Inquiry.

I don't find it easy co-ordinating or performing with others, but
I am changing and it's early days in my consulting career. I have
learned to appreciate that sustainable change can more effectively
come about when individuals have the opportunity to dream of
their possible futures in the work place and through the creation
of zone of proximal development-like environments make those
dreams a reality.
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(B) Kieran's Assignment (Extracts)

Extract 1

The Start of the Process

Everybody kept telling me "your going to have a problem soon,
gas training is coming up" everybody from the Maintenance
Engineer to the Supervisor, Chargehands and Gas Fitters. What
is this gas training, what is so special, yes I have picked up the
seriousness of it all, I realise it is pretty technical but what is the
fear. The fear from the Engineers is "I know what happened last
time, we had people actually in tears because they didn't want to
go through the training". The stories from the Fitters were pretty
similar. Obviously I was perturbed by this thought but I thought
at the end of the day training is training, people must be able to
pass the training, they did the last time or at least some of them
did. It has got to be the way it is handled that will lead to success.

Subject~Object Relationships

These were the first indications of subject-object relationships
in training that had built up over the years, "subject-object
relationships are constructed as being separate and opposed
entities, viewed as being either~or rather than a participative
relationship constructed as both~and" (Hosking 2000). All I need
to do is to approach it in the right way, give the right support, do
not pressurise people, and try to break down barriers so that the
training is more attractive to them. I was always told that, "people
will not do the training because there is nothing in it for them, they
need rewarding". This was a gap in the grading scheme that we
had, however that gap has now been filled so the monetary reward
for developing yourself is now there.

However I still cannot help feeling that this returns us to subject-
object relationships, carrot and stick approach, at the moment it
probably will help; in the future I think trust and relationships will
be the driving force.
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The way forward is to build these relationships. However,
"training in the western culture is traditionally tailored to and
usually speaks of people and organisations in terms of'isms',
talking of things (nouns as subjects and objects). Conventions
construct an acting subject that is assumed to relate to, learn about
and produce objects such as followers, trainees and students.
Rather than being participative, taught rather than learning"
(Hosking 2000).

This seems to be the area of concern; we have always been in a
taught, rather than learning environment. People go on training
courses because we, the organisation require them to so that the
organisation can adapt to the business environment. (Watkins
and Marsick cited in Easterby-Smith et al 2001) claim that
Organizations are realising that they will not survive if they do
not change. However (Easterby-Smith et al 2001) argue that this
argument is not as straightforward in the public sector, where
better arguments of 'why change' need to be developed. Would it
not be better if people wanted to go on the courses, because they
understand the reasons why, and the management encourage them
to develop rather than push them to develop, could this be carried
out by building trust and communication?

The Training Process

The process started back in the summer, I had heard all bad
reports about the previous training. I heard one person say "a
training caravan came along, we were al] huddled in one end and
filtered through the caravan over a few days and some of us came
out at the end of the session registered". This was an interesting
statement, maybe slightly over exaggerated; but nevertheless a
perception of some of the candidates. In their minds it had not
been a pleasant experience.

I had got to source an area for training which is going to be less
hostile, probably away from work so that people are not being
overseen by other workmates that are not going through the
training and maybe even away from some of the management.
There was certainly some scaremongering going down, whether
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intentional or not, everybody was making a big thing out of it.
This put a lot of pressure on people to pass their registration.

I tried to find somewhere that understood the fears of our staff
so my first attempt was Stephensons College in Coalville, about
ten miles from the University, it seemed an ideal choice. I went
along in July 2002 to meet the course leader and his assistant. I
had planned to take the section Supervisor with me and the
Chargehand who was responsible for gas maintenance, both of
these people are senior figures within their section and also need
re-training so if they are happy with the facilities then I am half
way there.

Unfortunately the Supervisor was off sick on that day so only
the Chargehand and myself went over. We met the people and
looked around the facilities, everybody seemed very supportive
they seemed to understand our people's fears, I was lucky the
first college I had visited and they were talking my language,
more importantly they were talking the Chargehands language
too. They offered to come over to the University and talk to
our candidates; this is great I thought, this person cuuld allay
some of the people's fears. A date was set about a month later,
I was determined, people that go on this course will ideally be
volunteers; if I do not get enough volunteers then that is a path
I will have to cross later. We had previously decided we did not
need a lot of people trained to work on gas; all we needed was a
core of around six on industrial and domestic gas training. Maybe
we can manage to get this number with volunteers.

The Visit from the College

The day came for the Course Leader from the college to visit; I had
set up a room away from the depot and put on some refreshments
to try and create a more relaxed atmosphere. We had all of the
staff from that section at the initial meeting, but stressed to them
that it was just a presentation from the college on how they would
teach and support any of our people that wished to go on the
training. The meeting went well; the course leaders approach at
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this time was very participative, it was also very supporting and
reassuring.

However CORGI training and registration is very prescriptive,
a typical western way of training and part of the problem could
lie there. If I knew then what I have learnt now through this
assignment I may have approached the assignment in a different
way and looked deeper at the CORGI training methods rather than
the support that is under my remit.

By the end of the talk people were relaxed and by the end of the
day between six and eight people were interested in the training
for industrial and domestic gas.

At this point I was very happy and feeling pleased for the section
and myself, I was thinking that we had got to this stage in such a
relaxed manner; everything was going very well.

The first of the training was due to take place between late October
and the start of November 2002. The first three people to go on to
the training was Mick Gee, David Griffin and Tony Haymes, there
were some nerves leading up to the first day. I was uncertain as to
whether the three-day training was enough for them.

However I had discussed it with their Supervisor who had been
CORGI trained himself and we felt that the refresher course would
be enough for them. There was a ten day course option, it was
much more expensive but very thorough. I was willing to send
them on this but we decided that if they struggled over the three
days we could send them on the ten-day course afterwards. On
reflection, it would have been better sending everybody on the ten-
day course in the first instance.

On the second morning I went to visit them on the course to see
how they thought they were doing, they were finding it hard but
were in good spirit, and all seemed to fear the assessment though.

At this point I felt they would still be okay and that they would go
through with it. Soon I was to be proved wrong.
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The next day two out of the three had backed away from the
course, they had found it way too difficult for them to grasp, the
third candidate was wavering but he stuck with it and he did pass
his assessment.

This came as a blow for me, I thought I had done everything right
by involving people, asking for volunteers and not pushing them
but still I had failed. At this point I took a step back and thought
to myself, what has gone wrong, why was it not successful, how
could I make it any better?

At this stage I could not encourage these two people to go on the
course again, both of the people were in their late fifties early
sixties and by this stage had decided that they were too old to
learn "we have had enough, let the younger ones have a go".
Luckily enough we still had enough volunteers, although not as
experienced at working on gas. They are to go on the full ten-day
course in early 2003. I now wanted to know what went wrong,
how can I improve it for the other candidates, indeed CORGI
is very prescriptive and tough, it needs to be, there are lives at
stake, can I indeed improve the process? My first stage was to
interview the first three people that went through the training;
get them to tell their stories, why did two back away, why did one
get through? Also I would interview the Supervisor, since he has
been through the same training and passed at a later date. Finally
I would get the perspective of the Assistant Maintenance Engineer,
he was involved in the training five years ago, which on the face of
it all seemed more successful than the latest training although the
perception of the staff is that they were forced through the training.
Is this the way to train people, do you pick the most successful
route in the past? I would prefer to think not.

The Real Process, the Interviews

The interviews were held during the week of the 16~ of December
2002. All of the interviewees were given the opportunity to
tell there story of what dealings they had with gas installation
or maintenance, right from when they left school, working
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through their apprenticeship to being a skilled Fitter through to
when CORGI registration first came in to force. I asked them to
concentrate on the training that had been carried out over the last
five to six years and tell me their experiences around that.

The results were phenomenal; the things that came out of these
sessions surprised me.

I purposely interviewed the Supervisor and Assistant Maintenance
Engineer last, so that I could discuss deeper certain areas of
concern.

Some of these trade's staff had been dealing with gas fitting since
they became craftsmen up to forty years ago, so they had seen
some radical changes in legislation over the years. One Fitter
claimed that: "up until five years ago we didn't have to take any
tests, yes we had to be registered with CORGI that came about
around 1991. The University then had to register us with CORGI
as competent persons, all they needed then was details of what
work you had done on gas".

The first training and assessment came in around 1998, so by this
time the University had to have any people that dealt with gas
registered. A comment from the Assistant Maintenance Engineer
was that "at that time all Fitters occasionally touched gas, so it
was decided by management that all Fitters should go through
training and assessment, they should all have a go at it whether
they pass it or not". Also at that time there was no remuneration
offered for anybody to become a registered gas Fitter so it was
felt that the only fair way was to put everybody through it, as far
as I am aware, nobody was asked to volunteer. Again this points
very much towards subject~object relationships at that time. The
Assistant Maintenance Engineer also stated "at that time a team
of consultants had been set up within the University and it was
decided that staff within the boiler and fitting section should be
reduced and the two sections combined, plumbers and boiler men
all became Fitters".
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I felt it was interesting hearing these stories; also it was interesting
hearing the stories from the management of then and the gas
Fitters, to hear their differences and similarities.

Stories such as "I have only touched gas four times since I was
trained five years ago, I don't feel confident with it". "A lot of gas
work was put out to contract so we don't deal with it everyday,
if your not dealing with it you soon lose your competence and
confidence". "Eighty percent of what we learnt we have never
used again". Yet the management's point of view was "the fitting
shop has steered away from gas, the staff didn't want to work on
gas, so some of it had to be put out to contract. I would like to
see the fitting section get the gas works back, it is certainly more
lucrative and specialist work".

The strange thing about the last comment is that it is a comment
shared by the people that were successful in achieving their
CORGI gas registration during the last period of training. It seems
management and some staff wanted the same thing but could
not achieve it during the past years, why was this? Why didn't
they work together to make this successful? Was this because of
a subject~object relationship that had built up and created a void
between management and staff?

So what about the training, what were the experiences of five years
ago? Some comments from the gas Fitters were "the industrial
gas training was okay, during the day we were able to work as a
group and support each other. What one didn't know or couldn't
grasp another could help out with. However, with it all being new
to us we didn't have a clue about working out formulas and we
would be studying at home until eleven at night so that we could
pass the course, it was hard going". When the domestic training
came along there seemed to be even bigger problems "although
we understood the formulae because we had already done this on
industrial training, the conditions for training were terrible, a long
trailer caravan was bought on site and we were filtered through
the caravan. There wasn't a lot of room to work and everybody felt
under pressure".
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Extract 2

Other comments were that "Stephensons College was fairly
good, we were impressed with the guy that came and gave
the presentation at the University. However l don't think the
teachers at the college got the support from the college, there
didn't seem as though there was any modern presentation tools
and the administrative support seemed poor, they seemed
overloaded". "The assessors seemed sympathetic, they seemed
to understand that assessment was tough, they seemed to find
peoples capabilities and draw them out". A comment from the
first successful candidate was "I did feel fairly confident, however,
I felt a little tension from the other guys, I felt guilty that I couldn't
help them out". A similar comment came from the Supervisor "if I
was on the course at the same time I think I could have supported
these guys and pulled them through". The two successful people
do deal with the majority of gas work on site, so they are pretty
confident in what they do.

Other interesting comments that came out were such comments
as "we should only have about three people doing gas rather than
trying to get everybody to do it, this would put them on gas the
majority of the time and make them confident and competent
through continuing experience". This is roughly what we were
planning on doing anyway although the numbers we wanted was
around six people so that we could cover emergency call outs.

At this point I am thinking I may be getting somewhere, apart from
the obvious that our people probably do not work on gas enough
to keep up their confidence, there is an area oE development here
that we could support. It occurred to me, am I trying to run before
I walk, what is the rush? Lets get a few people through and then
let us build the unit back up slowly. The people we get through
the training can encourage others in the workplace prior to formal
training. Things were slowly becoming clearer.

The Supervisor and Assistant Maintenance Engineer share a
similar view of "let us get gas back, we can get rid of bogs and
basins (basic plumbing) anyone can do that and can do it cheaply,
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gas fitting however is not so easy and not so cheap".

Another area that was brought up by the Supervisor was time for
support at work "we just don't get the time, we have tried it before
but we always get disturbed by work". Although there seems to
be areas in which we can support learning and development, we
still have issues of competence and confidence within the group.
We can increase the works that are carried out by the gas Fitters.
By reducing the number of jobs that are put out to contract and
carrying that work out in house we can increase the amount of gas
work. How do we do this with confidence, it is a complex area and
although the people are learning the theory there is no substitute
for practice to build up confidence and competence. Learning in
working best represents the fluid evolution of learning through
practice (Brown J S and Duguid P 1991).

Developing Learning

Future learning needs to be developed from an interactionist
viewpoint, which basically does not differ from the communities
of practice viewpoint (Easterby-Smith et a12001). The individual
is not an isolated entity who encounters society, but a social being,
shaped by and shaping society (Easterby-Smith et al 2001). To
improve development, we need to look from a social constructivist
viewpoint. We need to make the shift from instructor~manager to
facilitator. I believe that the section is now starting to move that
way, we are now involving people in their own development. This
year the Department will bring in personal development reviews
which were designed by a cross section working group of all staff
within the department. These will be carried out purely on a
voluntary basis to allow people to communicate their development
with their manager. By giving our people the option we realise
that some people may not take up the offer immediately, but that
in the future the benefits shall be seen and others will come on
board and at some point wil] become part of working life. This
would mirror (Pedler, Burgoyne and Boydell's 1988) theory of self-
development by management being facilitators rather than the
initiator.
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Interview with Paul

Caroline You know Linda better than I do, try and pretend for the
next two or five minutes that you are Linda, how would she
talk about the Project Team. How do you think she would talk
about it.

Paul She would feel that it was badly organised. There were
too many mangers involved in setting it up and they were all
giving confusing and conflicting messages to Dr Qadir. She
would also feel that both her....... well Dr Qadir was against it at
the start because of the loss of the beds. That it may have been
a good idea in principle in addition to the beds the amount
of extra community support, the working together with other
agencies, I am not sure how she feels about it. I suspect she
is a bit negative about Social Services and other agencies
because Dr Qadir is negative about working with those other
agencies sometimes particularly, when he discusses clients
that have been in his beds and are now in need of alternative
accommodation and are waiting, as he would say, months for
other accommodation. So, he would be a little a bit against
the multi agency working, and maybe the effect it has on the
amount of power he feels that he had with the beds being
eroded or could be eroded if he becomes more involved in the
team. I suppose there are a number of things there.

Caroline The one that has some optimism attached to it is that
the notion of this was badly managed and organised with
conflicting signals. This is something that I have heard about
quite a bit. I am being given one message.. Renee giving
fourteen different messages depending on what time of day.

Paul Well that is true that did happen to a certain extent.
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Caroline That in a sense is over Renee heading off next month.
This month is it, June~July Eileen obviously has got her eye
somewhat else fixed elsewhere at the moment.

Paul The trouble is that even though you say it is over, Dr Qadir
and Linda as well have this habit of dragging it all back up. I
was there when it was discussed with one of the managers
about the day care patients here at Park House and one of the
managers was saying that it was going to be split between
GP places and the consultant places. Another manager was
saying to Dr Qadir, and, I was there at the time, that all of the
places if he wanted, could be the consultant day places and,
he liked that very much. I thought when it was being said, I
was thinking, I am not sure if this is what is in the plan. But,
that was one little example which I am sure he would be happy
to keep bringing up. He does tend to .... whereas I would
tend to think a bit more what you were saying, "Well, that
is past and we have got to move on". He tends to dwell on
what the past was and likely to bring it up and it becomes him
being defensive of things in the past and he gets stuck on that
sometimes. I am sure that was what would have happened
had he ever attended more of the management meetings. He
would have kept going over, and over and over things in the
past.

Caroline You don't see any ways in which you can change that,
you can offer him a new story, you might say, of what is going
on. What is going on in the project, well it is not a project
anymore, it is the ongoing work of the community team that
you know he would like?

Paul He would like the amount of extra support that clients are
getting in their homes and the feedback that he does get from
carers, he would like that. Particularly, when a few times
we have helped him out with situations which in the past
would have resulted in admission to hospital and we have
managed to contain the situation at home. Whether or not he
will remember those is another thing, we will have to keep
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reminding him I suppose because he would be more than likely
to mention times when he has needed a bed and he hasn't
found one. I can't think of that many in Lowtown.

Caroline So, if you take those angles that he would like, how
could you get him to narrate his... my achievement .... and I am
afraid I am a cynical bitch, the best way of getting somebody
involved is to make them feel that they are part of the success.

Paul Yes, maybe we need to. Maybe, and I am just thinking there
are one or two surgeries that have asked us to do a tour, the
team, and I must admit that I have just completely screwed up
with thoughts of who is going to do the talk. It was probably
going to be probably myself and Kath the Social Worker. But,
maybe that is something I need to put to Dr Qadir that he and
I and Kath could do the talk because then, one would hope
that he would have to be fairly positive about us and we would
have to fairly positive about him and that might help.

Caroline It seems to me that you have started to out one or two
elements. The notion of doing drug trials and how can it
involve the team, including the community support workers,
though you mentioned the word feedback. To what extent can
you manufacture it so that one of the clients is tested on the
drug and being visited by the community support worker who
is told what to look out for and provide feedback. Is that a
realistic one, or am I being naive.

Paul No, that is realistic. He tends to refer people to our team
who have done the drug trial and maybe our reviews that we
would have here without him often, usually, we need to take to
the clinic the memory clinic, where the trials are and make it a
part of ............because he always reviews people on the trials,
during the trials with the carer but, maybe we need to put
ourselves in that as well and say, "Can we be a part of that as
well?" It would probably would look better on his information
for the trials, I would think.
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Caroline And, especially if you have got somebody who is going
in most days with somebody like that, this is going to produce
feedback that is going to be interesting for his studies, if they
are told. In which case you get him involved with what has.....
a quarter of an hour training session you can have the support
workers in and you can tell them and train them and tell them
what to look for in this particular drug trial.

Okay, that is Dr Qadir, I am not sure that we have dealt with .....
I think he will take longer than that. I do want to stress.... and I
talk a lot about Boss management, and he is not your boss, but
he is senior and he can use himself and he has a throw back
attitude too.

Paul I tend to feel that he is a bit .... that he is sort of my boss, but I
shouldn't, I think you are right, there are a lot of my colleagues
that would say, "He is nothing to do" ... but I think I have
always felt that even the consultant was treating us all equal, I
still felt to a certain extent that she was like a boss but she never
behaved like one. That was what was good about that and it
was much more of a team. 1 suppose that is what makes it a
bit difficult for me sometimes thinking that they will happen
magically.

Caroline I think that is what I want to stress to you. As I have got
to know you over this year and a half, your actions are often
diffident. There is a shrug of shoulders, in a way the way you
were landed with the budget and the leadership was a Green
shrug of the shoulders, with something like an irate stamp, Pat
Wilson wasn't it? It would be interesting to know, if Pat hadn't
been there would have you let some of your anger get out?

Paul I had written that letter before I mentioned it to Pat but I
thought I ought to mention it to Pat because she was at the time
my next in line manager. So it was only right to mention it. I
had written a letter the night before in anger, so yes I think I
would have done it but it took a lot.
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Appendix 6

Student Comments and my notes
This appendix is arranged with my own 'narrative' analysis of
student comments

Student Comments:

Student comments on what they learned about leadership during
the session using the poem "The Leaders"

Caroline's group, Tuesday 12:00

~ Although followers are regarded as'passive', I have learned
that they know this and subsequently manipulate the
managers~leaders back(!)

~ Tow different types of management can lead to the same
outcome

~ I have learned that there are different types of leadership.
Formal~informal but both achieve the same objective.

~ Women and men are not alike -~ theories

~ There are different types of leaderships styles and depends on
person and organisation

~ There are many perspectives concerning leadership in the
workplace

~ Managers approaches may be different but produce similar
outcomes

~ There is no one type of leadership
~ Types of leadership - informal and formal - different ways of

being a leader

~ There are many different ways of being a leader

~ I have learnt that what a leader "says goes"
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~ I have learnt that two different approaches actually can result in
the same outcome

~ We all to be leadbthere are different ways of leading, but at the
end of the day we have to be directed by mangers.

~ That thee are more than one way to manage or lead people that
will still get the same result.

Caroline's Tuesday afternoon group
~ Leadership can be in mangy styles and both genders

~ Gender is coming observed(?) in the way men and women are
equal. Different types can effect people in different ways

~ That there are different styles of leadership, visions of leaders,
which are perceived differently by members of staff each
employee is subject to his~her onw following styles, need to be
tackled carefully

~ There is more than one leadership style which is perceived in
different ways

~ Can be undertaken and perceived in a variety of ways
depending on own personne experiences and knowledge

~ There is no set answer, there's a number of contrasting views.
"different perspectives"

~ That leadership has a s r ~ b~r , individual for the organisation
in question

~ Nothing specifically about leadership. I saw how different
people react differently to poems usually dependent o their
experience

~ Guidance, control, styles

~ The importance a leader has on its employees and organisation
- some basic tyles of leadership

~ Varies different management styles which may lead to the same
conclusions

~ Both poems have the same following verse which suggests to
me that people lower down the hierarchy don't have clear views
on leadership style
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~ Gender roles in leadership

Appendix 6

Hugh's Tuesday groups
~ No right style of leadership

~ Leaders follow vision and mission

~ Good example of leadership~management
- football coach and captain

~ Leadership differs from management
various viewpoints

~ Different styles of leadership can give the same outcome

~ Different types of management skills

~ Different styles can be adopted to achieve same outcome - there
are different leadership styles

~ Many different types of leadership 8z styles
employee 8z task oriented

~ Anyone can be in a position of leadership in a workforce, don't
just have to be managers.
- appropriate ways of managing

~ Leadership is different from managing people

~ Managers and leaders are not the same

~ Leadership is about flexibility being able to direct without so
much control

~ That you can have leaders and managers and they are not
necessarily the same

~ Leader `manager, and vice versa

~ Key thing that I learned was that there are 2 types of leadership
people oriented and task oriented

~ Need not to have a strong character to be a leader

Peter's Tuesday Groups

~ There are different types of leadership. And different peeple-
have different approach
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' There are many different aspects that make a good leader 8s
situations lead to different styles 8zthe level of management is
relevant to the style used

' Different ways people perceive leaders
the number of views that can be formed from one poem is vast

' Different leaders have different levels of power

' A leader can use more than one leadership skill or technique

' Leadership can often be deeper 8z it can depend on the situation
8t gender or the person leading

' LEADERSHIP

More to it than you first think
ie deeper meanings

' There are a number of ways in which leadership can be carried
out. These are informal and formal ways to go about. You can
be a good leader, respected by your employees, but not liked by
them. Alternatively you be all of these and liked as well. And be
successful in both

' Not a lot - covered most in a-level.
interesting looking at diff types ~comparison

' I learnt that although styles change the main aim does not

' Different levels within an office
eg sec and boss both leaders in their own way

' Physical objects, actions, views, methods show much about the
leader's views and opinions

' Different styles 8z authority
' Different people can be leaders, all will be good leaders in their

own way.
leaders can be formal or informal

' Learnt about gender traits - not just judging a person because of
their gender, but the traits that make a person what they are

Amanda's Thursday group

' Different types of leaderships
Corporate, general
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~ It's hard and lonely at the top, to get one's goal and forfilment

~ Different viewpoints of management and subordinates

~ Leadership:
different styles and could have both styles in balance ie
this is how we do it,
we are a team and we move forward together

~ issues raised about leaders and followers based on working
conditions, environment etc

~ opinions
~ important to keep your staff happy and controlled

~ thee are different sorts of leadership

Peter's Thursday groups

~ 2 types of leaders - open minded
dictator

~ there are different styles of leadership

~ Different leadership in a company

~ There are different styles of leadership

~ Informal and formal styles

~ A leader can have more than one style

~ Leadership
it can be personal or situational(context) and there can be many
ways in which a person can lead another

~ That different managers use different styles and more often

than not get the same result

~ It is evident that different types of leadership and attitudes
to leadership style depend on the type of respect received by
employees and how they view the managers, although it's not
necessarily dependent upon the success factors of the company

~ In relation to the poem leaders can be different in the way of
working but seill get similar outcomes

~ There are many different leaders in the world who all have
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different styles of leading and are perceived by people
differently this is dependent upon a person's personality traits
to an extent

~ There is more than one way of leading people, some methods
are more effective than others.

~ There are different leadership styles in different organisations.
some leadership styles are more suited depending on the type
of organisation

~ What makes a good leader? Different leadership approaches
are often taekne for different reasons what makes a leader
successful fulfilling their goals
company goals
or those goals of others

~ Learnt that there are different ways in which you can lead a
group
ways of managing

~ Leadership can take many different approaches
the approaches may be effected by type of situation

~ Leadership is different in every organisation. Is however
leadship just another term for being a manager?

~ Leadership - different approaches to leadership but still being
successful

~ Leadership is omnigenuous

Students' comments on what they need to look into following
the session on "The Leaders" poem.

Caroline's group, Tuesday, 5'" February

~ Researching the many different types of leadership

~ Not to judge people on what they first look or do

~ The features or stereotypes of male and female leaders

~ What role do the 'doubters' play in an organisation

~ Leadership styles, who dominates who
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~ I need to learn about men and women approaches to leadership

~ Learn which style of leader I would be

~ There is more to leadership than I thought

~ There is more than one type of leadership!

~ What are the different types of leadership

~ Which way works best in getting people to do what you want
them to do

~ Stereotypes of inen and women as leaders. Are they proven
facts of social views

~ Would be interesting to see how managers are different within
different organisations and their approach to leading

~ Different views on how managers work

~ Possibly read more into gender issues concerning leadership in
the workplace

~ Learn about stereotypes between men~women leaders look for
research on this

~ Why different managers adopt different leadership styles

Caroline's Tuesday afternoon group

~ Read the chapter relating to leadership and the various styles it
has

~ Practical working leadership experience

~ Theories on leadership

~ The various different styles of leadership

~ Nothing

~ To look more into different styles of leadership

~ Differentiated and contrasting views towards leadership goals

~ (nothing written by student)

~ leadership

~ need to learn more styles

~ nothing
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~ nothing
~ gender roles in leadership

Hugh's Tuesday groups

~ examples of leadership~management

~ different Theorists views on leadership

~ examples of second type of leader (empowerment~more
involved)

~ research on some of the terms used
how would you do it?
- library
- journals - get examples
- internet

~ (nothing written by student)

~ ways in which management skills will develop in the 21s~
century

~ manager vs leader - how they overlap; their different skills etc.
could research into books or on the web

~ do we need more leaders or managers. Read HBzB 8z other
books to see what they say

~ read more about leadership 8z how it differentiates to other
workforces

~ situationalleadership
read HBzB

~ leaders have to be flexible which raises the issue of situational
leadership. I'd do some research in books and on the web to
find out more about this issue

~ how to be an effective leader

~ the different types of leadership techniques
I will discover this by reading the textbook for module and
other books in the library

~ how to balance the people-orientated 8z task orientated
leaderships!
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~ I would like to look into having a balance between leaders and
followers8z what happens when there are too many leaders in
an org.

~ Develop a better sense of communication and be guide(?) a bit
more when trying to communicate something

Peter's Tuesday groups
~ Research on power using the textbook

~ Need to look at the different types of power. Do extra reading
around the subject

~ Different types of power
~ Need to follow up the different powers leaders may take and

find relevant eg's

~ Different types of leaders
examples of each

~ Follow up: how leadership styles can affect staff motivation

~ Look at referent and legitimate power

~ I'd like to follow up legitimate and referented powers

~ Types of power - legitimate 8z referent power
look in text book

~ I believe we should look at different leaders in real life and see
how their contrasting styles work

~ (nothing written by student)

~ keeping and understanding the difference between creative
communication and authority

~ importance of communication up and down the corporate
hierarchy

~ follow up on power in leadership

~ using a poem was a difficult way to learn new leadership
knowledge. Could have been more straight forward.
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Amanda's Thursdny group
management culture - read a book on it
` how surrounding countries or cultures can make an effect the

way we lead

` why can't we always act the same towards staff in and out of
work, instead of having 2 different ways of acting

~ what should managers do to improve their skills

` look at Hofstede's work

` situations

` how organisational culture can effect leadership (from live
(people) experiments or observation

` which sort of leadership is most successful? Is there just one sort
or does it differ from organisation to organisation
read

Peter's Thursday groups

' manipulation~motivational views
' does giving more responsibility to workers get better results?
` Need to explore leadership more not a great understanding in

the seminar

` Explore different styles of leadership
` Personal and contextual views
` Do followers have styles? Followship
' I'd like to know more: manager~worker relations
` Contingency theory of leadership

` Ways to be motivated in becoming a leader by researching
books and looking at how leaders lead~act

` Does situation always affect the approach

` What the difference is (between leader and manager)
` Follow up on contingency management in lue of situational

forces against personal styles
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My Story

I was a little disappointed. In
none of the classes did my hoped
for outcome appear, that is that
students would notice how a text
can be interpreted in different
ways. Out of many responses only
one student commented on how
many different ways there were to
approach the poem. On reflection
I was being over optimistic.

Instead, my impression of the
classes was that students were
more interested in what the poem
meant and, it seems, dragged
the poem into being a method
of learning about leaders and
leadership - not surprisingly
several noted that it wasn't a very
efficient way of doing this! I'm
puzzled. It sometimes seems that
if I don't do things in a way that is
simple and obvious to the students
that they assume that I'm just a
bad teacher. They seem incapable
of asking a question of what are
they not spotting in my methods.

I guess that I was also
disappointed that so few (none)
students challenged the idea that
a leader had the right to lead and
expect others to follow.

Other Stories

~ Very different topics covered in
different classes:
o Hugh - leaders vs managers

o Peter - Power
o Amanda - culture

~ Students mostly comment on
different leaderships styles
with a significant section of
this noticing that it gets the
same result. This appears to
be aiming at a contingency
approach rather than a
questioning of the social order
aspects

~ Difficult to know how seriously
to take students' intentions
as to what they'll study next.
I'm a bit cynical I expect! But
what they write is much more
distributed, no dominance as in
what they had learned. There
were certainly more readings
about how to be a good leader,
or is that a successful leader?

~ George's story of older students
being more independent.
Possible story plot of 'rebel's
and leaders'?

Ethno-experiment 1- "The Leaders" poem
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joint Action
Following conversation with
George Frynas:

The idea of exploring rebels
and leaders could be a possible
link tying in with students'
interest in different styles of
leadership, issues of power and
the relationship between leaders
and followers. It also might shift
attention away from leaders and
onto the processes of leadership.

Given Amanda's dislike of using
poetry, and Peter's doubts about
students working with it again so
soon; I'm going to use a couple of
vignette type case based on the
development of Post it notes and
Di's Goodrich case study.

Co-ordinating Stories

I'm not at all sure. I and the
students are a mile apart and I
think that I'm a mile apart from
some of my colleagues - Amanda
made a comment that she didn't
like the poem and wouldn't want
to use that method again.

The students seem to have picked
up on difference in leadership
style, a few have mentioned the
impact of followers - could I
use that. Also in Peter's groups
students have handled issues of
power.
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Seminar: Rebels or leaders?

Note:

At the previous seminar discussing the poem "the leaders" I
had noticed that students seemed very content to just accept
the leadership of the appointed leaders. It seemed that,
unquestioningly, they accepted a leader's right to dictate what
was going on. This seminar was designed to raise the issue of
whether leadership and rebellion were quite as distinct as the
students appeared to believe.

As before, students were asked at the end of the classes to note
down what they had learned about leadership and what issues
they wanted to follow up on.
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at I've earne W at I wi o ow up on:

Anybody can be a leader If I can be a leader
~ taking action against leaders

noleaders can also be rebels
Is there a definition of the

,
always following and weird(?)

characteristics of leaders

Rebels can be leaders
leaders can be rebels

Leadership is important as it can
solve problems

there is not one type of leader with
set qualities 8s personality traits. A
leader moulds to the culture of the
organisation 8z the projects they
'lead'. A successful leader in one
circumstance could fail in another

leaders are not always right roles of followers - sometimes

most leaders seem to be really
have leading roles

followers with more power

leaders are not always the what makes a leader a leader?
manager~supervisor

A leader may differ from What makes a leader?
another leader in terms of the
characteristics 8z how they manage
things~people

Leaders have the courage to do
what they believe in so it can
change things for the better

Fine line between leaders and More case studies 8s examples of
rebels. Hard to distinguish in leaders etc.
some examples

Leaders have similar traits but Are you a leader if you don't have

may use different styles any followers?
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What I've learned What I will follow up on:

LEADER
being able to motivate others
being able to guide others

Good leadership is having the
communication skill and people
skills to drive an idea forward and
encourage people to follow~agree

When people at first appear rebels Leadership reading
they could actually be leaders

What attributes does a good
leader have?
development of leadership skills

What makes a good leader?
How can leadership skills be
developed through theory or
work experience?
how important is effective
communication between leader
and staff

It is important for managers to make
decisions with an open mind and not
give way to easily to other pressures

Leadership: rebel Issues of control

~ Must be controlled

~ Or not?

I have leamt how not to stereotype
managers as leaders, and
subordinates as followers

The notion that anybody can be a Political perspectives?
leader not just managers

That leaders are not always those Look at theories and how people
who are within the management are supported 8t controlled.
team, and that leadership is not
always about controlling people, but
supporting them too.

Different interpretations of Who is the leader?
leadership
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What I've learned What I will follow up on:

Leaders do not necessarily have to be Theories that apply to situations
managers

Do leaders have to be managers? No Who has control in
organisations?

Leadership is not just about Alternative theories other than
management but a process of contingency
influencing others

Leadership is not just about Alternative leadership theories
leaders but can be about innovative other than contingency
employees, acting on impulses.
Contingency theories are not v.
useful
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Amanda's group
I learned how to stand by potientiol up-
comings no matter how high or low the
person involved is with in the company.

every one has their own ethics - stand by
what you believe in.

Managers are not always right and need
to allow some flexibility for ideas to
develop and the company as a whole to
move forward. Rules and regulations
need to be followed but not always, need
tomotivate, encourage the staff

~ Different situation make a difference
in how you manage or lead your
organisation

~ In certain jobs staff should be
encouraged to be creative and be
given a certain amount of time

~ Someone may be low down in the
company but there opinion may be
valid

Different situations for managers
to deal with in different ways. The
different points of view from different
management. Never ignore an
employee's idea, whatever position they
are in.

~ Different situations require different
approaches and solutions

~ Inexperience does not mean that the
person should not be listened to if the
find a fault of a new produce

~ The leaders or managers are not
always right just because they are
leaders or managers.

~ All situations are different and
should be looked at in detail before
judgement is passed

~ Communication is vital
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Peter's Thursday group
(not so sure now, may be my Tuesday group!)

I've learnt that leadership can Other than reflection - nothing
often be decentralised from senior
positions within an organisation

Support t control (guide) Rebels and leaders

I read about task and person oriented
the other day!

Various ways to manage a situation Nothing

That there are different types of Read on subject
leadership, not just those that are
formal leaders like supervisors. Also
that leaders can become seen as a
bad influence.

"leaders are there to influence
others"

Opened my mind to leadership as a Differences between
process not a position or status etc Conventional point of view

And Political point of view
That leadership is not just managers Read more on this topic
etc that it is anyone who can persued
others
Leaders done necessarily always Look at and obtain more
come in the form of formal roles, for scenarios
example managers, directors

Is not necessarily management Look up more real life situations
(hierarchy) anyone can actually be
a leader. As leadership is about
influencing others and persuading
others

Leaders not always in formal roles Research leadership (political

Leaders are sometimes informal and perspective on it)

can appear in unexpected places
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Peter's Thursday group

Leaders aren't always the god's(?) in Different ideas on leadership
charge! and if there are any that

concentrate on the boss or

See if leadership is elsewhere in
a situation

That we are leaders in our own way Different theories in leadership
8z different adaptations

That we can all be leaders you don't Theorists on leadership
have to be a manager etc

Find out about leadership styles

That there is not always a leader who Read up on leadership
is above you. Don't always have
to think you have to follow people
higher than you
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My Story Other Stories
I thought that my groups went ~ Any one can be a leader, it
well. They certainly felt more isn't just down to the formally
at ease with the scenarios and appointed manager or
the task of taking on the role of supervisor
a manager. I suspect that this . A lot more interest in the
fulfilled their ideas of what they processes of leadership,
are on this course to learn about much more written down
- how to become a manager. And about motivating, listening,
that is what seemed to come out influencing etc.
of our discussions; "how should . Much less written about what
a good manager behave?" Most we're going to do next, nothing
students seemed to accept that stands out strongly although
leadership was a more subtle thing some interest in alternative
than they had previously thought, theories of leadership
but still it seemed to me that they including political processes of
just added 'an ability to help leadership
subordinates speak' and 'listening

'
. An interesting, almost moral

as skills to the list for ato others slant in many of the comments
good leader~manager. about what a manger should

be like. Especially noticeable in
Amanda's class

Figure 3: Ethno-experiment 2: Rebels and Leaders
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joint Action
I've just read a case study in Tony
Watson's new book on Managing
Organisations. It takes the form an
interview with a character called
Derek Duffus and concerns his
rise to a posítion of leadership. At
one level it is a nasty tale of double
dealing, but it is also a tale of a
man who influences others and
makes things happen.

Might this case link in with the
moralistic approach noted above?
Could it speak into the issue
of who would make a leader?
And referring back to my earlier
comments about how students
seem to accept the position
and right of a leader to affect
subordinates; I wonder how they
will respond to this character?

Worth a go!

Co-ordinating Stories

They are still wedded to stories
of leaders and they still see
leadership processes being
primarily in the ambit of a
leader, although there is a greater
awareness of innovation being a
leadership process that is more
widely distributed. There ís a
sense in which the students'
comments about leaders not
just being in formal positions is
incomplete, they dori t indicate
what that might mean, there is
rarely much of a follow up action
linked into such statements, other
than a vague question of "what
makes a leader?"
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Seminar based on interview with'Derek Duffus'. I came across this
case study shortly after running the session on'rebels and leaders'.
After that session I was still conscious that students were talking about
leaders as an assumed reality, and leadership as a task that could be
done well or badly. It was interesting to note that several students
had started to broaden out their ideas on what might constitute
leadership and were starting to consider how subordinates might
'lead' organisations. However, for many, the subordinates' potential to
contribute was still seen as a product of a LEADER'S style or attitude.
The Derek Duffus story seemed to throw into this conversation the
possibility of a leader of whom, I thought, most students would not
approve. Again at the end of the class students were asked to write
about what they had learned and what they would do next to take on
their learning.

(note: it appears that several collections oE students' comments are
missing)
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Joint Action Co-ordinating Stories

You have to set yourself a goal to Start assignment and carry on with
where you want to be in 10 years portfolio
time and how you are going to get
there.

Leadership is very --- to be a
leader one must forget comparison

Leadership is more abut the Read the more political journal
followers of it rather the leader articles as it seems interesting

You can be a leader but the you With what I have learnt I will use
must remember that followers will it for the work within unit 3
do anything they want they will
not always follow

I have learnt that leadership can be I will look into the extent in which
very individual and one minded. I followers areri t considered within
have learnt that followers do have leadership
the power to do what they want

That attention should be paid Apply this to portfolio entries
to the followers as well as the some how
leaders. Follows are able to think
strategically as well as managers
and there amore of them

That not all leaders come from Read huck 8t buck chapters on
hard working backgrounds but leadership
from using people

Leadership is very much based on Look at portfolio activities on
followers leadership and try and relate

seminar discussions to them.

There are leaders and followers Read other books on leadership
who both have rights to own and do entries for portfolio work
decisions leaders behave in
different ways

Leadership has many different I will write about exercise and do
forms the way is to optimise more reading on the subject
influence
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My Story

This was another strange seminar
for the students. They weren't
sure what to look for from the
case. Many comments related
to how they would have reacted
to Duffus, "that bastard would
only try that once with me!".
They struggled to get something
from the case that would make
them a better manager. But there
were no techniques, not obvious
application of theory. All they
could see was Duffus and they
didn't like him, and so didn't
want to learn from him. I sought
to encourage them to explore his
relationships with others, and
how he tailored his activities to
what was going on around him.
Their comments centred on his
manipulative, dagger in the back
approach with distaste. As my
questions became more focussed
so they started to talk about how
he listened to others, and how -in
a way- his actions grew from them.

Other Stories

~ Several students commented on
the importance of followers to
how leadership happens

~ About half of the students used
the word leadership rather than
leader and even when they
talked about leaders it was in
relation to followers. They were
more aware of the negotiated
order of leaders and followers
(they didn't use that term)

~ Conversely several of them
focused upon how single
minded you had to be to be a
leader.

~ There seemed an assumption
here that this case study was
a totality, what happened 'out
there' generally. There was
little comment about how the
case was put together, despite
hints from myself now student
commented on the subjectivity
or bias in the account, no one
doubted that this was the true
account and not a boast.

~ What to do next centred on
activities to do with the module
and portfolio assignment.

Figure 4: Ethno-experiment 3- Derek Duffus
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joint Action

This was the final class of this
unit of the module and completed
the experiment on using poetry
in learning and teaching. I shall
reflect on the process overall
elsewhere.

Co-ordinating Stories

As with the poetry class, students
seem to have struggled with a
format that didn't have clear
moral or straightforward
application on how to do
management. They had some new
ideas but didn't really know what
to do with them. Their comments
focused almost exclusively on
assignment activities and the
module.
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My Story joint Action

I designed these seminars It seems clear that my intentions were
in order to help students not picked up on by either other tutors
appreciate alternative (peter an exception?) or students.
opinions without having to I'm left intrigued by the issue of
go straight to one, dismissing professional higher education and how
the others. I wanted to get I fit into that, whatever others might
them to discuss alternative mean by it.
ideas in a way that allowed ~e students appeared to understand
for a more academic each of the classes, including the rebel's
approach than a simple'tool- case studies and Derek Duffus interview
kit' or situational approach to in terms of how they should respond,
leadership.. how they should react for the best.

Their intentions are entirely pragmatic.

So how do I respond? As we jointly
construct the module I CAN NOT
dictate what they learn. Nor, in a way,
would I want to. If I am serious about
taking student centred and negotiated
as a key to'good' learning, then I need
to revie~~ where I am going. There is a
delicious irony that Christine Mishler
felt that I was preparing students for the
'real world'

There are two directions that I think I
need to explore, in the literatures and
then in practice
1. what is meant by professional higher

education and from there on how
can I work within those outlines in a
participatory, investigative form?

2. If I take it that students' comments
about their intended 'follow up' is
genuine, even if it is unlikely to be
enacted upon, how can I facilitate an
inquiring learning? Conversations
with keen students (eg Helen) clearly
indicate that very few read for
learning, only for assignments.

Figure 5: Learning Rev
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Stories Co-ordinating Stories

I desígned these seminars the major co-ordination appears to
in order to help students be centred on what the students are
appreciate alternative wanting from their course, and what I

opinions without having to am wanting to provide.
go straight to one, dismissing I am conscious that I want to shape
the others. I wanted to get the module in what I would narrate
them to discuss alternative as an academic direction, by getting
ideas in a way that allowed the students to handle multiple ideas,
for a more academic evidence and contrast. They however,
approach than a simple 'tool- appear more interested in what makes
kit' or situational approach to a good leader and, to a lesser extent on
leadership.. how they can become a good leader.
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